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This thesis seeks to identify the critical attributes of de-
sign review models and of the environments in which they op-
erate, and to explore the relationship between model fea-
tures and environmental considerations.

Design review has evolved out of a relatively short history
of design controls and reached its current state of develop-
ment during its application on urban renewal projects. De-
sign review can serve many purposes and can be conducted by
a variety of agencies. The nature and content of design
standards and the approach to their administration varies
with specific purposes and review settings. In all cases,
however, design review standards are based on the goals of
some "community" of interests. Design review is a process
for regulating segments of the built environment in accord-
ance with the objectives of those interests.

Three cases illustrate the manner in which design review is
conducted in three different situations in the city of Bos-
ton. The cases can be related in a proposed typology of re-
view situations. The experience of the cases and the opin-
ions of actors involved are useful in formulating observa-
tions on the review process.

Six examples of design review models analyzed in this thesis
demonstrate how different constituent aspects of design con-
trol systems are applied in a range of spatial settings and
institutional contexts. A summary analysis focuses on com-
mon themes and on those conditions which differentiate be-
tween models.

This thesis concludes that there are several factors which
can be identified in an environment that suggest the appro-
priate approach, nature, and content of review models for
that environment. These factors include purpose of design
review, project program and scale, external context, insti-
tutional review context, and review process objectives.

The findings of this thesis will be useful for practition-
ers seeking to improve the administration of design review
at the municipal level.
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Preface
The purpose of this study -- This study is not intended to per-

suade the reader of the need for design review, though justi-

fication for its use will be discussed, nor does it deal ex-

tensively with the process of drafting and enacting an ordin-

ance for design review, nor will it attempt to define "de-

sign quality" or describe measures of its attainment. Those

issues are addressed in detail in other sources.

The aim of this study is to identify the critical attributes

of design review models and of the environments in which they

operate, and to explore the relationship between model fea-

tures and environmental considerations. This objective will

be accomplished by presenting three case studies of design re-

view and the analysis of six examples of generic review models.

The findings of this study will focus on a list of factors

which influence the selection of design review models that are

appropriate to their situations.

Organization of the study -- The Introduction places design

review in the context of land use control regulations. It al-

so provides an overview of review describing how it is prac-

ticed by several reviewing agencies. Part I of this study

will analyze three cases of review in the city of Boston. The

range of cases will be limited to a few situations that are

rich in detail and suggest issues that arise under different

conditions of site, design program, and institutional context. 7



To document the cases, interviews were conducted with the

principal actors involved, and a survey made of files and

documents related to each case. In Part II, model examples

of design review processes used in a number of cities illus-

trate several approaches that can be taken to control the

shape of development under a range of spatial and institu-

tional settings, and review program objectives.

From the analysis of these cases and procedural models, from

discussions with the participants involved in the cases, and

from a survey of the literature on design review, Part III

of this study will identify a set of factors relating to the

selection of review administrative models for a range of sit-

uations.

Audience -- This study is directed toward an audience of de-

sign professionals, public officials, and concerned lay cit-

izens who are involved in the administration of design review

at the municipal level. It will provide those persons with

information on how to choose the appropriate administrative

framework for conducting design review or how to modify their

existing process to better accomplish their objectives.

The task for those who would use the information provided in

this study for those purposes is to identify the conditions

that exist in their setting which correspond to the factors

described in Part III. By assigning priorities to the fac-

tors which are most significant in their own situation, and 8



by making clear what the intended purposes of design review

are, the users of this study can employ its findings as an

aid to the construction of an appropriate overall design re-

view model from a series of constituent methods.

In serving a relatively diverse audience of practitioners and

concerned laymen with varying backgrounds and different lev-

els of experience in architecture or planning, this study has

been organized to be read at several levels of detail.

The Introduction provides a common base of knowledge on the

general functions and purposes of design review. It breaks

ground for the following parts and is directed toward all

readers of this study.

Part I describes a range of several review environments and

cases which are of general interest to all involved in design

review. It is written in a style and language that should

make the cases interesting to read, and its concluding obser-

vations on the review process in these cases are informative

for the entire audience of readers.

Part II proposes a framework relating constituent elements of

design review models, and it analyzes six examples of review

procedures in a somewhat more technical writing style than

that used in Part I. It uses professional jargon more fre-

quently, and it may be less easy to follow for the casual

reader. Part II is aimed more toward the professional than

toward the concerned layman. 9



Part III can be read independently of the preceding parts al-

though it gains support from the documentation presented in

Parts I and II. The practitioner who wants guidance on the

selection of review models may want to read Part III first

and then work back to locate the foundations of its findings.

Viewpoint -- The author's perspective in preparing this re-

port is partially based on his own background and experience

as an architect and planner. This view biases the direction

Qf the study toward a concentration on the physical conse-

quences of the administrative decision making process rather

than toward questions of legality, for instance. Examples

have been selected for discussion primarily because they lead

to better urban design solutions. Their administrative or

legal elegance are of secondary concern to this author. Too

often the acts of regulating the built environment have been

biased away from design concerns, or have been aesthetically

idealistic and politically naive. This study seeks a balance

between the two perspectives.

10



Design review can serve many purposes and it can be adminis-
tered by many different types of agencies. The Introduction
to this study presents a brief overview of some purposes be- roduction
hind design review, and it examines the objectives of sever-
al agencies conducting design review. The intention of the
Introduction is to provide a common base of understanding on
which the analysis of the remainder of this study is based.

Design controls in the United States evolved out of the in-
stitution and development of zoning as well as from some ex-
amples of nineteenth century master planning. Design review
as a formalized process, however, has been extensively used
only in recent years. Review of urban renewal projects,
planned unit developments, and design modifications in his-
toric districts have laid the groundwork for the application
of environmental design review in more far reaching situations.

Some agencies may use design review to control development in-
itiated or financed by the public sector, while other agencies
may seek to control private developments that impinge upon the
public's experience of the environment. The police power of
the state, which is used to enforce restrictions that mitigate
the adverse external effects of a development on its surround-
ings, is the basis for public control of private projects.
The kind of sanctions that an agency can use to enforce its
controls depends largely on the sources of power and author-
ity available to it.

The nature and content of standards used to guide designs and
the approach to their administration also varies among agen-
cies conducting design review. Some situations are addressed
with narrow, tightly defined guidelines, while in other cases,
broad, discretionary standards are applied.

In all cases, however, design review standards are based on
the goals of some "community" of interests. Design review is
a process for regulating segments of the built environment in
accordance with the objectives of those interests.

11



One Federal
The Shawmut National Bank Building located at One Federal

Street in the Financial District of Downtown Boston is a

structure thought worthy of much praise by some critics.

Architecturally it responds well to program and site by its

massing, its articulation of parts, and its use of materials.

The shape of the building responds to its unique, wedge-

shaped block by projecting the eight floors located below a

30 story tower out to the street front line. It thus con-

tinues the pattern of nearby buildings and avoids the crea-

tion of redundant, wind-swept plazas. The architecture of

One Federal works well when viewed as a formal object, and

according to some, seems to meet the functional needs of its

owner and users.

As a piece of urban design, however, One Federal may be a

mixed blessing for the city of Boston. Architecture critic

Robert Campbell of the Boston Globe has written, "The ques-

tions come, as usual, at the seam where the building meets

the public..." He feels that the additional building bulk

permitted by design controls beyond the base zoning is ex-

cessive, considering what amenities the public has received

in return for its concessions to the owner. He also feels

that the absence of commercial shops on the ground floor de-

tracts from the potential street life of the area. Branch

banking operations and empty lobby space do not attract
12



shoppers or activity to fill the sidewalks.

The contention here is that there is more to good urban de-

sign than good building architecture and visually pleasing

forms. The public users of Boston's streets who contributed

benefits to the bank building through tax concessions, zoning

exceptions, and public services have not been given all they

could hope to expect for their contribution. One Federal

does not offer the sense of urbanity to Downtown Boston that

is seen as desirable by Campbell.

For a further discussion
of this view of urbanism
as it relates to One Fed-
eral, see Robert Camp-
bell's architecture col-
umn on page C10 of the
Boston Sunday Globe,
August 15, 1976.

If the design of One Federal Street does not fully measure up

to generally held community standards of urban design, if in-

deed such standards exist, then the fault lies in the process

of public design review which permitted the building to be

built as it was. An overall aim of that public review proc-

ess should be to protect the interests of the user public which

are not represented in the private review transactions between

the owner and the architect of the building.

While the obligation of design review to protect the public in-

terest is most clear when public resources or concessions are

involved, it may also be used to protect public property rights

in more general cases. When private development decisions have

a potentially adverse affect on the public's experience of its

spatial setting, a public regulatory agency may take on the

task of reviewing those private decisions to protect the pub-

lic good. 13



The Shawmut Bank example illustrates one of the fundamental

issues of design review: how can the public obtain good urban

design in return for the benefits they make available to pri-

vate developers?

The manner in which the design review process is conducted

may determine how well the public and private interests in-

volved are served. Some models for administering design re-

view are more appropriate than others in certain situations.

These appropriate models will better serve the objectives or

participants in the process of review than ill-suited models.

An appropriately constituted and administered process of de-

sign controls and review will promote good urban design for

the public and an acceptable solution for the building's us-

ers and its developer.

14



Evolution of Design Controls
The history of public regulation of development in the United

States is short. New York City enacted the first comprehen-

sive zoning ordinance in 1916, and zoning as an instrument of

the "police power" of the state was upheld by the United

States Supreme Court in 1926. The restrictions placed on pri-

vate property rights by zoning were justified by the state's

power to make regulations protecting public health, safety,

morals, and general welfare. In New York zoning was intend-

ed to impose minimum standards of light and air between struc-

tures and to separate activities that were viewed as incom-

pat ible.

As zoning ordinances were adopted in towns and cities across

the country, two major components of the ordinances were re-

strictions on activities -- those uses permitted and those

prohibited -- and on structures -- measurable limits on

height, setback, coverage, floor area ratio. While it was

not the stated intent of these regulations to control the

aesthetics of building design, they clearly did have spatial

consequences in terms of building form and location on a site.

Even before zoning emerged as a common means of land use and

development regulation, setback and height restrictions were

applied in a few cases to control the form of new development

in many cities. For instance, in the development of Boston's

15



Back Bay during the last half of the nineteenth century,

buildings on Commonwealth Avenue were to be a minimum of

three stories in height and had to be set back 20 feet from

the sidewalk.1 Even today zoning codes continue to include

setback requirements. Physical master plans of the "City

Beautiful" movement around the turn of the century generated

grand design schemes which relied on a unity of plan and ar-

chitecture to create a pleasing overall effect. The devel-

opment of design control methods, however, was not an ob-

jective of that movement.

In recent years more sophisticated regulations have joined

zoning and physical master planning as methods used for con-

trolling designs. Subdivision regulations on previously unde-

veloped areas set forth street widths, sidewalk construction

standards, drainage requirements, and the provision of other

amenities. Planned Unit Developments (PUD) suspend some of

the density and setback restrictions of zoning, thereby al-

lowing developers to lay out projects that are better suited

to site conditions and the existing natural landscape. Both

PUD master plans and subdivision applications may be subject-

ed to site plan review. The reviewing body, usually the lo-

cal planning board, evaluates the submissions against pre-

determined standards, often negotiates details and ambiguous

points using their discretionary powers, and issues a permit

allowing the applicant to proceed.

16



The urban renewal process has also used design guidelines and

review of proposals as a means of design control. A high de-

gree of control is possible in this instance because the city

owns the land offered for development. It can place detailed

restrictions on land use and the form that development takes.

Design review of structures became a formalized process un-

der urban renewal. Procedures developed for use in that ap-

plication serve as models for review of incentive zoning and

special development area proposals which have replaced urban

renewal as urban redevelopment techniques.

Conservation and preservation oriented ordinances also at-

tempt to control the form of architectural designs. In ru-

ral settings billboard control regulations have been estab-

lished to keep views clear of roadside advertising. Sign or-

dinances in urban settings place restrictions on the size,

location, and design of signs to minimize streetscape "clut-

ter and confusion" in commercial areas. Individual land-

marks and whole areas containing many stylistically signifi-

cant , unique, or historic buildings have been protected in

historic districts. Changes to existing structures or new

construction in these districts are controlled by guidelines

and design review procedures administered by local historic

commissions or special review boards.

Finally, in the past several years, many municipalities have

instituted "Environmental Design Review" as a process separ-

ate from zoning or subdivision regulations. Often these de-
17



sign review ordinances have been enacted to include controls

on development in sensitive areas, or controls have been ap-

plied to certain kinds of uses believed to have significant

influence on the design of the public environment. The over-

all townscape has become an issue of public concern, and has

been upheld by the courts as a legitimate object of public

regulation.

18



An Overview of Design Review
This overview seeks to define the scope of review activities

by discussing what kinds of agencies conduct design review.

The following descriptions focus on the purposes behind re-

view process and relates these purposes to the institutional

structure and operations of a range of agencies. The list

of agencies involved in design review which follows is by no

means exhaustive, but it does help to establish the boundar-

ies of the practice of design review. All these applications

deal with the visual or sensory environment to some degree.

Most of them also deal with functional concerns that relate

design features such as pedestrian amenities and building

massing or shadows to the sensory environment. The use of

the term "design review" in these examples and throughout

this study is broadly defined. It includes both functional

and aesthetic concerns.

Boston Public Facilities Department -- The Public Facilities

Department (PFD) is responsible for overseeing design and

construction of all police and fire stations, public librar-

ies, municipal health facilities, and public schools built

in the city of Boston. Its specific duties include prepar-

ing the city's capital budget, selecting and acquiring sites

for facilities, choosing architects and reviewing the prog-

ress of their designs, making construction contracts, and

performing major renovations on existing city owned facili- 19

ties.



The process of guiding school design is the function most

pertinent to this analysis. The architectural staff of PFD

is the group that reviews and coordinates architectural work

done by private architects for new schools to insure the de-

sign's compliance with its functional program -- prepared by

a specialized consultant -- as well as its conformity to budg-

etary and safety requirements. This staff not only has the

school program to guide their judgment, but also has its own

experience in building schools and an acquired body of know-

ledge of what "works" in practice and what does not. The

knowledge and experience of the staff is conveyed to the ar-

chitects during the process of design review. This process

is related to the schematic, design development, and contract

document phases of design, with formal submissions and review

that coordinates the actions of local and state level actors

involved.

The purposes of the PFD design review process are to monitor

and control the functional and aesthetic performance of pub-

lic facilities designed for the city, and to guide the archi-

tects' work through the series of approvals required at the

state level for public schools. A more fundamental reason

for the existence and operations of the Public Facilities De-

partment is to remove the selection and control of architects

from the political process and place them in a more profes-

sional management context -- a move aimed at depoliticizing

the massive school building program now underway. 2 20



Massachusetts Housing Finance Agency -- MHFA makes construc-

tion and permanent loans at below market interest rates to

limited dividend and non-profit sponsors of moderate- and

mixed-income housing projects. It raises money for loans by

issuing tax-exempt bonds. Independent state housing finance

agencies, like NHFA, conduct review to insure a level of de-

sign competence which will: 1) protect its bond holders' fi-

nancial investment in projects, 2) determine that projects

they support are responsive to their occupants' needs and

tastes, and 3) see that these projects are constituted to

promote desirable social ends such as social and economic

integration.3 All of these purposes have both physical and

non-physical components. While some aspects of a proposal

submitted to MHFA such as the composition of the development

team, the sponsor's financial statement, or the project's

management plans do not involve "design" review per se, many

other aspects do.

The Agency's Operations Handbook states, "It is the inten-

tion of MFA to finance housing of. the best quality possib-

le."O Staff architects review proposals submitted to them

at several stages of the approval process, and informal re-

view of progress is encouraged at convenient stages during

the design development and working drawing stages.

The Design Review Staff uses a brief list of specific fea-

tures as a basic standard of minimum performance rather than

elaborate and detailed design guidelines. These features are
21



directed toward the functional needs of tenants. In addition

to these specific features, a more informal agenda of con-

cerns for design quality is expressed by the MHFA design re-

view staff. Requirements often come out during the course of

review sessions on a specific proposal. The lack of formal

design guidelines to be used in evaluation reflects an agency

policy to avoid dysfunctional bureaucratic systems.5

The principal incentive or sanction that MHFA has for en-

forcing these concerns is their financial support for a proj-

ect -- both the amount offered and the speed with which it

is made available. Delay is the most potent sanction short

of denial of funds. When their bonding capability is ad-

equate and the bond market is good, MHFA can provide lower

interest rate loans than are available on the open market.

At a time of tight money for housing construction, MHFA has

been described as, "The only game in town". Developers who

seek to build under those conditions have to play by MHFA's

rules -- including submitting to design review -- or not

play at all.

Brookline Planning Department -- The town of Brookline, Mass-

achusetts, an affluent inner suburb of Boston, has conducted

a program of "Environmental Design Review" since 1971. The

initial impetus for instituting design review in Brookline

was the construction of two apartment buildings along Beacon

Street -- one of the town's major boulevards. Although both

designs conformed to existing zoning regulations, members of
22



the community and its Planning Board considered them as dem-

onstrating insensitivity to their surroundings. Instituting

design review may also have been a response to a general in-

crease in density resulting from new apartment development

in the town.6

The purpose of the Brookline review program is to allow the

Planning Board to evaluate proposals having a potential im-

pact on Brookline's townscape -- defined as "the relation-

ship of buildings, shapes, and spaces on the street".? The

town is concerned with conserving the existing townscape and

enhancing the town's character.

These aims are to be achieved by staff review of proposals

beginning early in the design process and by approval of the

Planning Board and the Board of Appeals. New construction

proposals and commercial facade renovations are evaluated

against twelve design review standards. These standards

deal with such issues as the relationship of new construc-

tion to existing buildings, the preservation of the land-

scape, vehicular and pedestrian circulation, signage, safety,

and microclimate. The specific guidelines are left open to

considerable interpretation by town officials. To make the

standards more understandable, the Planning Board has pub-

lished a Guide to Environmental Design Review which illus-

trates interpretations of the broad guidelines and offers a

commentary which helps to clarify their intent.
23



What makes the Brookline example different from other cases

discussed here is the broad scale of its application in near-

ly all the visually prominent areas of town, and the far

ranging scope of the review process which seeks to control a

range of design issues that the Planning Board and the town's

Comprehensive Plan Review Commission considered significant.

Boston Redevelopment Authority -- The BRA is both the plan-

ning and development agency of Boston. In that dual role it

must often walk the line between promoting economic growth

through the private construction of profit making develop-

ment ventures, and protecting the public interest by dis-

couraging development from occurring in an incoherent or un-

suitable manner. In the 1960's the dominant form of redevel-

opment in Boston was Federally aided urban renewal, but in

the 1970's new strategies for promoting urban development

have been more widely employed.

Under urban renewal the city attempted to expand its tax and

employment base by using Federal money to acquire property

and "write down" land costs for the sale of parcels to pri-

vate builders for redevelopment. Because the city owns the

valuable land resource on which renewal redevelopment takes

place, it is able to impose restrictions on the form and con-

tent of land use-. Design controls on renewal projects can

be characterized as either "tight" -- delineating setbacks,

building lines, height limits, functional layout, entrance

locations, and fenestration patterns -- or "open" -- leaving 24



more discretion to the architects to act within the formal

statement of design objectives in the urban renewal plan as

documented in the "Developer's Kit" of requirements. 8

Design review procedures conducted under these controls

call for elaborate formal submissions at four stages. The

Director of Urban Design and his staff may conduct the re-

view themselves, or the Authority may select an independent

review panel to make design evaluations and recommendations.

Urban Design Staff architects also carry on an informal dia-

logue with the redeveloper's architect during review. The

aim of this complicated and costly process is to insure that

the proposal satisfies the development objectives and design

controls laid out in the official Urban Renewal Plan.

In recent years while urban renewal projects have been

closed out as Federal funding sources disappeared, new strat-

egies for inducing development have been devised. Two of

these strategies are administered by the BRA and require de-

sign review: Chapter 121A developments and Planned Develop-

ment Areas. Granting conditional uses under zoning also re-

quires submission to BRA design review.

All of these provisions offer developers greater flexibility

in assembling their development packages increased permis-

sible floor area ratio (FAR), and Chapter 121A also offers

property tax advantages as well. The City is willing to of-

fer these advantages to developers because that is the only 25



way any substantial development would take place in many

parts of the city. It is the only feasible way to expand

the tax and employment base without Federal urban renewal.

The City believes that the safeguards provided by the de-

velopment proposal review procedures are strong enough to

guarantee that the public interest is protected in these

cases. The design review process for conditional uses,

121A development, and PDA's is part of this more complex

approval procedure, but design review is less formal and

the submission requirements less stringent than those man-

dated under urban renewal.

Because of the many conditions under zoning and special de-

velopment strategies that trigger the requirement design re-

view, the BRA is able to exercise some control on a signifi-

cant portion of the total development taking place in the

city. The advantages to developers in terms of tax conces-

sions and possible FAR increases create an incentive for

them to submit proposals that come under design review.

The sanction that makes review effective is the withhold-

ing of special permits or approval to proceed with the

developer' s project.

Springfield Historical Commission -- In the city of Spring-

field, Massachusetts there are three historic districts lo-

cated in neighborhoods dominated by houses built in the late

26



nineteenth century. These houses are good examples of sever-

al prevailing styles of their day -- Italianate, Shingle

Style, Queen Anne -- and are considered worth protecting

from inappropriate alterations that may damage their sty-

listic integrity. Because of the vulnerability of this

integrity to change, detailed design elements are subject to

tight controls with changes in color, exterior architectural

features and trim, and elements like porches subject to re-

view by the Historical Commission. While the controlled

elements are carefully listed, exactly what changes to them

are permitted is less explicitly stated -- with most criter-

ia stating that replacement elements must look as much like

the original as possible. Each district has its own set of

design criteria.

Any changes to the 1000 existing houses of the three dis-

tricts initiated by owners must be reviewed and approved by

the Commission. Approval may state that: 1) the change is

appropriate, 2) the change proposed is not covered by the

controls and thus permissible, or 3) that an otherwise inap-

propriate change is allowed due to hardship imposed on the

owners by its prohibition.

The Commission has been preservation oriented and does not

encourage contemporary design for new construction located

in the historic districts. The stated purpose of this de-

sign review program is to preserve and encourage the con-
27



tinuing expression of the community through its architecture.

In effect, however, the Springfield design review process

has been used as a vehicle for neighborhood conservation and

stability rather than exclusively for historic preservation.9

The city of Springfield, through its Historical Commission,

has sought to maintain local control over its assets and aes-

thetics during a period of changing tastes and owner indif-

ference to historically valuable designs.

Common themes -- Clearly, the nature of the design review

process varies with the characteristics of the agency con-

ducting it. The agency's overall objectives, its purposes

for reviewing designs, its internal organization and staff-

ing, the use type reviewed, the other actors immediately in-

volved, and the absent future users all affect the agency's

approach to design review. While each institutional setting

is unique, there are several common themes that cut across

these examples.

Both the Public Facilities Department and MHFA can exercise

a great deal of control over the outcome of the process be-

cause each can exercise strong leverage over the designers

and developers. PFD is its own developer, in effect, and

hires its own architects. The ultimate PFD sanction of fir-

ing the architect is seldom used, but the lesser sanction

of refusing to rehire an obstinate architect for city work

is also a potent weapon -- particularly in times when work

opportunities are scarce. Similarly, MHFA can discourage 28



developers from using certain architects for future housing

proposals submitted to the agency. Reviewers can also delay

the process or withhold financial support from projects which

do not meet their design requirements.

Public planning agencies like the BRA or the Brookline Plan-

ning Department, on the other hand, often do not have as much

leverage over the outcome -of the design review process. Proj-

ects which are privately initiated and funded are not tied to

locations in a particular municipality. Developers can seek

out more favorable regulatory climates to build in, if these

locations will also offer them favorable profit opportunities.

Property rights cannot be restricted under design review ordi-

nances to a point where regulation constitutes a taking with-

out just compensation to the property owners. Both of these

constraints place limits on what kind of design review local

planning agencies can undertake, but for urban renewal proj-

ects, agencies like the BRA can impose tight design restric-

tions and enforce them because they own the land where de-

velopment is to take place.

Agencies having a high degree of control and a narrow range

of building use types in their domain may not prepare detail-

ed design guidelines or articulate a specific comprehensive

design policy at the outset of their work. MHFA uses loose

guidelines and relies on the judgment of their reviewers to

interpret what the agency's design interests are in individ-

ual cases. In effect, whatever the reviewer says is agency 29



policy. PFD operates in a similar way with its design staff

commenting on the issues that arise in the context of a par-

ticular design. In these two instances the agencies rely on

the accumulated staff experience in specialized areas of ex-

pertise -- housing and schools -- to inform their judgment.

This cumulative learning approach to review may not work suc-

cessfully when the rate of construction is too slow for ex-

perience to build rapidly in a variety of circumstances, or

if the review load is so heavy that reviewers lack time to

reflect on what they are doing and to formulate a coherent

set of policies. Objections can also be raised on grounds

of due process and evenhandedness.

Review in the Springfield historic districts is administered

under tight guidelines because the design ambience that the

Commission is attempting to protect is susceptible to damage

from even small scale deviations from the norm. Individual

design decisions are tightly controlled in order to preserve

the details on houses which when aggregated create the un-

ique collective qualities of the neighborhood. In Brookline

the aim is also to preserve and protect qualities of the

overall townscape from erosion by insensitive design deci-

sions at the small scale. Visually prominent locations and

potentially obtrusive uses and structures come under the

town's review; but the design guidelines are relatively loose

allowing the reviewer discretion to meet a range of particu-

lar issues that arise under such a broad application. 30



All reviewing agencies consider the absent users in their

deliberations, but housing agencies like MHFA have a much

more tightly defined, identifiable user group in mind,

which limits the range of people they need to consider.

PFD also must keep the needs of absent users in mind --

the school teachers, students, their parents, and the com-

munity in which the school is located.

Finally, in this brief overview of agencies conducting de-

sign review, it is important to note that each body brings

a hidden agenda to the review process. Some agenda have

several items and others only one. The agenda may be large-

ly concealed or merely an unspoken understanding among the

participants. The issues of these agendas may arise out of

the encompassing context of the agency and its relationship

to its constituents, or they may come out of the agency's

origins and history.

One can speculate on what the agencies' agendas are. PFD

originally was established to depoliticize the school de-

sign and construction process and to attract competent ar-

chitects to produce quality designs for the city. The agen-

cy reinforces those goals by maintaining a professional pos-

ture in its dealings. MHFA may be using design review as a

means for socializing architects into the practice of pro-

ducing housing which fosters the agency's social and design

ends. The BRA may also see design review as a socialized
31
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development which place a premium on "good design" while not

neglecting the larger issue of the wise use of limited urban

land resources to promote economic development and increase

the tax base. For Brookline one reason for erecting an el-

aborate design review structure may have been to provide a

disincentive for further apartment development in the town.

Having to undergo review for their projects might discourage

developers from building there, and extract a price of design

quality from those who do build. Neighborhood stabilization

seems to be at least partially behind the historic preserva-

tion efforts in Springfield.

Generalizations -- Given these far ranging situations and

common themes, what can be generalized about the nature of

design review from these few examples?

First, we can say that design review is a process for regulat-

ing segments of the visual, sensory, and functional built en-

vironment of a defined "turf" in accordance with the values

and goals of a particular "community" of interests. This

community may be broadly diverse in its membership and val-

ues held or it may be narrow and homogeneous. Its turf may

be spatial or functional in nature.

Second, design review focuses on those issues which are seen

as significant to members of that community, and their re-

viewers, and it ignores other issues not elevated to a posi-

tion of concern. 32



Third, within the context of these community held interests,

design review deals with two levels of concerns: those con-

cerns which have a direct impact on the users of a particular

environment -- its regular occupants and visitors -- , and the

interests of the larger public who experience the environment

only in passing or at a distance. The latter group suffers

the off-site negative impacts of development or enjoys its

positive externalities or both.

Fourth, design review is often an interactive process of nego-

tiation and bargaining between representatives of the collec-

tive community interests -- the reviewers -- and those who

seek to develop.

Fifth, design review takes place in a larger context of insti-

tutional constraints, hidden agendas, and continuing community

issues which cannot easily be isolated from the review process.

This Introduction raises issues about the purposes of design

review, the motivations and composition of the agencies con-

ducting it, and the context in which review takes place.

Building on these points, and using the generalizations as

baseline assumptions on the character of design review, Parts

I and II will elaborate on and further illustrate these is-

sues. All of the issues come to bear to some degree on the

selection of appropriate design review models discussed in

Part III.
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Design review can take place in a wide variety of environ-

ments or situations. Part I of this study examines three Part I
cases of design review processes set in the city of Boston.
Each case is unique in its characteristics, but each can be
related to a larger framework of attributes that describe a
range of situations. We can draw inferences from the cases
that tell us something about how to apply design review meth-
ods in different settings.

After introductory remarks on the purpose of conducting case
studies and a description of the methodology used to gather
and analyze information, a proposed typology of cases is in-
troduced. The purpose of the typology is to clarify the re-
lationships between possible review situations and to locate
the three cases in a larger field of environments.

Next, the context, story, and analysis of each case is pre-
sented. A case context includes information on its location
in the physical, functional, and social settings of the city;
the background of events which influenced the actions of par-
ticipants in the case and generated factors which partially
determined the course of the review process and its outcome;
and the regulatory context of mandatory and advisory controls
that shape the institutional setting within which the activ-
ities of the case take place. The story of each case tells
who did what to whom, where and when. It traces the sequence
of events in the design review process and quotes the ex-
pressed thoughts and opinions of actors involved. Whenever
possible the actors' motivations are probed -- the why. The
analysis of each case relates the events of the case to larg-
er concerns of design review and those of planning and archi-
tectural practice. It discusses the sanctions and leverage
used, the attitude of the architect and other actors toward
design review, their measures of success, their evaluation
of the success of the case, and the implications of the case
on future events in its environment.

Following each case is a transitional piece focusing on one
participant's view of a larger issue of design review: the
use of design review as a lever on developers to produce well
designed projects, the architect-reviewer relationship, and
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the reviewer-public relationship.

Finally, Part I closes with a list of general observations
derived from the particulars of each case studied. The pur-
pose of these observations is to provide part of the basis
for the recommendations that link design review methods to
particular situations, to be discussed in Part III of this
study.
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Introduction
Use of case studies -- Case studies are used to isolate a

part of the complex world. Three cases are discussed here to

illustrate some of the issues introduced in the preliminary

part of this study. They provide a rich source of data and

an opportunity for insight offered in real world situations.

Cases can be used in a rigorous academic analysis as a source

of hard data and the basis for far reaching generalizations.

The purposes of using cases in this study are more modest.

These cases cover a limited range of situations -- not enough

from which to generalize with much certainty. Data from

these cases are used to illustrate some recurring issues of

design review. Case information and the opinion of actors in-

volved in the cases -- who also speak from their experiences

in other cases of design review -- will provide the basis for

some general "observations." These observations are not to

be seen as applicable to all design review settings, but they

may be reasonably descriptive of situations similar in some

respects to the cases studied here.

These cases provide details on the day to day activities of

design review in various agencies in the city of Boston.

This city is unique in many ways because of the high level of

commitment the local government and many community groups have

made to urban design quality. The Boston-Cambridge area is

the home for many architectural firms of national reputation, 36



and it has members of the media who are active in informing

and enlightening the public on the importance of design is-

sues. As a result, at least part of the public has become

sensitized to design and environmental issues. Boston's her-

itage of historical architecture and the high level of popu-

lar concern for relics of the past also contribute to an in-

terest in architectural preservation in some neighborhoods.

All of these factors make Boston a leader in public concern

for urban design.

While the lessons learned in Boston on design review may not

be applicable in other cities today, it is likely that as de-

sign and environmental awareness grows across the country,

other cities will face similar issues as they institute de-

sign review programs. These cases can illustrate examples

of what approaches work and show instances where specific ap-

proaches ought to be avoided in order to promote a smoothly

operating design review process.

Criteria for selecting cases -- Initially the author had

three basic criteria for the selection of cases: 1) the avail-

ability of documentary information, 2) the accessibility of

actors involved, and 3) the existance of a physical product

to represent the outcome of the design review process. In

addition, cases at three levels of scale and settings were

sought: 1) a large scale project, in a highly visible prom-

inent location, that had been involved in active and pub-

licized debate; 2) a small scale project, in a visible but 37



not particularly prominent location, that had not been de-

bated actively; and 3) a small or moderate scale project, in

a residential neighborhood setting, where active debate took

place among a small group of adjacent residents, but not

among general interest groups. An example of the first level

was Sixty State Street, a 40 story office building located

beside Boston City Hall and Faneuil Hall. The second level

might be a storefront renovation in the Downtown shopping

district, and the third level could be a housing project in

a neighborhood like Dorchester or Roslindale.

The reason for studying that range of cases was to illustrate

how design review operated in settings that varied in "sensi-

tivity" -- both of the physical surroundings and of the con-

cerns of community groups. There were several underlying hy-

potheses or assumptions behind these choices: 1) the large

scale case will have undergone considerable modification

based on input from the reviewers' in-house studies; 2) in-

terest groups and general public scrutiny would thus have

greater influence on the final design than they would have in

other cases; 3) small scale, downtown, non-prominent cases

would encounter the fewest roadblocks from interest groups

and abutters but may generate debate between the owner and

his architect and the design review staff -- with the staff

having the greatest influence on the outcome; and 4) the

small scale, "neighborhood" case, if not located in an "ar-

chitecturally sensitive area," would be most influenced by 38



the "functional" concerns (traffic, noise, etc.) of the local

community residents than by purely visual or aesthetic con-

cerns -- if the design review process was accessible and sen-

sitive to these concerns, and if the reviewing criteria per-

mitted these kinds of outcomes.

While it is not the intention of this study to "prove" these

hypotheses, all of them have been generally supported by the

cases analyzed, despite the fact that the three cases do not

meet precisely the requirements of the original selection

criteria.

Cases selected -- When the author tried to identify cases

that met these three "basic" and three "setting" criteria, he

was not able to find any suitable cases that made a perfect

match. The larger scale case was discarded because those

cases available were tainted by too many "political" issues

and the high stakes economics of massive development. In

other words, there were too many "deals" involved which peo-

ple were reluctant to discuss candidly. There were no suit-

able neighborhood cases that did not take place in an "archi-

tecturally sensitive area" -- that is, in places where there

was a high level of design concerns. Outlying neighborhoods

in Boston had not been involved in design review cases that

were rich enough in issues to be of interest. The middle

case was better illustrated by a relatively large scale proj-

ect which did not produce much public debate.
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The first case described in this study, Suffolk University

on Beacon Hill, best fits the description of the third set-

ting of a small scale neighborhood case; but design issues

shared the spotlight with functional issues. Ausonia Housing

on Commercial Street in the North End is the second case. It

too generated considerable public debate, illustrates a con-

flict in values between "designers", "preservationists", and

factions of the "public", and, unlike Suffolk, it has actu-

ally been built. Charlestown Savings Bank on Summer Street

in Downtown Boston adheres quite closely to the description

and assumptions of the middle case setting. Overall these

three cases do illustrate all of the originally sought cir-

cumstances except for a large scale project generating wide-

spread public debate.

Methodology -- Information on the cases came from four

sources: 1) documents, memoranda, meeting notes, and draw-

ings; 2) interviews with the principal actors involved: own-

ers, architects, reviewers, members of the interested com-

munity; 3) a review of newspaper articles and architectural

criticism; and 4) on-site visits and documentary photographs.

In general all actors contacted were willing to talk about

their roles in the cases although some were more candid and

co-operative than others. Many seemed to play up the impor-

tance of their roles and the significance of their input, and

others went off on tangents that demonstrated their own bi-

ases and preconceptions about the case. 40



Interviews were loosely structured around a schedule of ques-

tions that seemed appropriate to ask each particular actor

based on his role and the nature of his expertise. Whenever

actors had something interesting to say on a related topic,

the author let him go on, but then tried to probe the nature

of the connections to the specific case. The actors told

their version of the whole story or focused on that part of

the story in which they were most directly involved. Each

actor was also asked a few general questions on design re-

view. Their responses to these questions form the basis of

entries in the "analysis" section of each case study.

The author has tried to make the case information readable

and interesting, but often that has been done at the expense

of academic rigor. A good deal of interpretation and gap

filling assumptions have found their way into the cases. Any

interpretation not clearly attributed to an actor (or not in

the stream of ideas in a paragraph begun by a direct attribu-

tion) is that of the author. Statements labeled as feelings,

thoughts, or beliefs of individual actors are actually based

on quotations expressed by them in documents, newspaper ac-

counts, and interviews with the author. Occasionally an ac-

tor expressed his view of the thoughts and motivations of oth-

ers. Those opinions are usually labeled as such, but not in

all instances.

The author circulated a preliminary draft of the cases to

some of the principal actors. They responded with comments 41



on facts and attribution which helped to clarify each of the

cases. One of the case studies was changed in several places

to meet the suggestions of a participant.

In documenting and analyzing any story, the author must make

a few assumptions. Whenever possible this author attempted

to confirm his assumptions by raising the point with case

participants or by discussing the logic of his reasoning with

another third party. Hopefully, the data and interpretation

offered in these case studies will be sufficient to let the

reader decide how valid the author's assumptions have been.
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Typology of Cases
Design review is conducted in many different kinds of set-

tings. These settings or situations can be described in

many ways, but this study will propose only one framework.

This structure is intended to clarify the relationships be-

tween situations and to locate the three cases analyzed with-

in a larger field of environments.

Framework for comparison -- Three categories of attributes

can describe a design review situation: program, location,

and context. The program of a development project include

those qualities that describe its scale, uses, and the na-

ture of impacts of the program on its environment. The lo-

cation of a project is described by the nature of its site,

its visibility or prominence in its setting, the adjacent

uses and their compatibility with the project, the scale of

adjacent buildings and their compatibility, and the geograph-

ically based level of concern of the abutters and neighbor-

hood residents. The context of a project describes the in-

stitutional resources and constraints on a development such

as zoning, city-wide and local urban design policy, incen-

tives and sanctions on development, the resources available

to conduct design review, the pool of design talent avail-

able, the access of developers to the political process and

decision makers, and the level of market pressures on a

development.
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This list of attributes of a situation may not fully describe

the setting and some attributes may be more significant than

others in differentiating between effective application of

design review methods. The emphasis of this study is not on

identifying definitively which attributes are most important

in predicting the success of specific design review tech-

niques, but rather its emphasis is on providing a framework

for the comparison of case situations and for characterizing

situations where certain kinds of design review may be more

appropriate. Definitive choices depend on the particulars

of a given situation and the interaction between attributes

that may be too complex to discuss in a general way. Part

III of this study will attempt to identify some links be-

tween design review methods and situations.

Each of the attributes of the proposed framework has a range

of different values. Some can be measured on a continuous

ordinal spectrum, and some are nominal and discrete. The ac-

companying table lists these variables in increments of five

discrete steps even though some variables are continuous and

others not comparable on an ordinal scale.

This study will not attempt to define precisely the terms of

all attributes or their values, but the following section

will look at two particularly interesting attributes in great-

er detail. The table does include local examples of what the

author has in mind for several of the values. The three

cases are also related to this framework of attributes by 44



tables in following sections to provide some common ground of

comparison between them and the possible field of all design

review situations.
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Comparing levels of resources and concern -- Several of the

attributes mentioned above appear to play a significant role

in the way an effective design review program is constituted,

at least based on experience and intuition. Two of the most

critical attributes are the level of concern for design qual-

ity in a community, and the resources available to express

that concern.

We can characterize concern as being of three ordinal levels:

low concern where there is a general level of indifference

over which designs get built in a community, moderate concern

characterized by the formation of ad hoc groups in response

to the more blatant design outrages perceived by the commu-

nity, and high concern where continuing groups have been es-

tablished to monitor the quality of environmental design.

Resources may also be described as having three ordinal lev-

els: low resources where no funds or staff are available to

monitor or regulate design, moderate resources where some

funding is available but reviewing is done primarily by vol-

unteers perhaps with the assistance of a small staff, and

high resources where a well funded permanent staff has the

primary responsibility for design review. Volunteers may al-

so be used to supplement staff review in the latter situation.

We can devise a simple table to compare the three levels of

values for each attribute. The accompanying tables illus-

trate conditions that prevail in a high concern, high 47



resource situation, for instance. In that case there are

funds and staff available to conduct continuous review of

all projects that arise. Support of the community in this

effort is also high. In a high concern, moderate resource

situation, however, a community that wants to conduct review

must rely on volunteer work on a small budget. That condi-

tion may place a strain on the effectiveness of design re-

view to accomplish what the community expects of it.

Some situations are more stable than others over time. An

indifferent community with no resources to conduct review is

likely to remain so, but a community with high concern and

low resources will either seek out resources to monitor de-

sign or its enthusiasm will wane. The table illustrates the

relative stability of different situations of resources and

concern.

A similar analysis comparing two or more different attributes

of situations could also be prepared in order to study the re-

lationships and dynamics between design review programs and

their environments. The information developed here should be

kept in mind as a descriptive technique. The three cases

that follow fit into three cells in the upper left corner of

the comparative matrix. Beacon Hill has high concern but mod-

erate resources, the Commercial Street case illustrates high

concern and high resources, and the Charlestown Savings Bank

case used high resources in a situation of moderate to low

community concern. The reader should note the nature of 48



"success" of review effectiveness in each case and reflect

upon the case's location in this matrix.

The use of this analysis as a normative tool will be explored

further in Part III.
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Three Cases
Each of the three cases illustrates some of the issues raised

in the author's original four hypotheses, but each case also

raises a series of issues that is unique to its circumstances.

The three cases are arranged in increasing order of scale

from a single building of 60,000 square feet to a 106 unit

housing project to a ten story office building. Each case

also is focused on a major actor whose decisions and behavior

most influenced the outcome of the review process.

The Suffolk University case can be labeled "The Developer's

Case" because it was the University and its President who

took most of the decisive actions. More correctly, the case

revolves around the relationship of the developer and the com-

munity, with the design reviewers playing a relatively minor

part in determining the process outcome. This case raises is-

sues related to high community concerns constrained by lim-

ited resources. It illustrates a decentralized process of re-

view with the action taking place within an urban neighborhood

and its local institutions rather than in a central office at

City Hall. Local issues dominate this case and design issues

take a secondary importance as events unfold. The City gov-

ernment is involved only indirectly through the zoning ordi-

nance and the Mayor's policy on preserving the tax base from

erosion by tax exempt institutional uses. Suffolk's case

deals with the concerns of a single neighborhood with a
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strong tradition of self-regulation and citizen activity.

The Commercial Street case is "The Architect's Case." He

was the actor who had to fight to achieve design success,

and he was the only actor in contact with all the other

principal actors. The design review process was diffi-

cult at times, but it did result in a product acclaimed

as successful. While the process was somewhat decentral-

ized in its focus -- being influenced by several centers

of power -- , the City did serve as a central, coordinat-

ing force. Strong community conflicts formed a backdrop

to this case, but the design review process itself re-

volved primarily around design issues. Two neighborhoods,

each with its own set of values and design sensibilities,

Downtown Boston

Location of Cases
SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY

The first case is loca-
ted in the residential
district of Beacon Hill
near the retail and of-
fice center of Downtown
Boston. Nearby Cambridge
Street links Government
Center to Cambridge and
the Charles River, and it
separates Beacon Hill
from the mixed uses of
the West End.

2AUSONIA HOUSING
COMMERCIAL STREET

The second case is loca-
ated at the edge of down-
town on a street separa-
ting the established
North End community from
the revitalized Water-
front.

3CHARLESTOWN SAVINGS BANK

The third case is at the
heart of the retail Cen-
tral business District at
the corner of Summer and
Chauncy Streets.
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were in conflict over the Ausonia Housing project, but the

conflicts were finally resolved to the satisfaction of both

groups.

Charlestown Savings Bank is "The Reviewer's Case" because

the Urban Design Staff member in charge of the project had

the greatest power and affect on the outcome of the case.

The BRA ran the review process from a central position, and

there was a low level of concern among the abutters to the

project though there was some public interest in the general

issues of property tax agreements. This case illustrates a

dispute over the qualities of good design among professionals,

and it demonstrates differing perceptions of who were the ul-

timate clients. While there were no local residential neigh-

borhood groups involved, a significant concern was the public

interest on a city-wide basis. This case revolved most sim-

ply around the issue of what design amenities the public can

expect in return for its granting developments tax subsidies.

Following the "Developer's Case" is a commentary on the role

of design review as a lever on the developer's production of

good design. A commentary on the relationship between archi-

tects and reviewers follows the "Architect's Case." And a

discussion of the reviewer's relationship to the public fol-

lows the "Reviewer's Case." These commentaries relate some

of the issues of each case to general issues of design re-

view as a process. Each piece is based on the author's

talks with an actor involved in each case. 53
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Typology of Cases

Attributes

PROGRAM

scale

use

impacts

LOCAT ION

site

visibility

adjacent uses

compatibility of use

adjacent scale

compatibility of scale

concern

CONTEXT

zoning

urban design policy

incentives and sanctions

resources

talent pool

political access

market pressure
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Suffolk
Suffolk University pro-
posed the construction of
a new eight story class-
room and office building
on the site of an exist-
ing one story university
building on Cambridge
Street. In order to pro-
mote community involve-
ment and support, a De-
sign Review Committee
with volunteers serving
as members was establish-
ed by a local planning
and development agency
to review the design.
The Committee and com-
munity in public meet-
ings voiced satisfac-
tion with the design but
raised issues of the
building's height, FAR,
and external impacts, and
expressed concern for Uni-
versity expansion.. A lo-
cal neighborhood group
negotiated with Suffolk's.
President to make modif-
ications to the proposal,
but in the end the group
disapproved it.
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Context
Location -- Suffolk University is located on the north slope

of Beacon Hill, a largely residential area close to Downtown

Boston. The University proposed to build a new classroom and

office building on the site of a former Stop and Shop super-

market at Cambridge Street between Hancock Street and Ridge-

way Lane. Cambridge Street is a major gateway avenue leading

to Government Center and the retail district from Storrow

Drive along the Charles River and from Main Street in Cam-

bridge. The building site is at the interface between the

tight-knit residential oommunity of Beacon Hill and the in-
stitutional, residential, and commercial area of the West End.

The West End was formerly a high density, working class area

somewhat similar to the present North End. It was the home

for many ethnic groups and an arrival area for recent immi-

grants to Boston, but in the late 1950's most of its old

structures were torn down to make way for the first large

scale urban renewal project in the city.

Now high rise luxury apartment buildings stand in broad

fields of parking and open space where five story tenements

once stood. On the southwest corner of the West End are

three institutions -- the Massachusetts General Hospital,

the Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary, and the Suffolk

County Jail -- which line the riverfront near Longfellow

Bridge at Cambridge Street. At the other end of the street
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are the office buildings of Government Center, built furing

the 1960's. Charles River Plaza lies between those two in-

stitutional centers along the avenue. The Plaza contains re-

tail stores, a cinema, an office building, parking, and a

14 story Holiday Inn hotel. Beside the State Services Build-

ing of Government Center and Charles River Plaza are the Old

West Church, designed by Asher Benjamin, and one of the Har-

rison Gray Otis houses, designed by Charles Bulfinch, -- now

the home of the Society for the Preservation of New England

Antiquities.

The north side of Cambridge Street is thus occupied by a mix

of different uses and buildings, new and old, massive and

small. In 1925 Cambridge Street was straightened and wid-

ened from Charles Street at the River to Cornhill Street in

Scollay Square -- now Government Center. It thus became a

broad thoroughfare separating the West End from Beacon Hill ..

to the south.

Cambridge Street
looking west
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West Downtown
West End

Beacon Hill

ft ---- View east on
L f IY Cambridge Street

Beacon Hill has a history, architectural fabric, and social

composition far different from its neighbor across the street.

The southern slope-- or front side -- of the Hill facing the

Common has traditionally been the home of the wealthy upper

classes of Boston. Even after many of the rich migrated to

the Back Bay and the suburbs beyond, Beacon Hill maintained

its image as a prestigeous place to live. The northern slope

-- or back side -- , on the other hand, was originally a, lower

class area or servants quarters and workers' housing. Only

in recent years has the back side become a fashionable home

for upper middle class established professionals and a mix

of students, a few upwardly mobile "young professionals",

and many elderly residents as well as the working class.

While the Hill is known for its well maintained brick town-
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houses and social homogeneity, it is not nearly as uniform in

architecture or population as is commonly believed.

Many residents of Beacon Hill do, however, have a set of com-

mon values, shared interests, and a tradition of a high de-

gree of involvement in the affairs of their community. Or-

ganizations like the Beacon Hill Civic Association have been

formed to help residents control the destiny of their neigh-

borhood. In 1955 Beacon Hill was established as a Historic

District with changes in the exterior appearance of buildings

controlled by the Beacon Hill Architectural Commission. Resi-

dents have long expressed a high level of concern over their

physical environment. They want to preserve the traditional

forms, quality of detailing, and kind of public life style

that is appropriate to the decorum of the neighborhood.

Recent historical background -- In 1968 President John Fenton

of Suffolk University proposed to build a seven story class-

room and office building on Cambridge Street. The building

would replace the vacant one story supermarket at Hancock

Street with a single, bulky mass out of scale with the small-

er area plan, three to six story buildings of the neighbor-

hood. The site was zoned as "L-2" which meant that local

business activities of an enclosed area of up to twice the

size of the lot were permitted. While educational uses were

not prohibited on that site, the proposed building's floor

area ratio of 6.3 far exceeded the allowed density, and a

zoning variance was needed in order to proceed. 59



A variance was granted by the Board of Appeals and upheld on

judicial appeal to the Superior Court in April 1969. Abut-

ting residents were vehemently opposed to construction of

such a massive institutional intrusion on their neighborhood

and had organized against the proposal.

The 1960's had brought a slow upgrading of the Northeast

Slope area of Beacon Hill near Hancock Street, and with it

a growing sense of community. Ten residents of Hancock and

Temple Streets, Ridgeway Lane, and the Hancock Historic Trust

-- a major land owner -- joined forces to attempt to preserve

the scale and character of the area. They sought financial

support from the Beacon Hill Civic Association (BHCA) and

were able to raise money to cover legal fees and to post a

$25,000 bond required to appeal the zoning ruling.

The plaintiffs argued that the variance had been granted il-

legally on improper grounds -- that the hardship claimed by

Suffolk was not due to any unusual circumstances of the par-

ticular site. The site conditions were no different from any

other sites in the L-2 district. They also believed that the

proposal was not a worthy architectural addition to the area,

and that the University acted with insensitivity in dealing

with the neighborhood. Suffolk claimed in court that as an

educational institution, they were exempt from the Boston

Zoning Code, and that denying them a variance inflicted a

financial hardship on the institution.
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In 1970 the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts ruled in

favor of the community plantiffs. In what has been called a

landmark decision on zoning, the court said,

The special considerations which Suffolk seeks does
not arise from any conditions affecting the land or
existing building, but arises from the desire of Suf-
folk to construct a new building, not conformable to
zoning requirements but conformable to a plan which
will provide the accommodations for a substantially
greater number of students at a substantially lower
cost per floor area unit.1

Suffolk was not exempt from zoning, and furthermore, a vari-

ance would derogate from the intent and purpose of the zoning

ordinance. The SJC stated that the L-2 district was related

to the preservation and enhancement of the adjacent historic

district. The zoning district was designed to provide a pe-

ripheral area for local business serving the needs of the

residents of Beacon Hill. The Court's decision was unequiv-

ocal: Suffolk University could not build its seven story

building proposed in 1968.

Continuing issues -- The 1968 Suffolk proposal and the ensu-

ing debate illustrates two related issues that concern resi-

dents of Beacon Hill: the issues of development versus pres-

ervation, and the issue of institutional expansion.

Since 1958 the West End has been under almost continuous re-

development. Not only has new residential and commercial

growth.taken place, but also the institutions have been
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expanding. The Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH) has

grown by adding several new buildings to its old complex,

including two new parking garages on Cambridge Street. In

the mid-1970's plans were promoted for a new Ambulatory Care

Center on block to the north of Cambridge Street, but the

hospital was denied a "Certificate of Need" by the State, re-

quired before they could go ahead with construction. The

Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary (NEEI) was so confined

in its land holdings, that it was forced to build a new

structure over its old building. The Charles Street Jail

was ordered closed by the Federal District Court, and sev-

eral proposals for development arose that discussed what

kinds of institutional and commercial uses could take its

place.

On the south side of Cambridge Street,Suffolk University was

also expanding its territory. From its origins as a law

school early in this century, Suffolk had grown to a gradu-

ate and undergraduate university offering programs leading

to seventeen different degrees. By 1976 its total enrollment

had reached 6400 including many part-time and evening stud-

ents, though only about 2000 were on campus at any one time.

That "campus" had also grown from one small building on Derne

Street behind the State House to several structures extending

onto Hancock, Temple, and Mount Vernon Streets.

The Beacon Hill community was most concerned about develop-

ment that threatened the pattern of use and occupancy in its 62



midst. The area along Cambridge Street was the locus of this

development activity, and so in late 1971 the Cambridge

Street Community Development Corporation was organized by the

Beacon Hill Civic Association, MGH, and Mass. Eye and Ear to

plan the future of Cambridge Street. Forming CSCDC was an

attempt to lessen long standing antagonisms between the in-

stitutions and the residential community.

CSCDC -- The hospitals and the Civic Association saw the need

to resolve conflicts in goals, and believed that a failure to

do so would permit Cambridge Street to continue declining and

would aggravate social problems associated with the decline.

The corporate purpose of CSCDC was stated

to further the rational development of the Cambridge
Street area in the City of Boston, Massachusetts, and
its environs by promoting the growth and development
of residential, commercial, hospital, educational and
other existing uses in said area so as to encourage
the development of a coherent, well-designed, func-
tional an attractive neighborhood along Cambridge
Street...

Funding was obtained from the hospitals and private found-

ations, and CSCDC conducted several planning studies and pro-

posed several developments along Cambridge Street, none of

which had been implemented as of 1976. MGH offered to donate

a 80,000 square foot garage on the south side of Cambridge

Street to CSCDC for development of community uses to include

elderly housing, a day care center, and retail space. In

1974 architectural plans were drawn. HUD Section 8 rent 63



subsidies were arrainged, the BRA had granted the project

121A status, and MHFA had made a commitment of mortgage fi-

nancing; but the project was postponed when MHFA encountered

trouble floating bonds. Across the street on development

parcel 4B, CSCDC was planning a large scale commercial devel-

opment similar in content to Charles River Plaza. A hotel,

retail uses, an indoor recreation center, and parking were

proposed to fill an entire 60,000 square foot block of park-

ing lots and old tenements then in poor condition. The 4B

proposal was related to MGH's work on the Ambulatory Care

Center, and has been tabled pending State approval of their

project.

As a development corporation, CSCDC had little to show for

its efforts -- largely due to forces beyond its control -- ,

but it had done some valuable planning for future private de-

velopment along Cambridge Street. In October 1973 CSCDC is-

sued a planning study prepared by consultant Richard Dober

which examined the existing conditions and development poten-

tial of eighteen parcels on or near Cambridge Street. The

report did not discuss the economic feasibility of develop-

ment on particular parcels, but it did articulate three basic

principles which were to guide development in the area. They

were

the south side of Cambridge Street is to be preserv-
ed, enhanced, and redeveloped (in small strategic
areas) essentially as a residential area complemen-
tary to the Beacon Hill neighborhood. 64



The north side of Cambridge Street from Blossom
Street to Storrow Drive is to be developed, at rea-
sonably higher densities than those there today, for
new tax-paying land uses, a portion of which would
be related to health care.

Throughout the area, particular attention will be
paid to historic preservation, urban design and the
encouragement of public and private sharing of oppor-
tunities within the policies iescribed in CSCDC pol-
icy statements of June, 1973.

These principles satisfied both the BHCA and the hospitals.

Each was allocated its own domain for future growth, but the

presence of Suffolk as an institution with expansion plans on

the south side of Cambridge Street seems not to have been con-

sidered at that time. In succeeding years CSCDC tried to pre-

pare development packages that would make those principles

more concrete. They needed a prototype development which

would implement those ideals and provide a model of good de-

sign for the rest of the street as well.

In 1975 Suffolk University produced a proposal that could be

used as a model for development, but there were several ob-

stacles that had to be overcome before it could be built.

Regulatory context -- Any acceptable development along Cam-

bridge Street not only had to fit into Dober's advisory land

use guidelines, but also it had to comply with several other

mandatory controls.

Although the Boston Redevelopment Authority has remained out

of CSCDC's turf on Cambridge Street, they would have a say 65



in any variance, conditional use, or exception granted to

developments under the Boston Zoning Code. The BRA must

file a report with the Board of Appeals making its recom-

mendations on the granting or denial of a variance. The

Board of Appeals possesses the authority to grant vari-

ances. According to Article 7, Section 3 of the Boston

Zoning Code, the Board.may grant a variance only if: 1)

special circumstances peculiar to the land but not to the

neighborhood exist, and application of the Zoning Code de-

prives the appellant of the reasonable use of his land,

2) demonstrable and substantial hardship make a variance

necessary for the reasonable use of the land, and 3)

granting of a variance would be in harmony with the gen-

eral purpose and intent of the Zoning Code and will not be

injurious to the neighborhood or detrimental to the public

welfare. In making its determinations, the Board of Ap-

peals must take into account the character of the neigh-

borhood. The presence of community opposition would sure-

ly influence the deliberations of the Board in a way unfa-

vorable to the proposal; but concensus established by a

body like CSCDC, which lacks formal legitimacy and the

authority to make zoning decisions, would not necessarily

insure a favorable response to a proposal before the Board

of Appeals. Aside from recourse to judicial appeal, the

Zoning Board of Appeals has the ultimate authority to rule

on variances pertaining to use, height, setback, and other

Zoning Map for
Cambridge Street and
Beacon Hill
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matters. In this case, however, the process of approval did

not reach the stage where the Board had to make a decision.

Since 1970 the designation of the district along Cambridge

Street had been changed to "L-2-65". It remains a local

business zone with university buildings permitted as a con-

ditional use. The maximum FAR is still 2, but a new 65 foot

height limitation has been imposed on all new buildings and

additions. This limit matches the height permitted in the

adjacent H-2-65 residential district of Beacon Hill.

The zoning controls on Cambridge Street make the area unat-

tractive to private developers who would find it difficult

to build profitable buildings given the costly construction

forms dictated by zoning and the small parcels. A Planned

Development Area could be formed to qualify for an "excep-

tion" to the Zoning Code, but the Area must be greater than

one acre in size under single ownership or a corporate agree-

ment among several owners. In any case, development would

be difficult under these restrictions, and that is exactly

what many people from Beacon Hill want.

John Codman, a long time resident and realtor on the Hill,

has been a driving force behind BHCA's sponsorship of the

65 foot height limitations. He has said, "One of the charms

of Beacon Hill is the low rise," 4 and that "charm" should be

preserved at all costs. To him the 65 foot limit is an in-

violable standard which cannot be modified within the
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district. There can be no case made, he has written, for

variations in application of a standard within a zone, or

else unconstitutional spot zoning would result. 5 There was

strong community sentiment to back up this height restric-

tion in its application to any development that might take

place on Cambridge Street.

The Beacon Hill Architectural Commission (BHAC) has juris-

diction over changes in the exterior design of buildings in

the Historic District that begins forty feet south of Cam-

bridge Street. Any development site on the edge of that

district that straddles the border must be approved by the

Commission. The BHAC's authority comes from the same legis-

lation as that which established the Historic District in

1955. Their standard for review is the discretionary in-

terpretation of a published set of guidelines (to be dis-

cussed further in Part II) which must be satisfied for the

Commission to issue a certificate necessary before the Bos-

ton Building Department can issue a building permit. Al-

most any proposal for new development on Cambridge Street

must pass BHAC review.

One more informal regulatory device had been proposed under

CSCDC auspices. In 1973, Charles Rogers -- partner in the

architectural firm of Perry, Dean, and Stewart -- and two

of his staff worked for three months to prepare an Urban

Design Workbook for Cambridge Street. They spent several

weeks in the field, operating from a room at MGH, studying
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the characteristics of the street as a whole and of the CSCDC

development parcels. Their charge was to concentrate on for-

mal rather than economic considerations, and to produce a

series of development options and design guidelines for each

site. Rogers' recommendations were broad in nature, in-

tended to provide the basis for further discussion rather

than to serve as definitive design controls. He wrote

The basic urban design pattern of historic Boston
and Beacon Hill lies in three areas: scale of build-
ings, use of materials, and open space/street rela-
tionships. The urban design goals (of CSCDC and the
community speak clearly to the requirement that new
buildings alogg Cambridge Street be in harmony with
this pattern.

Consistency and regularity rather than historical reproduc-

tion were the means of achieving that harmony. Any new

buildings on Cambridge Street should address themselves to

these patterns and goals in order to assure their sensitiv-

ity to the surrounding context.
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Guidelines from
Urban Design Workbook

prepared by
Charles Rogers
Perry, Dean, &

January 1974
Parcel 1B

and staff
Stewart
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Cambridge Street,
West End, and Beacon Hill
from west



The Story
Thomas Fulham, former member of Suffolk's Board of Trustees,

succeeded John Fenton as President of Suffolk University.

Fulham had always been sensitive to community concerns.

When the community protested the expansion plans of 1968,

Fulham was the only trustee who attended their protest meet-

ings. He was aware that the University and the neighborhood

had to coexist in harmony so both could prosper. During the

first several years of his tenure as President, Suffolk had

tried to establish good relations with Beacon Hill, and it

was generally considered to be behaving as a good neighbor

to the community.

Suffolk students did not fit the conventional image of rowdy

youths attached to many college students. They are rather

conservative in their politics and their demeanor, considered

comparatively well behaved, hard working, and remarkably

peaceful. Certainly these attributes of the student body,

as well as the affable personal style of Fulham contributed

much to the tranquility on the surface of the prevailing

town-gown relationship.

But beneath the surface calm, there remained an underlying

distrust of the University's motives and a concern over its

increasing enrollment. When Suffolk purchased buildings

owned by the New England Law School on Mount Vernon Street

in 1972, the Civic Association wanted Suffolk to agree to

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

Suffolk's first proposal
to build at Cambridge St.

Court decision on case.

Formation of CSCDC.

Suffolk agreement to va-
cate Mount Vernon Street.

CSCDC planning studies
and development plans.

New Suffolk proposal.

Formation of ad hoc De-
sign Review Committee.

Kallmann's first design.

Committee recommenda-
tions.

Public meetings on design.

Formation of Planning
and Zoning Committee.

Growing community opposi-
tion to Suffolk'proposal.

NESNA given power of de-
cision by BHCA and CSCDC.

Fulham negotiates with
NESNA.

Proposal disapproved.
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sell those structures eventually so that they could be re-

turned to tax paying residential use. Occupancy of those

buildings was seen by Suffolk as a temporary solution to

their growing space needs, but Fulham conceded that the uni-

versity use was not appropriate in that residential area near

the center of the Hill. While both parties were not able to

reach a binding formal agreement, there was an understanding

that Suffolk would leave Mount Vernon Street as soon as it

could find adequate space elsewhere.

After several years of improving relations with the communi-

ty and with the animosity of Fenton's Cambridge street row

fading as well, Tom Fulham decided it was time to make a new

proposal for development on the Hancock-Ridgeway parcel.

Pressure to find additional space had not abated even with

makeshift solutions plugging the gaps. Suffolk had renovated

the old Stop and Shop -- renamed the Ridgeway Building -- on

Cambridge Street for use by student activities, and adminis-

trative offices were housed in space rented in Charles River

Plaza; but what Fulham needed was more efficient, modern

space -- preferably located in a more compact "campus" on

one block.

A new proposal -- In Fall 1975 Fulham spoke to the Civic

Association about building a new structure on Cambridge

Street. They referred him to CSCDC's President Christopher

Lee, who was also a director of BHCA. Fulham believed that

the best strategy was to seek community involvement to ratify

ORGANIZATIONS

BHCA
Beacon Hill Civic Assoc.

CSCDC
Cambridge Street Ccmmuni-
ty Development Corpa-
tion

MEEI
Massachusetts Eye and
Ear Infirmary

MGH
Massachusetts General
Hospital

NESNA
Northeast Slope Neigh-
borhood Association

SPNEA
Society for the Preser-
vation of New England
Antiquities
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his proposal and gain support for a zoning variance. He

felt that he could obtain a variance if local reaction was

favorable. Based on past observations, he thought that the

Board of Appeals would go along with community wishes on

development, and he hoped he could ride out the opposition

of a few individuals. But he needed CSCDC backing in his

moves.

Perhaps Fulham held a misperception of the mood of the com-

munity -- their objections to Suffolk's expansion were sub-

merged but not gone. While Fulham could make the case that

his actions constituted a spatial contraction rather than

expansion -- he would vacate space on Mount Vernon Street

and Charles River Plaza and build on land already occupied

by Suffolk -- , many in the community were averse to any new

construction by the University. There was potential for an

emotional response that could not be abated by Fulham's ra-

tional arguments. Fulham simply did not anticipate the vo-

cal and well organized opposition that would later develop

in. response to his proposal.

Fulham was not entirely blind to the situation. He first

wanted to test the waters at BHCA and CSCDC before commit-

ting himself to an all out campaign. "I want to determine,"

he said, "if it would be possible to erect a building which

would be satisfactory to the neighborhood ... There is no

sense in spending a lot of money on these problems (archi-

tectural, engineering, legal) if the neighborhood is not

PRINCIPAL ACTORS

Thomas Fulham
President of Suffolk Univ.

Gerhard Kallmann
design consultant archi-
tect

Knight, Bagge, & Anderson
Suffolk's regular archi-
tect

James McNeely
plaintiff in 1969 suit,
member Design Review Com.

Charles Rogers
director BHCA, prepared
urban design study,
member Design Review Com.

John Bok
member Design Review Com.

Ester Maletz
Manager for Development,
CSCDC

Paul Graziano
CSCDC staff member

Christopher Lee
President of CSCDC,
director BHCA, member De-
sign Review Committee

Stephen Oleskey
President of BHCA

Phil Boyle
President of NESNA
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going to approve it."? According to Lee, Fulham expressed a John Codman

willingness to use the PDS Urban Design Workbook as a frame- former director BHCA

work for the design of their building, and agreed to the es- aGbady Showner

tablishment of a Design Review Committee composed of neigh- Debbie King
bor hood residents. abutting resident

The Design .Review Committee -- CSCDC has a small staff and

limited technical resources. It has little design expertise

in-house, but Beacon Hill offers a vast pool of design talent

since many architects live on the Hill. The community in-

volvement needs of Fulham as well as CSCDC's own inclinations

dictated the use of a citizens' committee. The committee

membership included Christopher Lee, Charles Rogers, and

James McNeely an architect who was the plaintiff of record

in the 1970 SJC case.

John Bok was also an original member of the review committee,

and his discussions with Tom Fulham helped to bring it to

life. One of the motivations in Bok's mind was that the suc-

cessful completion of the Suffolk proposal could provide a

visible improvement in the area during a period when it was

difficult for private enterprise to do much development.

The building could set a standard for architectural excel-

lence and design sensitivity, and it could serve as the de-

velopment prototype that CSCDC wanted in the area.8 Ester

Maletz, CSCDC's Manager for Development, concurred with that

view. This opportunity was seen as a potential for setting

a positive design precedent. CSCDC's 1974-1975 Report saw 75



Suffolk's proposal

as the first major structure to be built on the south
side of Cambridge Street in fifty years, (and it) is
considered highly significant in terms of standards
it sets for mass, scale, and quality of materials and
construction.9

It was clearly in CSCDC's own best interest to get something

built, but that something had to be of good quality and to be

sensitive to community desires. CSCDC had to make the design

review process work in a way that made many conflicting in-

terests happy.

Most members of the review committee were architects -- abut-

ters were underrepresented -- and in the beginning the com-

mittee took an architectural tack. The committee believed

that a prerequisite to a good design was selection of a good

architect, so it submitted to Suffolk the names of three

I Proposed Suffolk con-
n struction site on CSCDC

PARL development Parcel 1B
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architects acceptable to the community. The architects were

Paul Rudolph, design coordinator of the State Services Build-

ing on Cambridge Street (the Hurley Building), Ben Thompson,

architect of numerous educational buildings in Massachusetts

and of the renovation of Quincy Market, and the firm of Kall-

mann and McKinnell, architects of Boston City Hall.

In April 1976 Suffolk selected Gerhard Kallmann and Michael

McKinnell to serve as design consultants for the exterior of

their new building. Gerhard Kallmann was to work in assoc-

iation with Suffolk's regular architects Knight, Bagge, and

Anderson, who were responsible for the use program and the

interior layout.

The Wall Concept -- Several members of the Design Review Com-

mittee as well as people affiliated with CSCDC shared an im-

age of Cambridge Street's form known as the "Wall Concept".

That concept has been described in various ways, but essen-

tially it proposes a line of tall buildings built on the

southern edge of Cambridge Street to serve as a noise buffer

and formal transition between the residential area of Beacon

Hill and. the West End. Fulham saw it as "a line of buildings

to give a demarcation between the intensive activity of Cam-

bridge Street and the residential nature of what is behind

it."1'0 Stephen Oleskey, President of BHCA, was not fond of

the idea because he felt that the area was already walled in

by tall office buildings to the east. He saw the concept as

part of CSCDC's view of Cambridge Street as a monumental en- 77



trance to Downtown Boston. Charles Rogers said that he con-

sidered the idea in his PDS urban design study, but discount-

ed it as being inappropriate. In a later interview with the

author, Rogers suggested that perhaps a park along the street

on parcels occupied by low post-1925 infill structures might

be another idea to consider as a transitional zone.

At least to some participants in this case, the Wall Concept

was a design idea in good currency that was seen as an ap-

propriate determinant of the design of the Suffolk site.li

Despite the differing opinions regarding the idea, Kallmann

adopted the Wall Concept as one of the influences guiding his

design thinking. He saw it as "taller buildings on Cambridge

Street (which) would provide stability, supply a noise

Buildings on south side
of Cambridge Street

Low buildings at
Hancock-Ridgeway site



barrier, and help to develop the street as a boulevard."12

It was that concept of urban design which was used to just-

ify constructing a building that exceeded the 65 foot height

limit on Cambridge Street.

The first design proposal -- Gerhard Kallmann had taught ar-

chitectural design at Columbia University before he and his

partners won the competition for City Hall. He currently

teaches at Harvard while he maintains a small practice with

Michael McKinnell. One could characterize his approach to

design as "academic" as opposed to pragmatic. His standards

of quality are high and the logic of his reasoning rigorous.

Kallmann sees both the architect and his client as active

participants in the design process. The architect submits

propositions to his client. Then he tests the propositions

by probing their interpretations by the client. What do you

really mean? is the question repeated again and again.

During the first few weeks of their assignment, the archi-

tects spent their time studying the setting. They wanted to

determine urbanistically what belongs on the site. On the

one hand there was the question of overwhelming bulk, and on

the other a question of appropriate use of detail. They made

studies of roof forms and made several propositions that they

tested on themselves. The Knight, Bagge, and Anderson pro-

gram called for 35,000 square feet of space to be laid out

flexibly, but given the site and the relatively small floor 79



areas possible, much of the space would be taken up by build-

ing services and stairs. Only 65% of the space was usable
for classrooms per floor. All of those factors dictated a

tall building even if the design took advantage of the slop-

ing site and placed two stories underground.

Kallmann saw configuration and not height as the primary prob-

lem. He tried to break down the mass of the volume by divid-

ing the structure into three parts. A tall section could be

located at Cambridge Street to take advantage of the wide

open space it provided and reinforce the Wall Concept. Serv-

ices, stairs, and elevators could be placed in the tallest

central bay. A lower third bay would step down nearly to the

height of the existing buildings up the hill on Hancock

Street. The reason behind this "up and down" roof line was

a desire to repeat the pattern of varied roof heights that

existed in the area. There are no wide, flat roofed build-

ings nearby, and that kind of roof would make the new build-

ing seem out of place. Kallmann wanted to "tone up" the

neighborhood with a decent building, and to spend money on

a "noble wall" that would create a firm edge at Cambridge

Street.

It was not until mid-May that Kallmann was ready to present

his first design ideas to the Design Review Committee.

In a meeting held at Kallmann's office, he described the de-

tails of the design to Lee, McNeely, Rogers, and Maletz. 80



The building was to contain 66,380 square feet for an FAR

7.2. At Cambridge Street the front bay was seven stories or

98 feet high, the middle bay was eight stories or 114 feet

high, and the third bay was six stories or 81 feet high,

plus a basement and sub-basement. In this first presenta-

tion Kallmann had only a tiny model and no elevations of the

building's relation to the existing structures stepping up

the hill on Hancock Street. Although they were somewhat

dismayed at the height of the building presented to them,

the Committee members were generally pleased with the over-

all concept of the design -- its articulated massing, var-

ied roof heights, and orientation. They were particularly

pleased with the use of red brick walls and brownstone

lintels and sills, a detail which repeated the form of

Proposed design along
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construction used in the area. The design showed all the sen-

sitivity the Committee had been seeking.

After some discussion of alternatives, they all agreed that

deliveries should be from a passage through the building lo-

cated in the third bay away from Cambridge Street. In that

scheme trucks would be off the main street and hidden behind

arches, but it would mean some additional truck traffic on

Hancock Street and Ridgeway Lane. Kallmann had to move the

building away from the Lane by seven feet to accommodate the

trucks' turning radii, and that move slightly opened up more

of the view down Ridgeway Lane to the Old West Church and the

Otis House across the street -- an idea that Rogers had sug-

gested in his study. The main student entrance was also

placed in the third bay on Ridgeway Lane which was at the cor-

ner of the site allowing the shortest access path for most

students, thus reducing the amount of student traffic to a

minimum around the rest of the building. At the first meet-

ing Committee members made a few more suggestions and Kall-

mann promised to incorporate them into his design.

One week later the Committee met again with Kallmann, and

they were joined by Stanley Smith of SPNEA. Smith recommend-

ed that the ground floor along Cambridge Street ought to con-

tain activities that would be interesting for pedestrians to

see through the tall windows. He suggested a store or book-

shop to add more life to the street rather than the offices
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that were planned there. In response to a suggestion, Kall-

mann said that it was impossible to fit in a colonnade along

the street because there was no room to spare inside the

building. The Design Review Committee suggested raising the

cafeteria up from the basement and locating it on the first

floor behind the tall windows. They too were not happy with

lifeless offices and thought it would be depressing for stu-

dents to eat in a windowless room.

Kallmann began preparing this case to support the design when

it went before the community. What he believed was most im-

portant was the way the buildings broke down its volume to

relate to the profile of buildings on the Hill -- something

the blocky 1968 proposal did not do. He later said, "This

new design has a broken-up silhouette at the top and the kind

of windows and materials familiar to the Hill. All this is

much more important than height."'13 Kallmann also consider-

ed some of the external effects of the design. Shadows were

cast onto Cambridge Street to the north and not on any resi-

dential properties. Security would be increased in the area

by the presence of more people walking on Ridgeway Lane.

Charles Rogers was happy with the proposal as an isolated de-

sign, but was still concerned over some of its other external

effects. It was a good formal solution, but it did not ad-

dress other community concerns that arose out of Suffolk's

expansion. Rogers realized that the committee had no real

Suffolk's existing
Ridgeway Building
Cambridge Street facade
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power, and he felt it was time for them to step back and let

the neighborhood come in to express their concerns in public

meetings.

Concerns of community leaders -- Even before the public

meetings took place in July 1976, members of the BHCA who

were following the progress of the proposal began to raise

questions about the design.

The height was what troubled many of the long time residents

like John Codman. He was adamant about maintaining the 65
foot height limit and felt that granting a variance to Suf-

folk for a 114 foot high building on Cambridge Street would

set a bad precedent. No matter how sensitive the design was

to its setting, if the building was too tall it should not

be built. If the first new building constructed under L-2-65
zoning was to be 114 feet high, it made a farce of those reg-

ulations that BHCA fought so hard and long to get enacted.

Ester Maletz countered by saying, "The height of a building

is a neutral condition. I don't think five (stories) is good

and seven bad, unless you are losing some aesthetic or envi-

ronmental criteria."14 She believed 65 feet was an arbitrary

limit. James Sharaf, a director of BHCA, thought that the

height of buildings on the Hill side of Cambridge Street

ought to be considered as a whole. Suffolk's building would

be higher than anything else on the street except the Salton-

stall Building at Government Center which is 25 stories high.

Ridgeway Building with
Saltonstall and
McCormack State Office
Buildings in background
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He was worried that the building would be cutting off a large

piece of the sky from Hancock Street and Ridgeway Lane.15

James McNeely believed one of the motivations behind Suf-

folk's proposal was to make the University more visible. It

needed to change its image as "some law school behind the

State House," and located an outpost on busy Cambridge Street

would provide it some prestige and an address. The problem

McNeely saw was that Suffolk was also trying to solve its

space problem at the same time -- dictating a more massive

building than would have been necessary for image quality

alone. If the building had been four stories, he said, abut-

ters would not have protested so loudly, and the project

might not have been linked to the continuing issue of ex-

pansion.

Thomas Fulham, in an interview, confirmed that visibility

was a concern, but he also had to meet his space needs so

Suffolk could vacate the Mount Vernon Street properties. He

needed a large enough building to justify its cost and to

make effective use of the valuable land.

Each of these neighborhood leaders was speaking from his own

broad perspectives, but the abutters themselves had a more

limited perspective and raised entirely different sets of is-

sues about the design of Suffolk's new building.

Public meetings -- Two public meetings were held in July 1976

to discuss Kallmann's design. The Civic Association had 85



publicized the meetings well in advance, and there was a very

good turnout for meetings held in mid-summer. People from

all over Beacon Hill came to the meetings, but residents of

the Northeast Slope did not come out in full force; there-

fore, community-wide rather than immediate local issues dom-

inated the discussion.

Ester Maletz had hoped that design review would proceed based

on the merits of the proposal itself. She did not want it to

become entangled in long-standing issues of dispute between

the University and residents of the Hill, but the results of

the public meeting demonstrated that that was a vain hope.

Fulham described the design, explained his notion of the

"Wall Concept", and said that one of his primary motivations

was "to clear out of Mount Vernon Street."'16

Connie Green, a local resident, said that the height was the

principal issue. She was afraid of the precedent that would

be set by a tall building. "It's the same issue the Back Bay

has been fighting for 15 or 20 years, and it's the same issue

in Park Plaza," she said.17 Christopher Lee said it was a

well thought out solution, but it offered a "Pandora's Box"

of problems if it were approved.

A list of design issues arose in the meeting: height, the pre-

cedent that would be set, fear of creating a wall on the edge

of Beacon Hill or fear that a single tall tower would stand

out of place alone, the increased density to FAR 7.2, the
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problems of obtaining a zoning variance, and the opinion

that it was unlikely the BRA would grant the project 121A

status because it would be difficult to demonstrate blight

at that location. Members of the Review Committee suggested

that CSCDC ought to prepare an overall development plan for

Cambridge Street to look at Suffolk's proposal in a context.

Then Suffolk's zoning application could become part of a

phased development plan. That suggestion was noted to be

taken up later in the Fall.

Members of the community also raised a set of non-design is-

sues which arose partially out of this proposal and partially

from unresolved continuing issues. Students were said to be

monopolizing parking on neighborhood streets to the detriment

of residents. Suffolk ought to take the responsibility for

trash pickup and improved lighting and landscaping in the

area. Although Fulham pledged to vacate other property when

the new building was completed, the question of further ex-

pansion remained an issues of community concern. Old wounds

were reopened and some people in the community saw this pro-

posal as an opportunity to renew their opposition to Suf-

folk's presence and its detrimental effects on the community.

BHCA's President Oleskey said that the next step in the eval-

uation process would be "the normal Civic Association commit-

tee process,"18 but the persistence of local Northeast Slope

opposition was to modify that process in upcoming months.

View up Hancock Street
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Growing community involvement -- Gladys Shapiro grew up in

the West End, but in 1976 she was a lawyer and property own-

er on Hancock Street -- and a long time opponent of Suffolk

University. She would rather see Suffolk move to a piece of

open land in the suburbs or to the abandoned Chelsea Naval

Hospital site than have it remain on Beacon Hill. Suffolk

was consuming valuable taxable property, and it did not be-

long in a residential area.

Shapiro said that the design of the new building was not the

issue. The impact of the building was the issue. Trucks on

Ridgeway Lane making deliveries and hauling away garbage from

the cafeteria, the student street life, student parking in

the streets -- these were the real issues not building height.

The site ought to be used to meet community needs as the lo-

cation for a dry goods store. When asked by the author,

Shapiro said she could not accept a 65 foot high, well de-

signed, university building even if it had community oriented

retail on the ground floor. She was opposed to Suffolk,

period.

Tom Fulham believes that Gladys Shapiro still entertains ro-

mantic notions of the past -- the West End with a dry goods

store on every corner. He says that Suffolk already spends

a large sum on trash collection, and that the streets they

patrol are the cleanest in the area. Students are an easy

target for blame on parking problems. Most violators, he
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says, are state employees from the nearby office buildings

not students. The proposed cafeteria was small -- only 200

seats -- and great numbers of students were not likely to

walk all the way down the hill and back to eat when there

were plenty of restaurants near the center of campus on

Derne Street. While Fulham was able to counter every com-

munity argument, that did not stop local opposition from

gaining momentum.

In August and September 1976, Shapiro and Phil Boyle, Pres-

ident of- the Northeast Slope Neighborhood Association (NESNA),

began to speak in opposition to Suffolk's proposal, and peo-

ple listened to them. Two Ridgeway Lane residents, E.P.

Kilby who one year previously had moved into the only single

family carriage house in the area, and Debbie King a tenant,

began to get people worked up over the potential impacts of

the building.

Cambridge Street Planning and Zoning Committee -- In October

1976 CSCDC convened the first meeting of the new Planning and

Zoning Committee which was to take a comprehensive look at

all of Cambridge Street. The committee was formed partially

in response to the Suffolk case and the perceived need for

an overall view. The purpose of the committee was to develop

guidelines for Cambridge Street to insure that future devel-

opment is compatible in scale, design, and materials with the

adjacent historic district. It was to select and refine a

legal device for implementing those guidelines. Many members 89



of the original Design Review Committee were also members of

Planning and Zoning. This committee soon became the CSCDC

vehicle for attempting to resolve the remaining design is-

sues of Suffolk's proposal.

The committee's second meeting in November was a critical

one for Suffolk. Kallmann again presented his designs --
essentially unchanged since July. James McNeely then dis-

cussed a study he had done of buildings heights on Cambridge

Street that pictured new buildings stepping up in height to

meet Suffolk's proposal above 65 feet.

Once again the problem of exceeding the 65 foot limit was

discussed in detail. Fulham said reducing the height by

two stories across all three bays would raise the unit

cost of the building because of the high costs of founda-

tions and roofing that would remain constant. Kallmann said

in order to meet the 65 foot limit the building would have

to be designed as a single, flat roofed mass, and that so-

lution was not aesthetically feasible. Someone suggested

eliminating the 2500 square foot delivery drive-through and

reducing the height at that point by one story. Another idea

was to keep the serrated roof line, but build to a maximum 65
feet instead of 114. Suffolk would then need to acquire an

additional site for space elsewhere, which Fulham was will-

ing to do, but he feared charges of further expansion from

the community and the Mayor -- who was fighting to preserve

Proposed development
site on Cambridge Street
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the city's tax base.

The arguments became circular. A solution that reduced the

height increased the need for space elsewhere. Any expan-

sion was opposed by many people and the immediate abutters

of Hancock Street and Ridgeway Lane were still opposed to im-

pacts from any new building.

Christopher Lee felt that people would accept the proposal if

it were reduced in height by one story in each bay (to six,

seven, and five stories). Fulham thought that might be pos-

sible if the drive-through were eliminated. Lee said the

abutters would be most affected by elimination of the drive-

through, and they must decide on the trade off. McNeely and

Boyle would take the issue to the NESNA meeting scheduled

later that night.

McNeely feels that review of the Suffolk proposal was dele-

gated to the BHCA and NESNA when CSCDC felt they were no

longer able to deal with the issues of interest to the abut-

ters. He was concerned that the Design Review Committee,

with its architectural bias in membership, may have been

leading Suffolk down the path toward approval on design when

other issues which were more significant to the community

would hold up any final approval.

The Civic Association, with its Beacon Hill-wide scope of in-

terests, had a very different point of view from that of the

Northeast Slope community. BHCA members from the front side 91



of the Hill wanted Suffolk to vacate the Mount Vernon Street

properties and relieve the impacts of traffic, students, and

noise it brought them. But approving the Suffolk building on

Cambridge Street would merely shift the disruption to the

Northeast Slope albeit to the edge of Beacon Hill on a major

street where it could be better accommodated. Politically

the BHCA felt it must let NESNA decide whether it was willing

to accept that disruption. The older organization did not

want to appear high handed in its dealings with the fledgling

Northeast Slope group. Oleskey gave.NESNA the option to ap-

prove or disapprove Suffolk's proposal based on the localized

issues of impacts as they affected the immediate abutters.

NESNA -- James McNeely thinks that NESNA works very well as

a neighborhood organization. It runs its meetings smoothly

and is highly representative of its small constituency --

much better than the Civic Association or any other local

groups he has seen in operation. Their membership was not

dominated by architects, and they expressed a much greater

concern for "housekeeping" issues of trash collection and

maintenance rather than design issues. In the last set of

meetings with NESNA in the Fall, Kallmann stayed home and

Fulham made all the decisions -- even those affecting design.

At the mid-November Planning and Zoning Committee meeting,

Suffolk's case again dominated the agenda. Debbie King and

Gladys Shapiro wanted all trucks banned from Ridgeway Lane,
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though King conceded that pedestrian activity did improve

the area's security. Phil Boyle suggested that the concen-

sus of the abutters should be written into a variance that

placed restrictions on the use of the property, but Ester

Maletz felt those conditions would be binding on the site

but not the University. Finally, in this meeting control

of the process was delegated by CSCDC to NESNA to work out

the final disputes and vote to approve or deny their support.

The Suffolk case was raised once more at the December 6 com-

mittee meeting, when Boyle reported that NESNA was still neg-

otiating with Fulham over issues of parking and location of

the cafeteria. Someone raised the question: should NESNA's

opinion be decisive; but by that time no one could wrest con-

trol of the review process from the local residents. Final-

ly, they had Fulham talking about issues that concerned

them, not the issues of the Beacon Hill community leaders.

The final decision -- The evolving sentiments of the commu-

nity are well illustrated by the changing views of James

McNeely, the former SJC plaintiff. In the Spring and Summer

he was pleased with Kallmann's design solution and backed

Suffolk, though he was still concerned over the height in

relation to the precedent it set on Cambridge Street. He

did not want to see a wall of seven story buildings lining

the southern edge of the street in the future. But he did

want to see a handsome building designed by a reputable ar-
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chitect added to the area. With Suffolk's agreement to move

from Mount Vernon Street, McNeely saw the whole package as a

reasonable trade off against the height.

In the Fall McNeely listened to the points made by the North-

east Slope residents. He had moved from Temple Street some

years ago, but his former wife and family still lived there

and he owned property in the area. Fulham was beginning to

lose patience, but he kept trying to justify the design to

the community in frequent NESNA meetings. McNeely was sym-

pathetic, but in the end he decided to join with the abutters

and vote "no" against the proposal.

Fulham wanted to force a vote as soon as possible -- it was

costing the University money to wait and delay construction.

In January NESNA decided to vote at the February 3, 1977
meeting. Debbie King had drawn up a list of demands the

community wanted Suffolk to meet regarding "housekeeping",

the impact of student activities, and community representa-

tion on the Suffolk Board of Trustees before they would ap-

prove the building, but these demands were never formally ad-

opted by NESNA.

In the February 3 meeting, the issue became emotional. One

of the opponents threatened to "move to New Hampshire" if the

Suffolk proposal passed. By then the building had been dras-

tically reduced in size, it had no loading drive-through,

and McNeely said its once noble proportions had been reduced
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to "only a building with a bump in it." The meeting room was

packed as the vote was taken. The Hancock Historic Trust,

who were viewed with suspicion by many as "speculator types"

supported Suffolk, and that did not help Fulham's cause.

The vote was 24 to 14 in opposition to Suffolk. The abut-

ters had spoken, and all that was left in the drama was Ful-

ham's angry response to Debbie King's demands. He "nailed

the lid on the coffin" when he said that the University could

not have met the demands anyway.

Future prospects for Suffolk -- Suffolk University is still

occupying space on Mount Vernon Street that is ill-suited to

its needs. That property as well as the site of the present

Ridgeway Building remains off the tax rolls. President Ful-

ham is disappointed but no longer bitter. He says if King

and Kilby had not moved to Ridgeway Lane the proposal would

have passed through CSCDC's and the Civic Association's re-

view process. He is confident that Suffolk could have ob-

tained a variance despite the buildings overwhelming height

and high floor area ratio.

Meanwhile, Suffolk still needs more space and the Civic Assoc-

iation still wants it out of Mount Vernon Street. When asked

whether or not the Cambridge Street proposal would be revived,

Fulham responded, "Universities have long lives, people do

not." If he does not revive the proposal himself, it will

be revived again by his successor.
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Analysis
Some of the lessons of this case are clear and illustrate

problems that arise in nearly every planning process. A con-

stellation of issues revolve around the concern of community

involvement in the design review process. Who represents

legitimate views that should be heard? What kinds of issues

should be covered in a design review process? and When in

the process should those issues be considered?

Part of the problem that Suffolk University encountered in

this case is characterized by James McNeely's comments on the

architectural bias of the Design Review Committee. Their con-

currence with the early part of the design evaluation may

have given the appearance of smooth sailing for the proposal,

but later in the process as community groups became more in-

volved, it was clear that design issues were not as critical

to the proposal's success as the issues of the proposal's im-

pact. Had the Northeast Slope community been involved ear-

lier in the process and expressed their concerns, the propos-

al might have died an earlier death before so much effort had

been expended on both sides.

It is not necessary to dwell here on the shortcomings of the

participatory process in this case. The story and some of

the actors' comments quoted in this analysis provide many in-

dications of where that prooess went wrong. Observations on
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these participatory difficulties and similar issues in other

cases will be included in the overall analysis following the

final case study.

Another general lesson of this case is that non-design is-

sues easily become entwined with architectural issues during

a design review process set in a context of continuing con-

flicts. How they are sorted out may depend on the character

of the participatory process discussed above. Whenever is-

sues like the "Wall Concept" and trash on the streets are

discussed simultaneously, it is clear that actors are ad-

dressing a complex problem on many levels. A review process

must have a way of relating to the entire system of issues

that complicate a project. The trade-offs between the Wall

and building height and student disruption and Mount Vernon

Street properties ought to be made clear by soneone so that

informed decisions can be made by representatives of the com-

munity affected. Some issues like building height had a

neighborhood-wide constituency, but the issue of trash in the

streets was a major concern only to the abutters. Both con-

cerns were tied to Suffolk's pledge to leave Mount Vernon

Street. These connections all affected the viability of Suf-

folk's proposal, but they were understood only after a long

period of discussion and confrontation among the actors and

groups. Community based design review ought to facilitate

the discussion and minimize the confrontation by clarifying

the connections early on in the process. 97



Another set of concerns which complicated this case -- though

they are by no means unique to this situation -- were the mo-

tivations and needs of CSCDC. That relatively young organiz-

ation seemed to be seeking credibility as a planning body in

its orchestration of the Suffolk-community conflicts.

CSCDC's purpose is related to resolving community conflicts

and to promoting the redevelopment of Cambridge Street, and

this case offered them the opportunity to do both. Unfortu-

nately for them, CSCDC was able to accomplish neither. Suf-

folk was not able to provide them with a prototype develop-

ment, and the Design Review Committee was unable to provide

an adequate forum for the resolution of conflicts on build-

ing height and institutional expansion south of Cambridge

Street. The Planning and Zoning Committee grew out of a dis-

satisfaction with the ad hoc approach to the Suffolk problem.

It became clear to many community leaders that a more compre-

hensive view toward urban design was needed, and CSCDC de-

vised an institutional mechanism for dealing with those con-

cerns.

All of these lessons are identified with this case, but they

are not unique. They suggest concerns that may arise in sim-

ilar situations. Some of the issues discussed here will ap-

pear again in the summary of observations at the close of

this part of the study.

There are several more general issues that cut across each of

the three cases. These questions of sanctions and leverage, 98



the opinions of the architects involved, ideas on more ap-

propriate methods of design review, measures of success used

by actors to evaluate design review, and an evaluation of the

success of each case's process. The remainder of this analy-

sis is organized around these topics.

Sanctions and leverage -- The abutters to Suffolk's develop-

ment site on the Northeast Slope held the most powerful sanc-

tions in this case. President Fulham needed their support

before he could hope to obtain a variance that would let him

proceed with his proposal, but their support alone would not

assure his success. The Supreme Judicial Court's McNeely de-

cision was not binding on the current proposal except as it

clarified the possible grounds for obtaining a variance. Ful-

ham would still have to prove the hardship of zoning arose

from the special circumstances of the particular site, and

that his proposal did not violate the intent of the zoning

ordinance. Those points might have been difficult to prove,

and the establishment by the City of a Planned Development

Area or Special Zoning District sponsored by CSCDC might have

been a more appropriate strategy. In any case Fulham could

not get anywhere without community concurrence with his aims.

Suffolk was not without some pressure sources of its own. If

permitted to build, Fulham offered to vacate the Mount Vernon

Street property and return it to taxable residential use.

That move would please the City and BHCA, but it had little
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influence on NESNA's view of the matter. It would merely

transfer Mount Vernon's impacts to Ridgeway Lane.

Christopher Lee saw a benefit to using design review as a

lever. He said, "By using a Design Review Committee of con-

cerned neighborhood people, we have been able to convince a

major land owner to invest some money in a superior design."19

Gerhard Kallmann also saw review as a lever on the owner on

behalf of good design. His views will be discussed further

at the end of the analysis.

The architect's attitude -- Kallmann offered some general

opinions on design review as well as his comments on the Suf-

folk case during an interview with the author. Since his com-

ments on the case are scattered in appropriate places through-

out this study, it would be useful to concentrate on his gen-

eral views here.

Kallmann believes it is essential for the architect to work

in harmony with the design review board. Each side must un-

derstand the other's position before a meaningful dialogue

can result. While members of the board will understandably

have their own stylistic preferences, they must be able to

say, "It's not my cup of tea, but it is a really good design."

Standards of design quality must be independent of their per-

sonal preferences, or at least those preferences ought to be

articulated so the architect knows what he might be up

against.
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The basic approach to design review could be either discre-

tionary or under strict a priori guidelines. The success

of the process depends on the people who judge at either time

-- in establishing guidelines or while the case is consid-

ered. A discretionary approach would not be productive or

helpful to the architect if reviewers try to redesign the en-

tire building presented to them.

Many conflicts that take place in a review process could be

avoided if the owner chooses a good architect when buildings

are located in sensitive locations. Kallmann said that the

selection of an architect is more critical than the design re-

view process itself. A basically sound design can be "toned

up" by a review committee, but they can do little to salvage

an architectural disaster.

In working with a design review committee, Kallmann would

ideally use an approach similar to the one he uses with an

individual client -- making propositions and probing their

meaning. That was the method he seemed to use in the early

work on the Suffolk case, but as more and more people became

involved, and when design was being done in a public forum,

that method broke down. It appears that Kallmann was not

able to find another satisfactory way of working under the

circumstances, but by that time design issues had taken a sec-

ondary position behind issues of the development's impacts.

Other approaches to review -- Thomas Fulham was asked to
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address the concerns a developer has in a design review proc-

ess. As a developer, Fulham would like to see an existing

organization for review that he could go to and ask what

they wanted out of a design. Responding to specific guide-

lines that were established beforehand rather than in re-

sponse to the presented design would be preferable to Fulham.

Guidelines give the developer a larger measure of predict-

ability, particularly if they are specific enough and not

open to substantial reinterpretation by the review committee.

He puts some credence in the old saying that "A camel is a

horse designed by a committee." It is the architect's task

to create a good design. The committee should not force

their preconceived ideas on him if he believes they are in-

appropriate to his design concept. Design review must be

conducted in an overall atmosphere of professionalism, with

each actor having respect for the other's views. The pro-

fessionalism of the architect is most important. One needs

a good designer to produce a successful design.

James McNeely has somewhat less confidence in his own archi-

tectural profession. He believes that for a review commit-

tee to represent its constituency of interests well, it must

be composed of both laymen and professionals. The perspec-

tive of laymen is needed to deal with all issues of develop-

ment in an appropriate way with proper emphasis. The diver-

sity of experience that a "mixed" review panel has makes it
102
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McNeely has no illusions about the problems a committee con-

stituted in that way would have. Setting up a successful

process with volunteer laymen is hard to do.

McNeely agrees with Fulham that an ad hoc committee is less

effective than an ongoing reviewing body. One of the advan-

tages to a reviewing body with a continuing relationship to

a piece of turf is that its membership may have a better un-

derstanding of the larger issues that pervade each individ-

ual case. One difficulty that arises out of selecting people

for a review committee from a small territory like Beacon

Hill is that the continuing community issues may overwhelm

design issues. McNeely said that, "Zoning issues on Beacon

Hill are incendiary." There are such diverse opinions which

no one seems to be neutral on, that there may be need for an

outside body to arbitrate disputes. Perhaps the BRA could

serve that function, but they may have conflicting interests

of their own.

On the question of people versus standards (discretion versus

guidelines), McNeely would rather see a few wise men with

talent and sensitivity use their judgment, and get along with

fewer strict standards that might inhibit creativity. The

burden of the men in this instance is to make it clear to the

developer what they are after, but it is hard to determine

goals.

Charles Rogers agrees that determining goals is not easy,
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but it is essential to a successful review process. Good

people are needed to run a design review process, and they

must set up the rules in advance. First, they must decide

what they are trying to do -- set goals, and next decide

how to do it. There must be an overall plan approved by

all concerned parties.

Rogers takes issue with CSCDC's approach to planning. Plan-

ning agencies cannot rely on community volunteers to do tech-

nical work. Volunteers have little time in any community,

and few places have as many skilled, available volunteers

as Beacon Hill. There must be a proper staff in an agency

to do technical work. Brookline's design review process with

its strong citizen support and skilled professional staff is

a good model for Beacon Hill, Rogers believes, though the

BRA administered urban renewal design review under Charles

Hilgenhurst in the 1960's was also very good. Design review

could work just as well in a centralized approach taken by

the BRA Urban Design Staff, or in a decentralized way in city

neighborhoods with local planning agencies like CSCDC. What

is most important is that good people with appropriate skills

are available to make the process work.

The author will leave it to the reader to reflect on the ac-

tors' opini-ons expressed here and their positions taken in

the case to see the correspondence between the actors' es-

poused views and their actions. The parallels seem clear and
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there is little need to discuss them further here.

Measures of success -- Paul Graziano of the CSCDC staff said

that a design review process is successful if the project

gets built -- if it is approved by the concensus of the com-

munity. Kallmann said jokingly, a process was successful,

"if the architect gets his way," but he added what is im-

portant is that the suggestions made by reviewers are incor-

porated into the design. Rogers measures effectiveness of

a design review process by how well it meets its initial

goals -- whatever they are: developability, aesthetic qual-

ity, detailing.

Both Thomas Fulham and James McNeely see design review as a

balancing process which must serve conflicting needs. Ful-

ham would measure review's success by asking does the design

accommodate needs of both the owner and the community.

McNeely says design review must have looked at the community

and the area served, but it must also see if the developer

is pleased. Can he make money on the project under design

restrictions placed on it or will design review force him in-

to an unfeasible solution?

Process evaluation -- Given these expressed measures of suc-

cess, we can ask how some of the actors would rate the Suf-

folk design review process. Both Fulham and Kallmann thought

that the process was good because it produced a good design.

Kallmann said the process surfaced design issues that he had 105



to deal with, though he was not able to meet all of the

wishes of the review committee or the community. People

were almost universally pleased with the design, and so

that part of the process was a success.

Christopher Lee felt that the process was a success because

Suffolk made a commitment to superior design and submitted

to a process that generated worthwhile community input.

McNeely agreed that the design portion of the process pro-

duced a sensitively designed building, and the community

had an opportunity to judge the proposal and reject it based

on their own issues and standards which went beyond design

alone.

Paul Graziano and Charles Rogers were more critical of the

process. Graziano felt problems were encountered because

of the failure of the review process to deal with and re-

solve non-design issues appropriately. Rogers said flatly

that the process was not a success, but rather a waste of

time and money for all involved. Design review was fine as

far as it went, but it alone could not get to the root of

issues that led to the downfall of Suffolk's development

proposal.

The long run effects of this case -- Dissatisfaction with

the ad hoc nature of Suffolk's review process was largely

responsible for the establishment of the Cambridge Street

Planning and Zoning Committee of CSCDC. That committee was 106



to conduct a comprehensive study of urban design options

which Suffolk's case demonstrated were unresolved. Issues

of institutional expansion relating to Suffolk's needs re-

mained to be worked out in another forum.

The framework that the Planning and Zoning Committee was to

devise would deal both with formal issues of urban design

and with questions of market feasibility of development

programs. For the first time those two, often conflicting,

concerns were being brought together under one study. As

Suffolk's case has shown, political feasibility must also

be a consideration in any study of development and urban

design. Politics and implementation will be a part of the

Committee's work as well.

While Charles Rogers remains skeptical that CSCDC can accom-

plish much while relying on volunteer community help, he

does believe a comprehensive view is necessary to deal ef-

fectively with Cambridge Street development and design

problems. Perhaps a formally adopted plan acceptable to

the community will remove the uncertainty that has turned

developers away from Cambridge Street. Perhaps future pro-

posals by Suffolk and others in the area will face a less

forbidding and frustrating design review process.
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Commentary
Design review and the developer -- Gerhard Kallmann believes

that design review provides the architect with an opportunity

to convince his client to spend more of his budget on good

design.

A developer is usually motivated by profits. A development

project can serve as a way of making a "fast buck" in short

run return, or more often, it is seen as a mid-range or long

term investment to produce tax shelter losses and rental rev-

enue. For institutional developers like Suffolk, the goal

may be the creation of more usable space and not dollar prof-

its, but the principle is the same -- Suffolk was building

to produce a maximum return for the lowest possible outlay.

Often -- but not always -- good design adds to a project's

cost. The use of more expensive materials and higher stand-

ards of workmanship that are required to meet the dictates of

good design may reduce profits by increasing costs. Unless a

developer can charge premium rents based on the prestige val-

ue of "good design" -- as the Seagram Building in New York

has done -- and thus generate increased revenues to cover

higher costs, there is no financial incentive for him to pro-

duce a good design. In fact, well designed buildings using

expensive materials are often taxed more than conventional

structures, creating financial disincentives for good design.

The Seagram Building was a victim in this way. 108



Most idealistic architects care less about a developer's

profits than they care about the attainment of good design.

Architects like Kallmann are concerned about their profes-

sional reputation. They aim to produce a potential award

winner with every building they design. The leverage that

design review offers them on their clients can be very

great. They can use review, or the threat of the denial of

approval, as a source of power to convince the owner to use

the expensive materials or costly structural forms that the

architect and reviewers feel will produce a better design.

Kallmann believes a good building must be sensitive to the

urban fabric in which it resides. Design review helps him

to persuade his client to produce more sensitive designs.

In that way design review is a beneficial method for the

upgrading of the public design environment by improving

the quality of privately financed design.
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Commercial
Street
In an atmosphere of ten-
sion created by an urban
renewal controversy, the
Knights of Columbus spon-
sored an elderly housing
project to be built on
Commercial Street. The
winner of a design com-
petition underwent re-
view by the Boston Re-
development Authority, a
historic advisory board,
the Housing Authority,
and members of the North
End and Waterfront commu-
nities. Each group plac-
ed conflicting demands
on the design, arguing
over details and massing.
The architect was able
to reach a concensus on
design after acrimonious
review sessions by con-
sulting with each group
separately. All in-
volved are now pleased
with the completed build-
ing that responds with
sensitivity to its neigh-
bors.
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Context
Location -- The Ausonia Housing for the Elderly Project is

located on Commercial Street at the edge of Boston's down-

town core. The surrounding area is densely built with old

multi-story structures containing mixed uses. The former

warehouse and industrial buildings of the Downtown Water-

front are being converted to commercial, office, and luxury

residential uses while the nearby older residential areas

continue to decline in density.

The housing project is on a block that lies between the Wa-

terfront community and the North End, one block removed from

Waterfront Park at the edge of Boston Harbor. The block was

once occupied entirely by three, four, and five story gran-

ite and brick warehouses which were built to serve the ac-

tivities of a thriving port in the nineteenth century. Now

the activities of the working port have relocated primarily

to expansive industrial areas on filled land at the periph-

ery of the central city, rendering the Downtown Waterfront

obsolete and ripe for redevelopment for more productive ur-

ban uses.

Two communities of differing social composition are located

on each side of Commercial Street. To the south and east is

the Waterfront community made up largely of young profession-

als and businessmen. They are generally well educated, ar-

ticulate, and financially well off. Their affluence permits

North End and Waterfront
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the Waterfront residents to afford the luxury rents of new

and rehabilitated housing units recently built among the

former warehouses.

On the other side of Commercial Street is the North End, long

serving as an entry point for waves of immigrants to Boston.

Italian families now occupy the area, but the overall popula-

tion is becoming older as grown children move away to the

suburbs and other nearby cities, and as new immigrants locate

elsewhere in the metropolitan area to be near relatives and

friends. The population that resides in the North End is

predominantly blue collar working class. Those who have re-

mained there tend to be less well educated, less upwardly mo-

bile, less affluent, and less articulate than those people

who have moved away. Some members of the North End are polit-

ically well connected in city government and use those connec-

tions to maintain their survival in a changing world.

While Commercial Street does serve as an edge of sorts be-

tween these differing communities, it is not a hard edge.

Many of the old industrial loft buildings of the North Eid

have been occupied by uses such as architects offices, and

some buildings have also been converted to luxury apartments.

But as the Waterfront Renewal Area was conceived in the

1960's, Parcel C-2, site of the Ausonia housing project, a-

long Commercial and Fulton Streets was seen as the link be-

tween the Waterfront and the North End.
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Background history -- The overall Waterfront Plan underwent

several changes over its life span. At first both the Bos-

ton Redevelopment Authority and a planning group assembled

by the Greater Boston Chamber of Commerce proposed a grand

facelift of Boston's frontage on the sea. The monumental ur-

ban design concepts prevalent in the 1960'a suggested that

towers to the north and south, near the sites of Revolution-

ary War gun batteries, serve as gateways to the city. In be-

tween new construction was to replace the declining and aban-

doned warehouses and wharf buildings.

In the original plan all the buildings on Parcel C-2 were to

be demolished except the Commercial and Mercantile Blocks,

which were to be retained and renovated for commercial and

residential use. Eventually, after the controversy and de-

bate which accompanied nearly all renewal in Boston, the

"grandness" of the overall schemes was somewhat reduced and

a new approach to development was proposed.

Two events outside of Boston affected this change in approach.

In the early 1970's the Nixon Administration reversed the

housing policies of the previous Administrations and elimin-

ated the subsidy program which was to fund the new moderate

income housing units proposed for C-2. Also at about the

same time a new attitude toward rehabilitation and architec-

tural preservation started to grow in the design professions

and to filter down from the taste makers to the general pub-

lic. Tenets held by the founders of the Modern Movement 113



that old architecture was corrupting and new was uplifting

began to fade with the passing of the Masters in the middle

and late 1960's. Then rehabilitation became an idea in good

currency in architectural circles, and design solutions re-

flecting that view were winning awards across the country.

The original Developer's Kit prepared by the BRA for Parcel

C-2 suggested that new construction take place on almost the

entire parcel, but of the four serious proposals submitted

in the first competition for the right to develop the site,

all combined new and old construction in various ways. Tim

Anderson, an architect with offices in the North End, sub-

mitted a design that linked some of the sound old structures

with an infill of new construction. Members of the BRA

staff considered it to be an economically feasible and aes-

thetically pleasing solution.

Local events also brought changes to the redevelopment of

the Waterfront, but these changes were often motivated by

political as well as economic reasons.

After the first competition for development of C-2 had been

run, Mayor Kevin White's Administration decided it would be

more politically appropriate to promote individual ownership

of rehabilitated warehouses on Commercial Street. Results

of the competition were voided. A new set of guidlines for

rehabilitation was prepared by the Urban Design Staff, and

individual building shells were offered for sale at $2500 114



each. Federal funds were scarce for rehab and in the early

1970's market rate bank construction loans were available

only at 10% interest, this dictating that only luxury units

renting for $300 per month and over would be produced by

this program.

A few North Enders who could assemble small development and

construction teams of local carpenters and brick masons were

able to realize a substantial profit by selling or renting

completed renovations to outsiders at rates which priced lo-

cal residents out of the market. As a result of increasing

property values, market demand, and the forces of land and

development economics, change was encroaching on the North

End -- eroding away its unique life style and ethnic culture.

Federal housing policy, the national economic picture, the

dictates of local politics, and the emerging market for lux-

ury urban living combined to squeeze the North End residents

out of their home, and they did not like that. They brought

their political influence to bear and broke into the Water-

front Project.

Eventually an elderly housing project was to be located on

part of Parcel C-2 as the North End's "piece of the pie" in

the Renewal Area. With the community's aging population

there was a growing demand for public housing. In many re-

spects, the elderly made ideal tenants: few owned cars, so

there was no pressing need to provide parking; maintaining

their local roots would help to reinforce the neighborhood's 115



cohesiveness and also continue their own ties to the past;

and the project's location was convenient to the shops and

street markets of the neighborhood, so residents- could rely

on their own energy to get along. The project was to be

sponsored by the Ausonia Council of the Knights of Columbus

as a Turnkey project built for the Boston Housing Authority.

Despite these sound reasons for building elderly housing in

the area, some Waterfront residents objected to any new con-

struction built on the Commercial Street site. Like many

members of the architectural profession, they too thought it

was chic to save old things. A few people in a long, drawn

out process acted to list the original warehouses on the site

and those on several adjacent blocks on the National Register

of Historic Places. Though of poorer architectural quality

than adjacent buildings and of less than sound structural

condition, the existing buildings were valued on that partic-

ular site to preserve the detailing of an older style of ar-

chitecture and to preserve the scale and "flavor" of con-

struction in the neighborhood.

The BRA opposed this move toward preservation, and amid grow-

ing controversy inflamed the situation even more by beginning

to demolish the warehouses in the early morning hours of a

Saturday in June 1974. The outcry over C-2 "lit the spark"

of conflict between the Waterfront and the North End.

What several persons have characterized as a "Class War"1 116



erupted over the use of the land on Commercial Street. It

was a war over the control of turf. That war escalated from

verbal hostility to violence and threats of violence. Fires

were set in vacant buildings awaiting rehabilitation. Water-

front residents were threatened with arson. North End resi-

dents on the neighborhood project area committee were intim-

idated to vote "the right way" on issues of dispute -- that

is, what was right for the neighborhood bosses.

The affluent Waterfront residents chose the courts as their

battleground. They obtained an injunction to halt demoli-

tion, and eventually they got the BRA to establish a Water-

front Restudy Committee which was to reexamine the overall

plan for the Renewal Area.

Throughout the conflict over a range of issues, the North End

held firm on the need for elderly housing on Parcel C-2, and

finally an acceptable resolution was found. They were given

the go ahead on the elderly project, and Italian-Americans

developed the majority of the buildings on Commercial and

Fulton Streets, with a few warehouses sold to members of the

Waterfront Community. Not everyone, however, is satisfied

with how events worked out.

Moritz Bergmeyer, an architect with his home and office on

Fulton Street, believes that the process administered by the

BRA was a sham. He alleges vindictiveness on the part of

the BRA toward those who opposed them, and he says that the
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overall handling of the Waterfront Project leaves hard feel-

ings that still persist on both sides in the communities.

Although Bergmeyer believes that the dominance of owner oc-

cupants in the area ensures that the renewal project will be

a success, it will be difficult to settle past differences.

He believes that Waterfront residents had to fight to win

their points and turn the BRA heads around on rehabilitation,

and now that the project seems to be successful, the BRA has

taken full credit for that success.

It is within this volatile context that design review for the

Commercial Street project took place. Many events in the

larger scene set up pivotal considerations in the Ausonia de-

sign process. Given the chaotic nature of the overall set-

ting, it is truly amazing that the elderly housing project

has been acclaimed as a "success" by almost all parties con-

cerned. In a few moments, we will examine the process that

made that success possible.

Regulatory context -- As with most urban building projects,

the Commercial Street housing was shaped by many regulations

-- some generally applicable to all buildings and many unique

to this case.

The Boston Building Code laid out requirements for egress,

fire resistant construction, structural performance, and the

like. The height of the building and its location in a dense-

ly built area dictated the class of construction and the 118



accompanying building techniques to be used which influenced

the project's cost. Because it was a Federally funded Turn-

key Public Housing project for the Boston Housing Authority

(BHA), Ausonia had to meet Federal Department of Housing and

Urban Development (HUD) Minimum Property Standards on items

such as living unit area, kitchen layout, common facilities,

and the minimum window size. The BRA's Developer's Kit pre-

pared for the competitions included broad guidelines on the

color of materials, and signage. In renewal areas the Bos-

ton Zoning Code could be superseded by establishing an "Ur-

ban Renewal Area" district with its own design controls dic-

tated by the renewal plan, so zoning provisions did not af-

fect the design of the project.

Finally, because the site and adjacent buildings were on the

National Register of Historic Places and the development was

Federally financed, members of the National Advisory Council

on Historic Preservation had to pass judgment on the design.

Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act of

1966 states that any Federal project that affects National

Register sites is subject to review by the Council to see

that historic concerns are given "proper consideration." A

review process prescribed by the regulations under the Act

called for representation by three parties: 1) the Federal

agency involved (HUD) and its local agents -- in this case

BRA, the K of C, and their architect, 2) the Advisory Coun-

cil from Washington, and 3) representatives from the state 119



level -- in this case the Massachusetts Historical Commis-

sion of the Secretary of State's office. These participants

had no veto power over the design, and their standards for

evaluating historic impacts were discretionary rather than

spelled out in detail in the legislation.

The procedure for review followed four steps: 1) a finding

of adverse effects had to be made to trigger design review,

2) steps had to be worked out to mitigate any adverse ef-

fects, 3) a Memo of Agreement must be prepared by the par-

ties which spelled out the design objectives to be met, and

4) the final project had to be reviewed for compliance with

the conditions of the Memo. In identifying appropriate mit-

igating steps, several options were possible from no demoli-

tion of the remaining buildings to replication of the old

structures to the design of a replacement building that was

sensitive to its historic neighbors. The process of negoti-

ating agreements on the choice of options was the "historic

review" of this case.

Each of these regulatory devices entered into the design re-

view process, and along with the influence of the political

and social context -- as embodied by the renewal process --

determined many aspects of the design of the Commercial

Street housing.
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North End and Waterfront from Customs House Tower, April 1977
Ausonia Housing Project in center 121



The Story
Carmen Garufo grew up in the North End and knew the area and

its people well. He was working for Tad Stahl -- an archi-

tect of both high rise office buildings and small scale re-

habs -- before the second competition for elderly housing on

Commercial Street was announced. His firm, Garufo, Roberts

Associates, decided to enter the competition, and Carmen was

about to design the first major building on his own.

The Competition -- In the sixty days available for schematic

design during the competition, Garufo prepared two alterna-

tive schemes because he was not satisfied with the restric-

tions imposed by the guidelines. The first scheme followed

the requirements of the Developer's Kit and provided a twen-

ty foot wide easement open to the sky between the end of the

new building and adjacent structures on the block. The ease-

ment was for a cross block passage which intersected a nar-

row alley running the length of the block. The passage was

to be open for reasons of safety and security. Garufo pro-

posed an alternate scheme which built units over the passage,

thus reducing the height of the tower needed on the northern

end of the block at Lewis Street. A lower tower was more in

keeping with the scale of the area, and it cast a smaller

shadow on the street. Both schemes used horizontal ribbon

windows to admit as much light as possible into the deep

apartment units which were necessitated by the requirement

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

Waterfront Urban Renewal
Project established.

First competition for
Parcel C-2.

New program for Parcel
C-2 prepared.

Commercial Street placed
on National Register.

Second competition for
Parcel C-2: elderly hous-
ing program. Garufo
wins.

Demolition of warehouses
begins.

Suit and court injunction.

Waterfront Restudy Com-
mittee established.

Active historic review
of design development.

Informal design discus-
sion.

Garufo proposes compro-
mise design.

Compromise accepted by
all parties.

Public hearing.

Construction and occu-
pancy. 122



-- )] Winning Competition
f I design

to preserve the frontage of the sidewalk line. Both schemes

also maintained a continuous flat roofline 4 stories above

the street leading to a tower at Lewis Street. One hundred

twenty five units were accommodated in the competition de-

sign.

Garufo and the Knights of Columbus won the competition, but

not without some controversy. One of the other competitors

raised a protest and claimed the jury's decision was wrong,

but Garufo went ahead with his design. Work on massing stud-

ies and advanced schematics was already underway when the

neighborhoods blew up over the site demolition. 123



Historic review -- After tempers settled down the next phase

of design review after the competition began with Garufo sub-

mitting design development drawings for review by members of

the National Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (NAC).

Garufo feels that this phase was the most difficult of the

whole review process. Several members of the Council who

came to Boston from Washington were unfamiliar with the local

environment. Garufo believes that though the reviewers were

well intentioned, they were not competent to do the job they

were attempting. They were unqualified, unprofessional, and

came to the process with preconceptions of what constituted

a good solution that were inappropriate for that site.

Bob Rettig, who represented the Massachusetts Historical Com-

mission staff in the review process, disagrees with Garufo's

assessment of the situation. Rettig believes that enough

competence was there, but that competence may not have been

evident because of the confusion of the situation, its high-

ly politicized nature, and the lack of unanimity in the re-

viewers' objectives. The local and national participants

did not speak with one voice, and held their positions with

varying degrees of flexibility.

The first set of meetings were held in a small room at the

offices of the Massachusetts Historical Commission on Beacon

Street during the Summer of 1974. The room was packed with

people, and the stifling heat of the setting merely added to
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the heated exchanges between participants. Marathon meet-

ings were held debating small points in an attempt to iden-

tify measures to mitigate adverse impacts on historical

sites. The reviewers' approach was reactive rather than

initiative. Being non-professionals in architectural de-

sign and lacking adequate technical support staff to review

all aspects of the elderly housing design, they prepared no

design studies of their own, but only responded to propos-

als made by Garufo and others. It was a slow and costly

process as the architect prepared dozens of studies of the

Commercial and Fulton Street facades altering window size

and spacing, and brick detailing. It was a tedious process,

but the broad BRA guidelines had provided limits to debate

and eliminated fruitless disputes over fundamental design

issues like choice of materials and massing.

At first some members of the NAC wanted to duplicate exact-

ly the design and detailing of the buildings that had previ-

ously stood on the site. It was a case of preservation for

preservation's sake alone. When that proved to be an unten-

able position, some found a common cornice line in the ex-

isting street facades and demanded that it be continued on

the new building. Garufo was not convinced that a single

cornice line existed and tried to argue the point. For a

while Carmen felt that he was losing control of the process

and was merely responding to the shifting demands of the re-

viewers. Their preferences were not informed by formal 125



professional background, and they did not seem to realize the

larger design consequences of their requirements.

After a period of changing opinions moving toward a compro-

mise, the NAC members finally agreed upon and articulated

three demands in their Memo of Agreement. In addition to

the continuous cornice line, they wanted granite lintels

over the openings of the first floor, and a low building

without a tower at the end. They also expressed a prefer-

ence for windows that appeared cut out of the flat masonry

walls rather than ribbon windows, but this point was not man-

datory.

Given HUD glass-area standards for apartments, it was impos-

sible to duplicate the same size window openings as those on

the existing buildings nearby, but all of the other demands

that grew out of a respect for the contextural structures

could in theory be met by a compromise design. There were

some compromises, however, that Garufo was unwilling to make.
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The positions of actors in the process -- Garufo as the man

in the middle was under enormous pressure to keep everyone

happy and move the process along. The project was already

hopelessly behind schedule due to litigation brought by the

Waterfront residents -- the suit and injunction on demoli-

tion. Design review slowed the process even more, so that

by the time the project was ready for occupancy in 1977, a

process that should have taken two years from the start of

the competition had been stretched to four years.

In most instances of delay, it is the developer who exerts

the greatest pressure to move the project along. Develop-

ers typically have the most to lose from delay as construc-

tion costs rise each month, and as financing and land carry-

ing costs mount up without revenues generated from a com-

pleted project to offset them. In this case, however, the

Knights of Columbus sponsors were fortunate to have selected

Peabody Construction Company as co-developer. Peabody is a

reputable firm with helpful political connections -- its

president is a good friend of Mayor White -- though these

connections did not help much in this case. They were sym-

pathetic to the architect's wishes and sensitive to commu-

nity desires. Peabody wanted to produce a good design that

served its users well.

The developer may not have been motivated by entirely altru-

istic reasons. Peabody had two other projects sith construc-
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tion pending in the area. One can speculate that they need-

ed to establish good relations with both communities involved

to avoid future pitfalls. Both projects were larger and po-

tentially more profitable, particularly if the design and con-

struction phases went smoothly. Ausonia Housing was a three

million dollar job, but renovation of the Mercantile Block

was to cost nine million, and a new housing project between

Commercial Street and Atlantic Avenue fronting on Waterfront

Park was budgeted at four million. Nevertheless, Peabody re-

ceives credit from Garufo and John Dobie, an urban designer

at the BRA, for sticking with the Ausonia project during

times of adversity, and for accepting a more costly design

than in similar projects that would also be hard to build

technically. It was fortunate for the project that it had

such a sympathetic developer.

The North End community, as another interested party, did

not fare well during the historical phase of review. The re-

view procedures of the Preservation Act provided them no rep-

resentation in that little room other than that of Carmen

Garufo. As a native of the area sensitive to its culture

and the needs of its people, he felt that he could act to

uphold the community's position. Of course he could speak

only from his own perceptions of that position which were un-

doubtedly colored by his professional experiences and biases.

While Bergmeyer argues that the community need not be repre-

sented in consideration of technical matters, one could 129



argue that the issue of exterior appearance of a prominent,

publically financed building is not technical in nature.

The whole design should respect the values of the community

it is intended to serve. The lack of community involvement

in all phases of the design review process in the Waterfront

area seems to be a serious flaw which further damages the

credibility and responsiveness of the whole renewal process.

This shortcoming may'be as much of a "sham" as the BRA's

dealings with members of the Waterfront community.

Even the seemingly powerful BRA frequently found itself on

the outside of the historic review process looking in. As

the Summer meetings continued, BRA staff was often not even

invited to sessions held at the Massachusetts Historical Com-

mission offices. Throughout the process members of the BRA

Urban Design Staff like Dick Joslin, its Director, and de-

signers Sam Otis and John Dobie were supportive of Garufo

and what he was trying to do. They ran interference and

tried to insulate Carmen from some of the unreasonable de-

mands being placed upon him. During sessions held at the

BRA throughout the review process, Joslin and his staff got

Garufo to sketch out his own ideas on yellow tracing paper

over his drawings. Carmen appreciated their concern and

liked their approach to criticism. They made him feel that

he was doing the design -- making his own creative decisions.

Later in the review process the BRA staff members were able

to move the location of historic review meetings to City Hall 130



to reduce some of the pressure on Garufo and perhaps to gain

more control over the meetings for themselves. This change

of venue seems not intended so much to affect the outcome of

review directly, but rather to calm the charged atmosphere

of review sessions and thus alter the process in a way that

might lead to a more rational outcome. Whatever the reason,

Carmen apparently was more comfortable working outside that

sticky little room on Beacon Street.

Representatives of HUD and the BHA played a minor role in

the Commercial Street review process. HUD's primary concern

was that Garufo "meet the book" by complying with the pub-

lished standards applicable to all elderly public housing

sponsored by them. When Carmen tried to give the kitchens

windows and make them open to the dining area the way most

North End kitchens are laid out, HUD would not abandon their

national standards to adapt to local lifestyles. They were

willing to bend some on the connection between kitchen and

dining areas and permit a small pass-through -- a minor vic-

tory for the architect.

The Boston Housing Authority was constrained by statute from

allowing commercial activities on the ground floor although

they were willing to accept many of Garufo's suggestions.

Steve Demos of BHA -- who in 1977 was a reviewer for the

Massachusetts Department of Community Affairs and had re-

vised that agency's standards for housing projects -- was

pleased with Ausonia's design and interior layout. Garufo 131



and his sponsors had to convince the BHA to accept a costly

building -- the most expensive structure per unit they have

ever bought -- as a Turnkey project. Garufo was successful

and the agency seems pleased with what they have purchased.

Except for the question of window size, the exterior design

was not a great concern for these housing agencies.

Exterior appearance was, however, the major concern of sev-

eral of the architects who practiced in the area. Tim An-

derson and Morey Bergmeyer, both members of the Restudy Com-

mittee, claim credit for suggesting constructive changes in

the design. Bergmeyer states that they discussed several

design issues with Carmen, and that they came up with the

idea of an "up and down cornice" to better reflect the real

silhouette of the streetfront. They would also like to have

seen a brick corbel detail at the cornice to match a similar

detail common to existing warehouses instead of a simple

flush wall and flat coping, but they did not press Carmen on

that point. Garufo plays down their contribution. It ap-

pears to the author that several people want to take credit

for what has been praised by architectural critics as a suc-

cessful design decision.

Garufo does praise Bergmeyer for the support he gave the ar-

chitect and the good job of liaison Bergmeyer performed with

the Waterfront residents. Morey was able to convince his

associates that even though the old warehouses were being re-

moved, they were to be replaced by a sensitively designed
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addition to the neighborhood. For the most part, he appears

successful in his job of promotion since Waterfront opposi-

tion to the new building began to fade away and now seems to

be nonexistant. Bergmeyer believes that the most effective

bargaining and compromise in the Waterfront Project took

place in informal settings behind the scenes -- away from

situations where public gestures were made to save face. It

seems clear that informal meetings and quiet negotiations

were the key to the success of the Ausonia housing project.

Design revisions -- Carmen Garufo working quietly over his

drawing board absorbed all the advice and demands presented

to him and made several changes in the design. The role of

the National Advisory Council had shifted into another phase.

While they no longer held marathon meetings at frequent in-

tervals, the Council did retain approval power over the de-

sign changes. Their demands were clear, but exactly what

compromises they were willing to make were not clear.

After the long series of review sessions, Carmen had reached

two basic conclusions: 1) the tower at Lewis Street was too

high, and 2) the single continuous cornice line was ficti-

tious. He demonstrated from on-site photographs and judi-

ciously drawn street elevations that there was no continuous

cornice line, and therefore, there was no need for him to

meet it. Garufo was then able to match the five story high

cornice of the building next door, in the third bay extend
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the -face of the building to six stories, drop down to a

five story terrace again in the fifth bay, and terminate

the building with a seven story tower at Lewis Street.

Thus more units were located on the Commercial Street

frontage in a relatively low block. He could lower the

tower from ten to seven stories after he convinced the BHA

that common rooms could be relocated from the courtyard to

locations set back from the facade line on the roof. The

courtyard, which closed off the alley, but was quiet and

airy could accommodate several more one bedroom apart-

ments than would have been placed in the tower above. All

of this squeezing of the form reduced the number of units

accommodated to 106, but that number was acceptable to

the BHA and the developer.

Commercial Street
frontage

Once the height was reduced to seven stories, the build-

ing code permitted a less stringent class of construction,
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and so a masonry bearing wall and precast concrete plank

structure could be used -- reducing construction costs

considerable. Peabody was thus convinced to support

Garufo's altered cornice line.

The other actors involved in review were also pleased with

the design modifications. The Boston historic review par-

ticipants were consulted and expressed their satisfaction,

HUD agreed it was a better design, and the BRA was over-

joyed. Dick Joslin wanted "cut out" windows all along,

and the revised design provided them. The windows were

larger than those of existing structures, but they were

subdivided with frames that copied the proportions of the

older openings. Joslin was also happy with the lower

tower height and with facades that were flush with the

facade line of existing buildings on the block, leaving

no useless setbacks on the sidewalk. Bergmeyer and the

Fulton Street frontage

Fulton Street elevation



Waterfront residents were also pleased when Carmen showed

them the drawings. Finally Garufo had produced a design

which seemed to answer all the objections.

In the public hearing required before final BRA approval

could be granted, there were 6-1 hours of sometimes heated

debate. Many of the issues discussed were not related to

the design at all but rather pertained to the overall re-

newal process. The BRA took the heat and Carmen stayed

in the background, limiting himself to discussing strict-

ly design issues. People were willing to compromise ex-

cept on livability issues such as the need for adequate

sunlight in the apartments.

After nearly three years of work, the Ausonia Housing

Project was given approval to begin construction.

"Cut out" windows are
similar to those on
existing buildings.
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The final design -- Robert Campbell wrote in the Boston

Sunday Globe that the Ausonia Project is "a building will-

ing to speak the visual language of the territory it in-

habits." 2 It does so with a broken silhouette, smaller

windows than originally proposed, and carefully worked

out details such as the vertical slots at the structural

bays. These slots cast shadows that simulate the line

formed by downspouts at the party walls of the older build-

ings. Brick soldier courses express the location of the

concrete deck at each floor, and concrete lintels span

ground floor openings with enclosure walls set back just

like adjacent buildings on Commercial Street. Campbell

regrets the absence of shops on the street but praises

the design of the courtyard which copies other outdoor

spaces -in the North End. In keeping with some of the

ideas of Philadelphia architect Robert Venturi -- a crit-

ic of unnecessary flamboyance in design of ordinary

structures -- , Ausonia is a plain background building

serving as a foil to its neighbors. According to Camp-

bell, this approach is exactly what is appropriate for

a building located at that site.

View from Lewis Street
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On April 15, 1977 the Ausonia Housing Project was official-

ly dedicated in the presence of City Councilors, elderly

residents, Italian music, and piles of food assembled in

the courtyard. The project was already fully occupied,

and the tenants seemed pleased with their new home. They

finally had the building they had been awaiting for so

many years.

Courtyard in winter

Axonometric view from
above Commercial Wharf
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Analysis
There are many lessons to be learned regarding the role of

design review in producing a successful design like that of

Ausonia Housing. Different actors attribute the success to

a range of sources, but certainly the architect's views are

important. Many actors also have differing opinions as to

what approaches to review are appropriate in this kind of

situation. It is useful here to analyze some of these is-

sues before we attempt to draw generalizations from what is

illustrated in this case.

Sanctions and leverage -- The question of who exerted influ-

ence on whom at what stages of the review process is an im-

portant one. From observations of this behavior we can

identify the mechanism by which compromises are reached dur-

ing review, and perhaps suggest ways by which compromise

and concensus formation can be facilitated.

The Boston Redevelopment Authority played a coordinating

role in this case and thus exerted some leverage over all

the actors involved. First, it wrote the original design

guidelines and chose the winner of the development competi-

tion. In a way this stage not only picked the best design-

development package, but also it served as a kind of design-

er selection process. From their dealings with him during

the competition, the BRA knew that Garufo was a competent

architect, willing to put in enough effort to produce a 139



good design. More discussion on the BRA's relationship with

architects follows later in this analysis.

Later in the process when it looked as if the BRA was losing

control, they shifted the meeting place for review to their

own offices. That move may have affected the calm which led

to the resolution of conflict. Finally, the BRA held the

final approval of the project in their hands. They would

not let the project continue if they were not satisfied that

it met the public objectives of the Waterfront Renewal Plan.

The Boston Housing Authority and HUD possessed similar powers

in this case as those powers held by the Massachusetts Hous-

ing Finance Agency -- described in the Introduction of this

study. They could withhold funds or refuse to accept the

project for purchase if the design did not satisfy them. In

this case their role may have been relatively minor because

of the other local issues involved, but in other cases where

BHA plays the role of coordinating agency and other agencies

and interest groups are relatively weak, they have a poten-

tial of wielding a great deal of power at any stage of the

review process.

Because of the unsettled background of conflict in the Water-

front urban renewal process, both the North End and Water-

front communities could have channeled their belligerence in-

to the Ausonia design review process. For the most part nei-

ther group chose to do so, even though public meetings were
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used as a means of venting anger over other issues. The

North End community's influence over the review process was

tenuous due to their lack of representation in the historic

review neetings. What the waterfront people lacked in rep-

resentation they compensated for in their sharpness and un-

derstanding of the process. It was their action of seeking

historical designation in the project area before the hous-

ing project was even under design that triggered the dif-

ficult process of historic review.

In an ironic twist, some of the benefit of this action to

the Waterfront residents was lost by the performance of the

reviewers. Members of the National Advisory Council, who

had considerable power and ability to influence the shape

of the project, destroyed their own credibility in the eyes

of the architect and the BRA by performing in what was per-

ceived as such an unprofessional manner. Perhaps it was

their unfamiliarity with the overall design process which

created enough slack for Garufo to fashion a compromise de-

sign acceptable to all parties.

This case is written largely from the perspective of the ar-

chitect. He was clearly the central figure in the entire

process because he was the one actor in constant touch with

all the other principal actors -- even representing the com-

munity and future users in their absence -- , and he was the

one who did all the significant design studies. He held the

pencil and he drew the lines. These simple facts gave Carmen 141



Garufo more leverage over the process than he had a right

to expect.

In other cases, particularly when highly profitable specula-

tive ventures are proposed, it is the developer who plays a

central role -- they have the most to gain in doing so -- ;

but in the Ausonia case, Peabody and the Knights of Columbus,

for various reasons already stated, chose to remain in the

background. Perhaps Peabody thought in the long run it was

in their best interest to let Garufo take the heat and fight

for their common cause with the company's support. No matter

what the reasons, Carmen Garufo is the "hero" of this case.

The architect's attitude -- Garufo was young and energetic

working on his first major independent job. He may have

been willing to sacrifice financial rewards for building a

reputation for good design -- people at the BRA doubt that

he made a dime's profit on the project. Using his own ex-

perience in the North End, Garufo tried to project community

and user needs into his design, and to fight for them when

those concerns were ignored by insensitive officials.

Garufo believes that it is the architect's role to deal with

design issues during the urban renewal review process and

let the BRA deal with issues of the larger controversy. In

this case he magnanimously states that the BRA deserves more

credit than they have received for the success of the design

review process. This is one time, he says, when they should 142



not be seen as "the bad guys." Of course, Garufo is refer-

ring to people like Urban Design Director Joslin and not nec-

essarily to the other administrators of the whole renewal

project with whom Bergmeyer is annoyed.

In speculating on the best approach to design review in sim-

ilar situations, Garufo outlines the following ideal process:

For public projects in residential neighborhoods, the program

must come from the community. The type of community serving

activities provided ought to be described by those who will

use them. Their needs ought to take precedence over bureau-

cratic regulations. In the first step of design, before de-

sign review begins, the architect should talk to his real cli-

ents in the community and familiarize himself with their val-

ues and needs. It may be the designer's responsibility to

speak for them as the design comes before regulatory review-

ing bodies. An ideal review process would establish explicit

criteria to be used before the design process begins rather

than in response to the design as it develops. With a de-

tailed program from the community and a fully worked out set

of standards, it is the responsibility of an agency like the

BRA to be sure that the architect does his homework and to

confirm that fact by evaluating the design in those terms.

This statement illustrates the lessons that Carmen Garufo has

found in this case and communicates a great deal of what he

thinks a designer should do. Other participants in the case

offer somewhat different views which reflect their own exper- 143
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Another approach to review -- Morey Bergmeyer has been in

volved in the Waterfront controversy for many years. He

communicated to the author a perspective apparently influ-

enced by the inconsistencies and frustrations of the public

bargaining process. Bergmeyer believes that in a political

situation there is a need for fair citizen participation

with representatives being elected from the community to an

advisory body, rather than their being appointed by a pub-

lic agency with an interest in having their own plans ap-

proved and implemented. Appropriate citizen involvement

should not deal with technical issues -- like sizing a

beam -- , but should focus on common sense issues -- like lo-

cating seating areas in a park. The process should be log-

ical, but positions taken should not be dogmatic. There is

room to negotiate on most issues. Due process is a key to

successful design review. While Bergmeyer said in another

context that behind the scenes negotiations are most ef-

fective in a volatile situation, he also presumably believes

that whatever deals are made must be validated in a public

forum.

Measures of success -- The success of design review processes

can be measured in a variety of ways. John Dobie believes

that any measures are necessarily subjective, but that these

measures should be addressed to the product and how people

relate to it. A successful design is one that is appropri-

ate to its situation. Sometimes a "background" building may 144



be right, and then "there are times to build a monument."

Design Review should help to identify when each approach is

correct.

Carmen Garufo would also judge the success of a design review

process on the basis of the product. What matters is the de-

sign's massing, "if it fits its function, if it is well con-

structed," and "if the design speaks to people" -- that is,

"if it says where it is and who occupies it." Garufo be-

lieves that a process conducted in the manner that he out-

lined to the author would ideally lead to design products

that achieve these ends.

Project evaluation -- Given their own explicit and implicit

measures of success, the three architects interviewed about

the Commercial Street housing each offered somewhat differ-

ent appraisals of its success.

John Dobie considers Ausonia Housing to be "a triumph" in re-

sponding to many inputs. "It may not be great architecture,"

he said, but it is good, responsive urban design. The ar-

chitect, despite a few reservations over minor details, said

it was successful because "it fits well where it sits." It

serves people of the North End and the Waterfront -- who he

says both were his clients -- and both groups are satisfied.

As a member of one of those groups, Motitz Bergmeyer was

somewhat less enthusiastic in his praise. Overall, he be-

lieves, tne design is successful though he would rather have
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seen some of the details reworked. But it was a success in

spite of the BRA actions -- it came together well because of

behind the scenes work.

Bob Rettig -- now working in Washington -- , who visited the

completed building for the first time with the author, was

especially pleased with the sensitivity of the design to

its surroundings and with the quality of its detailing. He

was enthusiastic when he saw the result of the review proc-

ess first hand.

Each architect offered answers one would expect to hear from

them. Perhaps a better indicator of the success of a design

review process is the effect it has had on other nearby proj-

ects.

The effects of this case -- The housing project being built

by Peabody Construction in the Spring of 1977 across Commer-

cial Street from Ausonia is a parallel case in many respects.

This project is larger than Ausonia -- five stories high on

all sides containing 151 units -- , and it is free standing

on a block fronting on Atlantic Avenue and Waterfront Park.

It is in a visually more prominent location, but it has no

existing warehouse structures abutting it to provide cues on

detailing or articulation. Ausonia provides a good model

for inspiration.

Designed by Cy Mintz, the project is built in the same ver-

nacular of materials, detailing, and fenestration pattern
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as Ausonia. It extends to the edges of the site and provides

an open courtyard in its center. Mintz is "one of the club"

of architects well acquainted with BRA preferences and pro-

cedures. The review process of the Mintz project was less

complicated than Garufo's, but it profited from its prede-

cessor's lessons. Bergmeyer was able to get the cornice de-

tail he wanted -- though not without a fight with the strong-

willed Mintz -- , and the North End is getting even more eld-

erly units added to its housing stock. Without the Ausonia

project as a prototypical model to point to, the second proc-

ess might have been as difficult and time consuming as the

first.
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Commentary
BRA reviewer - architect relations -- John Dobie, who played

a role in the Commercial Street case, offered some insights

on what constitutes effective behavior for architects and

reviewers during the design review process. These lessons

were learned in urban renewal cases similar to that of Com-

mercial Street, but they are applicable to cases like the

Charlestown Savings Bank case as well. This commentary

serves as a transition between cases.

Dobie states that "Boston is a small town." Every designer

knows every other designer, particularly those working on

renewal projects. It sometimes seems that the same archi-

tects keep coming back for review on several different proj-

ects, and that the same BRA urban designers conduct the re-

view sessions. Each side has come to know what the other

side is after, and some overall concensus on what consti-

tutes "good design" emerges for a range of situations.

While this form of "clubiness" may seem to exclude young

designers or discourage design innovation, there are many

advantages to this kind of interprofessional relationship.

At times BRA designers and architects on proposed projects

form a "conspiracy" against the developer. With the BRA

staff and the architects sharing similar values that place

a premium on good design -- often above considerations like

financial return -- , design architects often find themselves 148



at odds with their own clients. Frequently, in cases where

this conspiracy is acted out, the BRA is set up as "the

goat" standing firm in opposition to a particular design

feature or pressing for a design amenity. The architect

puts up a fight, defending the developer's position, but

then is forced to yield to BRA pressure. The developer and

his architect then ride down the elevator from the ninth

floor of City Hall shaking their heads in commiseration,

but the next day the architect calls the reviewer to say

how well their ruse has worked. He tells the urban design-

er what modifications in design the developer has consented

to.

As Gerhard Kallmann suggested in the Suffolk case, design

review gives the architect leverage with the developer to

press for design quality. The BRA has found a way to per-

suade designers to use that leverage. Appealing to the de-

sire for peer approval, reviewers tell the architects, "If

you go along with our suggestions, you'll win a design

award." While that kind of statement indicates some arro-

gance on the part of the Urban Design Staffer -- that he

knows what wins awards and, furthermore, that he can con-

tribute to a design those qualities that it lacks to make

it a real winner -- , that strategy is nevertheless effec-

tive in persuading the architect that his near-perfect de-

sign can be tuned up a little to achieve greatness.

This plying of each other's egos that often takes place at 149



the BRA works best when personal contact has developed a

rapport between participants. In a discretionary situation,

personal relations between reviewer and reviewed may be a

significant factor. It never hurts to be friends with your

reviewer, though it is conceivable that some review proc-

esses may damage a shaky friendship.

As long as designer and reviewer share a common view of what

makes good design, this kind of personal diplomacy can work.

But as we will see in the next case, reasonable men can dif-

fer on many issues that concern design, and that can lead to

unfriendly relations between review participants. The ulti-

mate effect of these disagreements, however, may not be di-

rectly manifested in the final design.
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Charlestown
Savings Bank
Charlestown Savings Bank
proposed a ten story of-
fice building to be loca-
ted at the center of Bos-
ton's retail district.
The Boston Redevelopment
Authority's Urban Design
Staff was pleased with
the overall design of the
structure, but a conflict
developed over the detail-
ing of the plaza in front.
The reviewer wanted a de-
sign which repeated suc-
cessful details of other
downtown plazas, but the
architect believed that
his design solution was
better. Each side used
the power and leverage it
had to win its point, but
in the end the reviewer
held the power of final
approval. The Bank and
plaza have been built ac-
cording to the reviewer's
concept of what best
served the public.
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Context
Location -- The Charlestown Savings Bank headquarters build-

ing is located at the heart of Boston's Central Business Dis-

trict, one block from the retail "100% Corner" of Washington

and Summer Streets. Boston's two largest department stores

the Jordan Marsh Company and Filene's face each other there

across Summer Street. The dominant ground floor use at that

part of Washington Street is retail with some retail uses in

the upper floors as well. Office uses occupy the upper stor-

ies of the older buildings in the area, but the concentration

of new office buildings in Boston is in the Financial Dis-

trict, centered several blocks to the northeast of Washington

and Summer around Post Office Square.

Charlestown Savings is at the corner of Chauncy and Summer

Streets opposite the 1949 addition to Jordan's. There is a

secondary entrance to the Washington Street station of the

MBTA at that location. That station serves two subway lines

and has the greatest number of daily passenger entries on the

entire system. Summer Street extends to the southeast and con-

nects the heart of the retail CBD to South Station, the termi-

nus for commuter rail lines serving the southern and western

suburbs and the point of entry for Amtrak passengers arriving

in the city. Eventually a 2000 car parking garage will be lo-

cated at South Station as well as the terminal for all inter-

city buses. All of these transportation connections make

Summer Street
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Summer Street an important functional link in the CBD, and

Summer Street's prominence makes the site of Charlestown Sav-

ings a highly visible location.

Future plans to construct a major retail, office, hotel, en-

tertainment, and parking complex called Lafayette Place on

several blocks to the south of Summer Street will make

Chauncy Street an important connector as well. Chauncy will

penetrate the center of Lafayette Place and provide valuable

retail frontage for new stores. Running parallel to Wash-

ington Street, Chauncy will become even more significant as

a traffic carrier as plans to widen Washington Street's side-

walks and narrow its vehicular lanes extend south of Summer

Street. The increased traffic Chauncy will be required to

bear as a result of this diversion and the construction of

Lafayette Place have triggered plans of the Boston Redevel-

opment Authority to re-align Chauncy with Arch Street, into

which it feeds traffic across Summer Street.

Background history -- Boston earned a reputation in the 1960's

as a city reborn largely because of the new office construc-

tion that took place downtown. Urban renewal projects like

Government Center were joined by early private development

projects like Prudential Center in the Back Bay and the State

Street Bank headquarters at the edge of the Financial District.

Before these developments were built, there had been little de-

velopment activity in the city for decades. Even the many
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financial institutions controlling billions of dollars of

capital from headquarters in Boston did not see construction

in the city as a good long term investment. Boston's tax

rate was among the highest in the country. It offered all

the expensive municipal services provided by other Northeast-

ern cities, but its tax base was relatively small. About

half of Boston's land area was owned by educational, reli-

gious, and governmental institutions that do not pay property

tax. As expenses continued to rise, the tax base was actual-

ly shrinking due to the expansion of tax exempt uses and the

exodus of business and industry to the suburbs.

In the late 1950's the Prudential Insurance Company announced

plans to construct a 200 million dollar complex of office

buildings, apartments, and stores on an abandoned railroad

yard. Prudential was reluctant to proceed, however, due to

the uncertainty of Boston's tax picture.

Chapter 121A of the Massachusetts General Laws (mentioned in

the Introduction) was originally promulgated to stimulate new

housing production in the cities by allowing a developer to

organize a project built in a blighted area as a limited divi-

dend corporation. Profits were limited to 6%, but in return

a tax agreement was made with the city which would tie the

corporation's property tax liability to a percentage of its

gross annual income instead of the assessed valuation of its

land and buildings. Tax rates based on assessments were con-

tinually rising, but rental incomes and taxes based on them 154



were relatively stable and predictable. In order to insure

that Prudential would be built in Boston, an amendment to

the 121A bill was passed in the legislature which permitted

commercial properties to qualify for the 121A tax agreement.

After projects like Prudential and State Street broke ground

in Boston and turned up a fertile field for new office space,

many more office buildings were proposed, and the mid-1960's

office boom was on. Many of these projects were built by

121A corporations to take advantage of the tax provisions of

the law. They also could take advantage of zoning provisions

that encouraged development in the central city.

Most of Downtown Boston is zoned as a "B-10" district. That

designation means that commercial office buildings or apart-

ments may legally be built to a density of ten times the area

of their lot, that is, to FAR 10. Most new office buildings

constructed in the last 15 years, however, have been built at

a density far in excess of FAR 10 -- some as high as FAR 25.1

Because of the high costs of construction and the high tax

rate in Boston, it is generally unprofitable for developments

to be built within the existing B-10 zoning envelope. They

need increased revenue generated by construction at higher

densities to produce a profitable development package. Chap-

ter 121A and Planned Development Areas (discussed in the In-

troduction) provide the means of attaining those higher den-

sities.
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Chapter 121A developments which also qualify as Planned De-

velopment Areas -- parcels greater than one acre in size,

submitted to BRA review of ownership structure, finances,

and design -- and are built at higher than mapped FAR not

only cost the city additional tax revenue, but also impose

the costs of increased density on city services and infra-

structure. Additional floor area granted to developments

translates into more people occupying the land, using more

transportation facilities to get to work and more police and

fire services for protection than would be needed by a small-

er building.

These direct and indirect costs to the city and its taxpay-

ers constitute a form of public subsidy to developers of

downtown office buildings. In return these buildings pro-

vide the city with more workplaces and potentially more jobs

-- jobs which generate salaries, some of which will be spent

in the city -- , and the jobs create demand for service indus-

tries ranging from consulting work and legal services to

printing and catering. On balance, the city government has

made a judgment that the benefits of new development out-

weigh its costs, and have made it a policy to grant 121A sta-

tus to office developers to encourage new construction.

The BRA Board, which in the City of Boston has the power to

approve 121A applications, has had no objection to granting

121A's for the construction of low and moderate income sub-

sidized housing.2 This use serves a clear public purpose 156



which few people dispute. Recently, the BRA has become more

reluctant to approve 121A office projects. Typically, the

tax agreement for office buildings calls for an annual pay-

ment of 20 to 23fo of gross income to the city for a period

of 40 years, an amount far below what would be paid if the

property were subject to regular taxation based on assessed

valuation. Several members of the Board as well as organ-

ized interest groups believe that these rates of taxation

are too low. Chapter 121A is said to shift an unfair bur-

den of taxation to the homeowner in Boston, and it has been

labeled a "tax dodge" benefiting only wealthy corporations.

In defense of using Chapter 121A for commercial property,

Robert Kenney, former BRA Director, stated in 1975, "It is

the present policy of the city, and one which I have strong-

ly advocated, along with the mayor and assessors in order to

encourage development. We would not consider it a tax

dodge. "3

Because of the power and privileges granted to 121A and PDA

projects, the BRA has established a formal review procedure

which these projects must undergo before approval. The city

has the right to demand the kind of development it wants,

and the purpose of the review process is to see that its de-

mands are met. The public interest is involved in these

cases, and the process is intended to protect that interest.

As discussed in the Introduction, design review is an integ-

ral part of this approval process. 157



The provision for Planned Development Areas comes from the

Zoning Code, so the process of review is related to the proc-

ess used in seeking other exceptions and variances. The Zon-

ing Staff is responsible for coordinating BRA activities on

PDA's as well as reviewing and making recommendations on pe-

titions for conditional use permits, variances, and excep-

tions to the Zoning Code that go before the Board of Appeals.

The BRA Board must vote approval of all staff recommendations

made to the Zoning Board. Chapter 121A developments are sub-

ject to BRA staff review, a public hearing, and BRA Board ap-

proval before application to the Mayor for final approval.

A Development Plan for PDA's must include information on the

proposed uses, densities, traffic and parking arrangements,

and a description of the structures to be built. Design mat-

ters are subject to review by the Urban Design Staff.4

The Charlestown Savings Bank case takes place within this con-

text of Boston's downtown office development. Many of the

procedures established to control the explosive private

growth of the late 1960's, however, have laid underused during

the slowdown of office construction prevalent in the mid-1970's.

At that time Boston was experiencing a glut in the market for

office space, and few forty story, high rise structures like

the Shawmut Bank headquarters were being proposed. Charles-

town Savings represents a much smaller scale development proj-

ect than most 121A office buildings, and the amount of public

goods at stake were less significant in comparison. The case 158



turns much more on design issues than issues of development

economics, thus it is a case well suited to the analysis of

this study.

Regulatory context -- The design controls on Charlestown Sav-

ings Bank were quite broad. There were no specific design

guidelines for its site, but there were several general re-

quirements to be met.

In the 1960's planner-architect Victor Gruen prepared a plan

for the development of Boston's Washington Street retail area.

It called for the closing of that street to vehicular traffic

and the creation of a pedestrian environment for shoppers.

That plan was never funded or implemented, but the concern

for pedestrians remained as it had before Gruen's plan. By

1976 the BRA was proceeding with sidewalk widenings along

Washington Street and the construction of a glass covered

canopy along the street. A small park was created at Wash-

ington and Franklin Streets when Filene's demolished an old,

inefficient structure to build a smaller new addition. School

Street was re-aligned at Washington to direct traffic onto

Milk Street, creating a triangular traffic island developed

as a small park. The park is bordered by the new curved front

of the Boston Five Cent Bank headquarters. The bank contrib-

utes to the maintenance of the park that forms an extension of

its lobby onto the street.

The design policy of the BRA in the Shopping District is to
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provide or encourage developers to provide small "vest pock-

et mini-parks" and other pedestrian amenities to relieve some

of the congestion of the area's narrow sidewalks. While there

is no formally adopted comprehensive plan for this open space,

developers are generally aware of the City's pedestrian policy

Downtown.

Charlestown Savings Bank, unlike most new office buildings in

Boston, was to be built at a floor area density less than the

zoned maximum FAR 10; therefore, it did not require a zoning

variance for density. Its plan did include parking which is

a conditional use, and there were also several other minor

variances needed before it could be built. It is almost al-

ways the case that some variance or special permit is neces-

sary to build Downtown. In addition, the Chauncy-Arch re-

alignment called for negotiations between the BRA and the

Bank even before the Bank decided to apply for 121A designa-

tion. The Bank was thus subject to design review.

In contrast to the Suffolk and Commercial Street cases, the

regulatory context in which the Charlestown Savings Bank case

resides established very few strict requirements. The inter-

pretation of whether or not the project's design was accept-

able was discretionary. It was up to the BRA Urban Design De-

partment alone to review the design to determine its accept-

ability.
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Rendering of
Charlestown
Savings Bank
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The Story
The Architects Collaborative was the firm commissioned to

design the Charlestown Savings Bank headquarters. TAC is

a well known and respected architectural firm which can be

classified as one of the "prestige architects" -- that is,

a firm that has a reputation for good design, whose work has

been published frequently in professional journals and has

won many awards, and who has been hired by corporations and

institutions to design architectural showpieces. These show-

pieces are intended to demonstrate the client's concern for

design quality and reflect favorably on both owner and archi-

tect. There are many prestige architects with offices in

Cambridge, and several of them began their careers at TAC.

TAC was founded in the late 1940's by Walter Gropius -- one

of the Masters of the Modern Movement who first gained prom-

inence from his work done in Germany in the 1920's -- and

several of his students at Harvard, where Gropius was Chair-

man of the Architecture Department of the Graduate School of

Design. Over the years TAC has designed thousands of build-

ings across the United States as well as many abroad, and it

has grown to become the largest architectural firm in New

England. In the mid-1970's as most other firms found their

work load declining due to the depression in construction

activity, TAC continued to expand by designing buildings and

new towns for the oil rich countries of the Middle East.

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

Adoption of Chapter 121A
tax agreements and ap-
proval procedures.

Application of BRA pedes-
trian open space policy.

Plans for Chauncy-Arch
Streets re-alignment.

Initial TAO design for
Bank and plaza proposal.

Negotiations produce
first design for plaza.

Bank seeks designation
as 121A development.

Second design for plaza
unacceptable to Sloan.

Dispute over plaza design.

Attempt to override
Sloan's decision.

Sloan calls Harkness.

First plaza design ap-
proved.

Public hearing.

Construction and use.
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At that time the staff peaked at about 300 persons, most of

whom were working on foreign projects.

Unlike many other large architectural firms which have sep-

arate design and production staffs, TAC operates under a team

structure. All of the design and working drawing preparation

for a project is handled in a single team of architects that

expands and contracts in size as the job follows its cycle

of tasks. The organization of the teams is modeled after

that of a small office, with the principal- or associate-in-

charge at the top handling the overall administrative and

"political" tasks -- that is, dealings with clients, govern-

ment agencies, the community, and other interest groups --

that accompany each project. The job captain is in charge

of the day to day operations of the project, assigning team

personnel to tasks and checking their work. Designers and

draftsmen fill out the complement of each team. A number of

functional departments such as specifications, interiors,

landscaping, and field supervision support the work of the

project teams. There is no engineering department at TAC be-

cause all structural, mechanical, and other consulting engi-

neering work is done by firms specializing in those areas.

Charlestown Savings was designed under Chip Harkness, one of

the original partners of TAC, a former president of the Bos-

ton Society of Architects, and a design advisor to the BRA.

While Chip was not directly involved with the detailed design

PRINCIPAL ACTORS

Skip Smalldridge
Urban Design Staff, BRA

John Sloan
Urban Design Staff, BRA

Richard Puffer
associate-in-charge, TAC

Chip Harkness
partner, TAG

Bob Swain
design team member, TAC
John Stewart
vice president
Charlestown Savings Bank

Vappi Construction Co.
general contractor

Fred Garvin
Boston Public Works Dept.
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Existing building on site
of Charlestown Savings
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of Charlestown Savings, he and the other directors of TAC do

conduct in-house review of most projects at the weekly di-

rectors' meeting. That approach to review acts to promote

the high level of design quality that TAC is noted for.

The assembled design talent at these meetings often pro-

vides the sharpest direct criticism that one of their proj-

ects ever has to face. If the design passes the scrutiny

of these critics, it will probably be acceptable to any pub-

lic reviewing body whose purpose is 'to promote design quality.

The early phases of design -- When the existing building at

Chauncy and Summer Street was slated to be removed for con-

struction of the new Bank headquarters, the BRA saw it as

the opportunity to implement their re-alignment plans for

Chauncy Street. The Bank agreed to donate a triangle of a-

bout 850 square feet of their property to the City to widen

the curve of Chauncy onto Summer. That action meant that

the Bank building could not be built to the corner, and be-

cause the BRA would not permit the structure to overhang the

street, TAC designers began to develop schemes that cut back

from that corner of the 'L" shaped site.

The Bank owned about 22,000 square feet of property between

Chauncy and Kingston Streets. The new structure was to

front on the Chauncy Street corner permitting six and elev-

en story masonry buildings to remain at Kingston Street. An

off-street loading dock and small parking area were to be

located behind these buildings on Kingston Street.

Land donated to the City
for street widening



The architects studied several design alternatives that pro-

posed a building facade which cut back from the street at

various angles. A curved facade along the new property line

was also considered. Finally, TAC decided that given an un-

buildable corner on their site, they should cut the building

well back away from that corner at a 45 degree angle. They

suggested that the resulting open space in front of the build-

ing be made accessible to the public as a shoppers' park.

Bob Swain, of TAC's design team, submitted proposals to the

BRA for design of the mini-park in March 1974, but the de-

signs were tentative in nature and several issues remained

to be resolved.

During the early phases of informal design review conducted

by the BRA, Skip Smalldridge of the Urban Design Staff was

in charge of the review. He determined that the massing and

overall design of the bank building was in keeping with the

scale of the area. Most of the tallest buildings nearby were

from eight to twelve stories high, and Charlestown Savings'

ten story height fit in without any problem. The architect

and the city were satisfied with the design.

Smalldridge left the Urban Design Department in the Spring of

1974 before all of the details of the design had been worked

out. John Sloan replaced him as the urban designer respon-

sible for the Downtown shopping district, and it was up to

Sloan to resolve the problems still pending. The most dif-

ficult task he faced then on Charlestown Savings was to 166



coordinate action on the design of the mini-park and the re-

alignment of Chauncy Street. The Boston Public Works De-

partment (PWD) is in charge of public street and sidewalk

construction, and Fred Garvin of their staff became in-

volved in negotiations between Sloan and Bob Swain of TAC.

Many administrative as well as design obstacles had to be

overcome. Boston Edison, for instance, was opposed to re-

locating their transformer vault at the sidewalk. The PWD

had to coordinate its activities with those of the Bank in

paving sidewalks and installing curbs. In addition to deal-

ing with a range of technical problems, Sloan was concerned

that the design and detailing of the open space and its

amenities meet the needs of its future users.

By September 1974 after considerable work and many meetings,

an acceptable design solution had been found for the layout

of Charlestown Savings Bank's plaza. Bob Swain had worked

during the review process to produce a design that Sloan

believed was very good. Eighteen trees were arranged in

an informal but careful considered pattern, grouped where

they would provide areas of effective coverage. The tree

trunks rose directly from the ground with only small patch-

es of soil to interrupt the brick paving pattern. People

could walk right up to the trees without crossing any bar-

riers. Sloan was satisfied with the results of the lengthy

negotiations process and turned his attention to other mat-

ters.

Charlestown Savings Bank
and site of mini-park at
Chauncy and Summer

September Plan details
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Layout of trees
and benches in
September Plan
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The Urban Design Staff -- In 1977 there was a staff of 15

people at the BRA to deal with questions of urban design in

Boston. That staff included landscape architects, drafts-

men, and architects. The senior architects on the staff were

all experienced registered architects, and all had degrees in

either planning or urban design as well. They believed that

they were highly competent designers -- as good a design

staff as in any city -- and said that they have proved their

competence by what they have achieved.

Urban designers at the BRA not only conduct design review,

but they also serve as design consultants for the city on

many of its own projects not under the jurisdiction of the

Public Facilities Department. John Sloan, in his capacity

as Downtown designer, was responsible for the design of the

canopy being built along Washington Street in 1977. Other

urban designers are in charge of monitoring design in urban

renewal areas like the Waterfront, the Markets, South Sta-

tion, and Park Plaza. Each conducts the design review proc-

ess for individual projects originating in his area. John

Dobie, whose area of responsibility includes Government

Center and the Waterfront, also serves as advisor to the

Board of Appeals on small projects throughout the city.

Staff members conduct design studies when necessary in pre-

paring components of plans initiated by the BRA or in re-

sponse to issues related to individual proposals as they

arise. When Jordan Marsh decided to demolish their original 169



nineteenth century building to make way for a modern addition,

John Sloan and others prepared a study demonstrating the fea-

sibility of their retaining the old facade. Many people were

concerned with preserving the scale and detailing of that fa-

cade, but their efforts left Jordan's unconvinced and the fa-

cade wall came down.

BRA urban designers also serve as design trouble shooters who

can be called away from their desks at a moments notice to

deal with a pressing issue in their area of responsibility.

Whether it's someone putting up an illegal sign or obstruct-

ing the use of the sidewalk, the urban designers are vigilant

so they can nip design indignities in the bud. They serve as

the City's front line in its battle to protect the desirable

qualities of its old architecture, and to enhance the contri-

bution of new construction to that heritage. The Urban De-

sign Department seems to see its mission as that of preserv-

ing the qualities of Boston's environment that make the city

attractive and livable.

Members of the Urban Design Staff like John Sloan hold

strong opinions about what makes good urban design. While

it is not possible to mold entire sections of the city to

fit their image of what good design should be, the construc-

tion of small scale City financed improvements as well as the

completion of well designed individual private projects imple-

ment design policy incrementally. If each piece of work is
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sensitively designed and related to its setting, then it will

advance the cause of their comprehensive design view. Re-

viewers often find themselves making policy and interpreting

it in specific cases as they arise. Design review is the

technique at their disposal for seeing that this incremental

design sensitivity prevails in Boston.

Conflicting opinions -- John Sloan thought that the Charles-

town Savings Bank review process was under control and pro-

ceeding well. TAC was preparing working drawings and spec-

ifications. Dick Puffer, associate-in-charge of the job,

began to take a more active part in the review process than

he had during the previous few months.

In September 1974 the Bank's administration decided to apply

for 121A designation for its office building project. It is

not unusual for developers to apply for 121A after their

projects are well along in the planning stages. Often they

discover that their developments will not be as profitable

as they had hoped; it may then make economic good sense to

accept a limited profit ceiling in return for the tax advan-

tages of 121A. In this case Charlestown Savings was required

to submit a new set of design drawings for review along with

their 121A application.

A new set of plans was delivered to Sloan for his review and

approval in early October. These drawings did not include

any details in September, and John Sloan had reason to be-
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lieve that the amenities might have been eliminated for budg-

et reasons. In mid-October Sloan again requested a set of

plaza plans, and received a set of progress prints that

shocked him. In a memo to Joe Berlandi of the BRA admin-

istration, John Sloan wrote that

the previous design has been eliminated and in its
place a watered-down version has taken form. The
proposed revision of this park leaves almost every-
thing to be desired considering the far superior
plan that came before a well as our urban design
criteria for that area.

The September plan, according to Sloan,

was consistent with our understanding at that time
that this design would enhance work we are doing in
the area on pedestrian movement as well as creating
a highly attragtive and positive urban space on
Summer Street.

Not only had the plaza plan been "watered down" in Sloan's

opinion, but also the loading dock and parking area on

Kingston Street lost its landscaping buffer at the sidewalk.

Sloan believed that these deletions were cost cutting moves

that would save only about $6000 -- an insignificant amount

on a nine million dollar job.

Specifically, Puffer submitted a plan that placed the pro-

posed trees in raised planters rather than in depressed wells

protected by grates set flush with the plaza paving. Based

on bad experiences with similar solutions on other Downtown

plazas, Sloan believed that TAC's proposal "did not look
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urban," because it broke with the traditional way trees are

located in Boston, and that the planters consumed valuable

plaza space that could be used better by pedestrians than

by plants. Sloan thought that people should be able to

walk freely throughout the plaza area and not be required

to dodge planters or curbs. He was convinced that the users

of the space would be much better served by the September de-

sign and its uninterrupted paving.

Dick Puffer had a different opinion. He argued that the Oc-

tober submission was a much better solution functionally.

He felt that the second plaza treatment was superior to the

first because its detailing created a better environment for

growing trees. Puffer's explanation for the changes in de-

sign was that when TAC prepared more detailed drawings for

the 121A application, the architects and landscapers decided

it would be safer to protect the trees with an eight to ten

inch high curb around their base. By placing the trees be-

hind curbs there would be less of a maintenance problem for

the plaza and the trees, and there was less chance of excess

ice melting salt seeping in to harm the trees.

John Sloan felt firmly that given the 121A advantage that the

Bank was seeking, he had a right to expect a superior design

for the public's use. To him the September design was supe-

rior, and there could be no compromise because of the public

interest issue involved.

Plaza, trees, and paving
as built
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The review sessions -- Review sessions were attended by Sloan,

Puffer, and representatives of both the Bank and Vappi Con-

struction Company, the general contractor. Puffer was acting

as an advocate of the Bank's position, and the Bank admitted

to Sloan that they were motivated by an attempt to cut costs.

At that stage all there was left to cut was landscaping.

That situation is not at all unusual for any construction

project.

Arguments broke out during the sessions, and the participants

developed a less than friendly attitude toward each other.

Sloan was sure that Puffer was really trying to cut costs

though he persisted in arguing his case on design grounds.

Puffer felt that people at the BRA were enforcing design

standards which came from their own heads rather than from

a documented source. He also felt that the BRA was not ful-

ly competent in carrying out its duties. It was a very dif-

ficult period of negotiations, and the opinion that bargain-

ers held of each others skills did not help matters at all.

According to Sloan, TAC's landscape department -- which he

feels is excellent -- believed all along that the original

design was better and asked him to fight to preserve it.

Sloan felt that Puffer found himself in an uncomfortable po-

sition, but Sloan thinks Puffer could have extricated him-

self -- were Puffer to feel the same way -- if he played

the game the way other architects did. 174



Hypothetically, if an architect were not convinced that a de-

sign with planters was not better, and he had been willing

to give in to BRA pressure, he could have made a deal with

Sloan to fight for his client's position for a while but

yield to Sloan's demand for the "superior design." The

architect could have invoked the BRA-architect conspiracy

for a good design.

The lack of agreement on "planters" or "no planters" was pro-

longed by a series of moves over the following two months.

The review process -- At a series of meetings in late Novem-

ber 1974 Puffer produced a TAC interoffice memo to him and

Larry Zuelke, head of their landscape department, which doc-

umented the argument against leaving the plaza trees unpro-

tected by curbs. The memo was on the effect of snow melting

salt on plant materials. It stated that salt runoff poses a

threat to plants at grade unprotected by a barrier because

salt draws water from plant roots. The plants can then die

from dehydration.

Sloan was unconvinced and asked Puffer to submit a breakdown

on the difference in cost between the current design and the

planting and paving layout submitted earlier. No report was

forthcoming although on December 12 a new set of progress

prints was sent. Sloan noticed that the specifications

called for an automatic snow melting device on the plaza

and questioned why that feature had not been mentioned in

Tree trunk unprotected by
barrier in paving
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previous discussions. At the same meeting Puffer agreed to

use the original submitted drawings as the approved set for

landscaping in the Kingston Street parking area.

Meanwhile, someone from the Bank tried to go over Sloan's

head and asked the BRA Director to overrule Sloan's unyield-

ing position on the planters. That ploy was not successful

and the plaza matters stayed unresolved. Sloan received sup-

port from above, and eventually, as the impasse persisted,

he took the initiative and made a few phone calls himself.

Sloan called Chip Harkness at TAC and asked him to restrain

Dick Puffer. Sloan argued that Puffer was in an indefensi-

ble position. Puffer says that Harkness liked both designs

and preferred the design without planters over the design

with trees in planters. By March the revised plaza design

was a dead issue.

Resolution -- In early March 1975, John Sloan wrote a memo

of comments for the design review phase of Charlestown Sav-

ings Bank's 121A application. Only two zoning code devia-

tions remained outstanding: 1) the Urban Design Department

recommended acceptance of a variance on the parapet setback

requirement, and 2) they recommended acceptance of the sur-

face parking lot as a conditional use, subject to compliance

with drawings submitted for approval in December 1974.7

The public hearing on the 121A application was anti-climactic

from a design point of view. Before the meeting a member of 176



the BRA Board said that he found it difficult to perceive

the site at Summer and Chauncy Streets as blighted8 and the

usual assembly of individuals and groups came forth to pro-

test the tax deal being made, but none of them protested

that the design itself offered an inadequate return on what

the City was giving away. For these protestors it was not

the clear case of a public subsidy being granted in return

for long run economic benefits and a few design amenities.

There was no real interest expressed on the part of the abut-

ters. No one from Jordan's or Kennedy's of New England --

located across the street -- or Filene's came to speak in

favor of the mini-park and what it would offer their custom-

ers. Unlike residential areas with architectural traditions

and character -- Beacon Hill or the Back Bay -- and unlike

the North End where neighborhood control of turf is an issue,

there is no strong constituency that feels it benefits from

good design Downtown. There is no one with enough at stake

to motivate him to speak in favor of the creation of more

open space at the cost of an implicit tax subsidy -- although

there are plenty of people who are opposed to a subsidy of

any kind for commercial buildings. What this case also dem-

onstrates is that there is a lack of concensus -- even among

design professionals -- about what constitutes good urban

design Downtown.

Without a strong base of support on either side of the issue,

neither John Sloan nor Dick Puffer could appeal to a larger 177



audience to swing their case. The resolution of the conflict

over design remained internal to the design review process,

and the outcome was determined only after each side played

out all of its moves.

Construction of the Bank proceeded according to the agreed

upon plan, and in March 1977 the new Charlestown Savings Bank

headquarters was officially opened. The eighteen honey lo-

cust trees graced the plaza as planned, and the brick paving

ran nearly up to the base of the trunks at grade. There

were only two remaining problems. The City was about to in-

stall lighting fixtures along the street which did not meet

with the architect's approval, and the Boston PWD had not be-

gun work on the new sidewalk at the edge of the plaza.

Robert Campbell, writing in the Boston Sunday Globe in April

1977, praised the Bank as "a welcome example of good urban

design."9 He feels that the building solves the problem of

meeting its older neighbors well and that the design success-

fully turns the corner from Chauncy to Summer. The plaza

serves as an active forecourt for people watching and its

openness extends into the banking floor beyond. Overall

this critic is pleased with the design and its plaza for

the contribution they make to the Downtown urban fabric.
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Analysis
Sanctions and leverage -- John Sloan won his point largely

because he had the final word on approval of the design,

and because he could hold out longer than the other side.

He had the power to get his way and he used it. While he

was fortunate to have executive support from above in this

case, it is unlikely that the BRA Director, or the Mayor

for that matter, would risk damaging his own relationships

with the staff over what seemed to be as trivial an issue

as planters on a plaza. While the issue obviously was not

trivial to Puffer or Sloan, it does pale into insignifi-

cance when some of the larger economic issues of downtown

office development are considered. Charlestown Savings

Bank raised issues that were not worth losing respect over.

Sloan also used whatever leverage he had over other partic-

ipants in the review process. He appealed to Chip Harkness'

sense of good design in trying to remove the roadblock that

Puffer placed-in the path toward resolution. It is not

clear whether or not this action actually made a differ-

ence on the outcome of the process or even on the duration

of the impasse, but it does illustrate one route of influ-

ence that Sloan had open to promote his position.

Dick Puffer had fewer means available for exercising his

leverage. He relied on his own sense of good design, pro-

duced "expert technical opinion" on the effect of salt on 180



trees, and he used his relationship with the client to press

his points. None of these tactics worked because Sloan, who

had the power to decide, was not persuaded to change his own

opinion by Puffer's opinions or his information.

Even the Bank officials in this case were relatively impo-

tent. They could not make good on every developer's ulti-

mate threat: walking away from the project and letting the

deal fall through with the City. Certainly they did not

want to risk their 121A status or squander the effort es-

pended in preparing the project over a difference in cost

of only a few thousand dollars. They did try to use their

political connections to override Sloan, but it may have

been only a final gesture to save face. No matter what

strategy Puffer or the Bank tried to employ, Sloan appeared

to be holding the trump card.

This case illustrates another fundamental issue besides pow-

er relationships and sanctions: the issue of differences in

professional opinions and its effect on the review process.

Professional disagreement -- Both The Architects Collabor-

ative and the BRA Urban Design Staff have an espoused com-

mitment to design quality. TAC seeks to maintain its repu-

tation for design by continuing to produce well designed

buildings, and the Urban Design Department is striving to

promote superior design in projects built under public re-

view throughout the city. Several changing institutional 181



constraints on each of these organizations makes it increas-

ingly difficult to maintain previous standards of quality.

First of all, some believe that TAC may be getting too big

to produce uniform excellence on every project. When the au-

thor worked at TAC several years ago, there was an expressed

concern among some members of the staff that TAC could no

longer operate as if they were a small firm as they had in

the past. While the team structure was intended to simulate

the atmosphere of a series of small offices, it also acts to

fragment the firm's coherent design philosophy and to in-

crease the diversity of professional perspectives within the

organization. While a diversity of viewpoints helps to a-

void blandness and to create opportunities for innovation in

an organization, it inevitably leads to the production of

some poor designs along with the good. One could safely pre-

sume that not all design teams are equally skilled and not

all partners share the same level of commitment to design

quality. The pressure for expediency and the blunting of

ideals afflicts any organization that must face the dictates

of the marketplace to survive. There has been some talk a-

mong architectural circles that a large firm like TAC may

have to compromise its ideals in order to attain commercial

success.

Some directors of TAC recognize the danger of abandoning the

very ideals that have established TAC's position of prestige.
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They struggle to make every project one that the firm can be

proud of, and the internal review of projects by the direct-

ors is one way of maintaining high design standards.

It is generally conceded among those participants and crit-

ics like Robert Campbell familiar with Charlestown Savings,

that its design does measure up to TAC's high standards of

quality. The architects were justly proud of the design.

But when John Sloan confronted Chip Harkness with the choice

between alternative design schemes, Harkness' own prestige

was at stake, as well as his working relationship with the

BRA. When faced with a choice in this case, TAC eventually

followed the BRA concept of "good design" even though there

was no clear concensus on exactly which proposal was "better"

urban design. TAC chose to yield to Sloan's opinion rather

than drag out the conflict in professional opinions.

All along TAC maintained a commitment to an abstract ideal

of design quality -- based on user satisfaction -- while

Sloan and the BRA committed themselves to their interpreta-

tion of design quality as embodied in a broad overall pol-

icy on pedestrian amenities. That policy, however, may not

have been articulated in a clear, detailed, and explicit

way; and it may not have been communicated adequately to

architects of individual development projects. There may

have been no clear commitment on the part of TAC to the

specifics of that policy because, according to Puffer, they

were not able to identify any design criteria applicable to
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the specific situation, except those criteria that came out

of John Sloan's head.

In recent years the BRA has been shifting away from its role

as an agency making large scale urban renewal plans which

they could control down to the most minute detail. Under ur-

ban renewal their discretionary powers were based'on owner-

ship of the development sites. These powers enabled review-

ers to pick over the details of a proposal and to withhold

approval if they were not satisfied. They could hold anoth-

er competition if they were not happy with the results of the

first, as the BRA did in the Commercial Street case.

The powers that the BRA exercises on 121A applications,

Planned Development Areas, and zoning conditional uses are

based on the police power of the state. Under those circum-

stances it is more difficult to justify control of develop-

ment details if the requirements are not spelled out more

completely beforehand. Levels of control that can be easily

justified in the first instance may require more definative

support in the second. Puffer disputed Sloan's authority to

work from discretionary criteria which may not have been ad-

equately documented, but those disputes might have been a-

voided if the criteria had been spelled out in greater detail

before the review process began.

A lack of perceived authority and level of expertise in reg-

ulating certain aspects of design leads to increased grounds
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for disputes over professional opinion. It may be that if

the BRA wants to maintain the same level of control to pro-

mote design quality as it had under urban renewal, the a-

gency needs to spell out its design objectives applicable

to private development sites in greater detail.

The BRA Urban Design Department is now spending more of its

time regulating the designs of privately initiated and im-

plemented projects than it is regulating the publically in-

itiated, privately implemented designs of urban renewal

projects. That change in development emphasis suggests an

accompanying change in regulatory approach may also be in

order. Promulgating more explicit design standards based

on studies is one way to avoid future disputes based on

differing professional opinions. There may, however, be

other approaches to regulation which will produce a simi-

lar result.

The architect's attitude -- Dick Puffer was the architect

most directly involved in the Charlestown Savings Bank con-

troversy at TAC. His feelings about this design review

process in this particular case are generally negative.

Puffer saw John Sloan as a bureaucrat using the power of

his position to advance his ends in the case. Although he

feels that the BRA has often used its power to accomplish

some good, Puffer is opposed to their use of power for its

own sake. He feels that Sloan "had them over a barrel" on 185



a matter of "personal opinion", but because Sloan has the

power he used it to get his way.

Some design review is good, Puffer believes, but it can be

a painful process. Maybe review should be limited to its

control of form and massing and not extended to control of

design details as it was on this case. Those issues ought

to be left to the architect who knows more about the par-

ticulars of the situation. Puffer was not sure if design

review by the BRA contributed to the quality of the Charles-

town Savings Bank design.

It is not unusual for an architect, particularly one who has

had a bad experience, to be skeptical about the virtues of

design review. What Dick Puffer seems to be saying echoes

some of the sentiments of Denise Scott Brown, partner of

architect Robert Venturi, who experienced a difficult re-

view process in Washington. She objects to the subjective

nature of review when judgments are made at the discretion

of staff or design review boards. She contends that in some

applications, review should be limited to aspects of the de-

sign that can be measured and quantified, thus removing un-

necessary reviewer discretion. An alternative approach

would be to have three review boards of differing stylistic

preferences. The architect would choose the board with a

preferences closest to his own. In that way the decisions

will turn on issues other than concerns for style. 10 Even

assuming Brown's suggestions, it is not likely that the 186



professional difference of opinion in this case would have

been avoided.

Measures of success -- John Sloan thinks that one must judge

the success of a design review process by the end product.

The measures to use are how well it fits where it is built,

people's reaction to it, and, in Boston, the reaction of the

architectural community. This city is characterized by two

attributes that make it different from most other cities:

1) an intelligent and concerned collection of designers and

critics, and 2) a distinctive, recognizable architectural

fabric. Members of the design community can easily pick out

a discontinuity in that fabric and call attention to it. No

designer wants to be identified as unskilled or insensitive

by his peers, and Boston's aware professional setting acts

to support the intentions of design review and to reinforce

the high quality design standards that a review process is

established to enforce.

Dick Puffer takes a somewhat different approach to defining

a successful design. A design is a good one if it serves its

direct users and the public. What is important in design re-

view is the product and how well it meets user needs rather

than whether or not it earns the acclaim of the architect's

peers. Of course any architect would enjoy the praise of

other designers, but that should not be his primary motiva-

tion. The measures to be used are the product's appropri-

ateness, its user impacts, and what the product will be like 187



over a number of years. There is no one correct answer to

successful design; it depends on the opinion of the observ-

er.

Both of these views sound to the author like answers one

would expect to hear given the way each of these actors be-

haved in the Charlestown Savings case.

Evaluation of the case -- Overall Dick Puffer feels that

Charlestown Savings Bank's design is very successful as it

has been built, even without the planters, but he cautions

us to "look at it four years from now." See then if the

trees are still in place and healthy. Sloan is also pleased

with the design although he feels that the process followed

in reaching it was long and difficult. He believes that the

Bank would be willing to replace any trees that succumb to

salt poisoning, because the plaza is the Bank's front door

image on the city. It will act to keep up the quality of

that image. Neither participant made any concrete sugges-

tions for improving the review process in this case, but each

agreed that the approaches actually taken were far from per-

fect.

Determinants of the course of the case -- At first glance,

this case may seem to have turned on personalities. One won-

ders whether having a different person in a particular posi-

tion playing a role in this case might have altered the proc-

ess or outcome of the review. It is difficult to assess the

Charlestown Savings Bank
plaza
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effect of the change in personnel in the case. Both Dick

Puffer and John Sloan became active in the design review

process in mid-stream, may have been less familiar with

the early phases of the process than their predecessors,

and may have brought different outlooks and a different

sense of commitment to the issues involved. The author

feels it is likely, however, that the changes in individ-

ual personalities were not as significant as the overrid-

ing policy issues of the case -- issues which did not change

over time. At the points in the process when the new actors

entered the scene, the agenda for negotiations had reached a

stage where the most knotty issues were being discussed.

Those controversies may have brought some conflict no matter

who was involved, though the duration of that conflict might

have varied with the tenacity with which the individuals

held to their positions.

Taking a larger view of this type of municipal design review

process, it is probable that institutional forces play a

much larger role than personalities. It is the institutions

which create the positions that individual actors hold, and

it is often the structural nature of those positions which

determine the range of effective behavior that actors can un-

dertake. Sloan's power to approve or disapprove projects

comes first and foremost from his position; his own individ-

ual skills affect how well he performs his assignments but

have less influence on which assignments he assumes. The 18g



nature of the positions themselves does much to attract or

repell certain personalities to take on those roles. A per-

son who seeks to control situations may be attracted to the

role of reviewer, while the creative individualist seeking

self expression may be more comfortable in the role of ar-

chitect. The latter type may not be attracted to the team

approach to architecture practiced by TAC. Still another

type of person may be attracted to Puffer's kind of role --

perhaps one not reluctant to take a combative stance.

Organizations like TAC and the BRA are more than the sum of

the actors and roles that inhabit them. They take on a per-

sonality of their own, with their own motivations, collective

values, and manner of effective operations. When these in-

stitutional personalities are overlaid onto the regulatory

context of zoning, tax agreements, and review procedures,

still another level of "personality" results.

In short, it is the concurrence of individuals, organizations,

and regulations that combine to influence the process and out-

come of any design review case. It may be difficult to iso-

late the contribution of any one element because many of the

elements interact with each other. In any single case or

small group of cases there are no clear cut dependent and in-

dependent variables. All the cases must be examined from a

bias or point of view which focuses on a limited number of

related issues.
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Skills of a design reviewer -- Because the reviewer held the

most central position in this review process, it is useful

to examine the kinds of skills he used in order to be effec-

tive in this situation. John Sloan identified two general

types of expertise that a successful reviewer must have --

they can be labeled technical skills and political skills.

Some of the technical skills needed are based on the review-

er's experience as an architect. He must know how things

are built and how much specific design elements should cost.

Before he can determine whether or not the amenities he re-

quires are feasible, the reviewer must have a thorough un-

derstanding of construction cost and development economics.

The political skills needed by an effective design reviewer,

according to Sloan, revolve around an understanding of the

way decisions are made and how coalitions of interests are

formed. He must know who to call at what time in order to

out pressure on decision makers. He also needs to lobby for

his own position with an understanding of power relationships

that are potential sources of opposition or support. A re-

viewer needs the self assurance that he is doing the right

thing, and he must have the ability to make deals.

Bargaining is the activity common to nearly all discretion-

ary review processes. Whether it is the ability to form a

covert conspiracy with an architect who shares the same

opinions on good design, or it is a skill at horsetrading

favors for amenities, a successful reviewer must know how 191



to "play the game." He must be sensitive to how much he can

push a developer before that developer goes over the review-

er's head to his superiors. The reviewer must understand the

costs of making trade-offs as perceived by the developer.

The cost of delay may be as real a cost as the price of pro-

viding an amenity, and the foregone revenues of lopping off

a few square feet of rentable space per floor adds up to af-

fect the complexion of the balance sheets.

In dealing with architects the reviewer faces a different re-

lationship than the one he faces opposite the developer. A

reviewer can choose to play the role of "regulator" -- a

hard nosed watch dog of the public interest, unwilling to

compromise on any essential point. Or a reviewer may decide

to work with the architect as a "joint learner" -- with each

participant respecting the skills and opinions of the other

as they work together to find a common solution to a design

problem. In the first mode an adversary relationship can

develop which may make any concession a loss of face. Each

side may be convinced that it is right and will not budge ex-

cept under the force of power. In the second mode urban de-

sign becomes a cooperative effort. Two professionals share

their insights into a problem and set aside their egos for

the good of the process.

Neither approach is appropriate to all situations. There are

times to be hard nosed and times to be open to suggestions,

and the balance may shift over a series of sessions on a 192



single project. A thoughtful reviewer will be sensitive

to the times when he can advance his own case by using

either mode. That sensitivity comes partially from es-

perience, but that experience can be informed by some

basic principles which will be discussed later in this

study.
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Commentary
The reviewer and the public -- John Sloan has some definite

views on the responsibilities a design reviewer has in pro-

tecting the public interest. Some of these views are demon-

strated by his actions in the Charlestown Savings case, and

others must be taken as his espoused theories expressed in

response to general questions. The author will leave it to

the reader of this study to identify inconsistencies or con-

tradictions, if indeed any exist.

First of all, a reviewer needs self assurance -- he must have

enough ego to believe that he knows what is right for the

public, even if they hold no obvious concensus. A reviewer,

or any public official for that matter, cannot know for sure

what is best, but he can develop a sense of what the public

wants. He can develop that sense by talking to people and

asking them what they want in specific situations. Becoming

familiar with the public's desires means talking with many

interest groups, absorbing their divergent opinions, and com-

bining them in a synthetic way. Sloan proposed no specific

participatory techniques that could be used in a setting like

Boston's to help inform that synthesis. He also suggested no

specific way of accounting for opinions of inarticulate users

or those absent from the scene.

The essence of Sloan's stance with respect to the public is

professionalism. The reviewer is the representative who is 194



looking out for the public good. He is often faced with a

common dilemma: should he help the public obtain what it

thinks it wants, or should he provide it with what, in his

professional opinion, it ought to have? There is no simple

answer to this recurring question, but being aware of the

implication of his choices is at least the first step a re-

viewer must take in assessing his public role.

One can suggest that a reviewer is the public's representa-

tive in a process of collective design decision making.

Some reviewers may be better representatives than others.

The critical variable that differentiates between a good

and a poor representative may be his understanding of the

desires and needs of his constituency and, even more funda-

mentally, a knowledge of exactly who his constituents are.
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The processes, events, and outcomes of the three cases exam-

ined here illustrate a variety of issues pertaining to the

administration of design review. The cases suggest a number

of general observations on the design review process based on

the special circumstances of each situation. While these ob-

servations may not be generalizable to all cases of design

review, they can be considered representative of these and

similar cases. The observations suggest which aspects of

these cases worked well and should be repeated elsewhere, and

they highlight problems to be avoided in similar situations.

The observations made here fit loosely into six categories.

These categories are: 1) context issues, 2) community behav-

ior, 3) developer behavior, 4) architect behavior, 5) review-

er behavior, and 6) measures of success. Information offered

in each of these categories will be useful in describing how

the design review process ought to operate and in determining

what design review methods should be used in different situa-

tions. These points will be discussed in Part III where the

overall findings of this study are offered.

Context issues -- The Suffolk case has shown that the polit-

ical, social, or economic context may generate powerful con-

cerns that dominate design issues in an open community review

forum. Context issues become entwined with architectural is

sues during a community based design review process, especial-

ly one set in a history of continuing conflicts. In that kind

of situation, hard earned community victories on issues such

Observations on the
Review Process
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as zoning or controls on development expansion may be held

as unchangeable givens, even when the particular circum-

stances surrounding those victories may have changed. While

a review process may need to relate to an entire system of

issues and interests that complicate a proposal, a design re-

view process alone cannot be burdened with the task of re-

solving all underlying continuing issues. Design review can-

not substitute for a more comprehensive planning process

aimed at resolving larger issues.

The Commercial Street case also took place in the context of

larger issues, but in that case the architect and the BRA re-

viewers sought as much as possible to separate design issues

from issues related to the overall redevelopment process.

In that respect they were more successful than the actors in

the Suffolk case, though the Ausonia project may have been

more independent of the issues than Suffolk's classroom build-

ing proposal. The second case does illustrate, however, that

context issues may be overcome or side-stepped when archi-

tects or reviewers are able to turn the agenda of the review

process toward concentration on design issues.

Another context issue pertains to spatial location rather than

community groups. Both Suffolk and Charlestown Savings Bank

illustrate cases in which design projects sited in highly vis-

ible or prominent locations are required to undergo more care-

ful review than they might if they were sited in less visible

locations. Poor design in prominent places may be less tol- 197



erated by the community than if it were hidden on obscure

sites.

Community behavior -- Shared values and interests in a neigh-

borhood like Beacon Hill offer a strong basis for a unified

community position on design review issues. Mixed heterogen-

eous neighborhoods that do not share common values or design

concerns may provide a weak basis for consensual design re-

view.

Divided communities like those of the Waterfront and North

End may lead to conflicts in review objectives or opinions

on proposals. In some instances, the concept of neighborhood

"turfs" or domains of substantial community control may en-

flame a situation if a project lies on commonly claimed

ground. On the other hand, an overall community concensus

on a particular case may result when one group with power

defers to the wishes of another on the basis of territorial

claim or an agreement of reciprocal support in future cases.

The issue of territorial control may work either way.

A downtown, non-residential area may not provide a setting

that fosters the creation of a constituency for local urban

design quality. In that case development, financial, or real

estate interests may attempt to dominate the design control

of a Central Business District, to the detriment of the dif-

fusely organized population that uses the area. In the

Charlestown Savings Bank case, the BRA reviewer.saw his role 198



as protecting the interests of these unrepresented users

among the interests of the established business and land de-

velopment community.

In other instances of diffuse communities, the concerns of

"community leaders" may not coincide with those of immediate

abutters to a development project. This was an issue

in the Suffolk case. To avoid a confrontation staged by a

small group of dedicated persons who are concerned about the

impacts of a nearby development project but who were not in-

cluded in negotiations, a design review process should con-

sider concerns of all interested parties in order to render

an informed, fair decision. The exclusion -- either by ac-

cident or by design -- of a segment of the community in the

review process can lead to dissatisfaction and, if community

concerns are high, to active protest, either of which re-

duces the credibility of the review process and could lead

to challenge of its decisions in the courts.

Public hearings open to the whole community, such as those

first held on Beacon Hill, may be an inadequate means of pro-

moting community involvement. These meetings may focus on

issues that are not the primary concern to immediate abutters

of a project. If they or any other alienated segment of the

community lacks the power or influence to get their way in

such a hearing forum, they may attempt to strengthen their

position by "going public" and appealing to like minded sym-
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the Waterfront community to hold the BRA's renewal process up

to public scrutiny did not appear to change the outcome of

the Ausonia project.

Developer behavior -- Developers seeking a predictable set-

ting in which to conduct their business, as President Fulham

has suggested, would rather face a standing review body using

pre-determined guidelines than face ad hoc review on randomly

raised concerns. While a patient, sympathetic developer like

Peabody Construction that supports its architect through de-

sign review can contribute toward a favorable resolution of

design disputes, developers can also be the source of design

impasses. A developer with a reasonably valid case and with

good political connections may be able to overturn a review-

er's decision by appealing over his head to appointed or el-

ected officials. But as the Charlestown Savings case demon-

strated, such an appeal may not be successful if the devel-

oper's case rests on weak foundations or if the official does

not wish to strain his own working relationships with the

reviewer.

Architect behavior -- The architect, like the developer, may

favor predictable, explicit design criteria expounded by a

competent review body. Conflicting regulatory guidelines

proposed by a number of agencies may make it impossible for

an architect to please all reviewing bodies completely, but

clearly stated "rules" and an honest attempt to meet them on

the part of the architect can provide the basis for compro- 200



mise. Architects skilled at making design and technical trade-

offs may be able to work out a compromise solution that is ac-

ceptable to reviewers, the community, and the owner-developer.

Architects and reviewers may share the same view of design

ideas in good currency. Concensus on what constitutes good

design may arise if the same architects and reviewers share

similar values and stylistic preferences, and if they are in-

volved in several cases over a period of time. That is the

way the BRA and architects undergoing review operate most com-

fortably.

In the BRA experience and elsewhere, architects who place a

premium on design quality and agree with the preferences of

the reviewers may form alliances with their co-professionals

to promote their common view of good design against opposi-

tion from developers or from the community. Architects may

use design review as a lever on their clients to produce

buildings having high standards of design quality.

If informal discussions with reviewers and concerned actors

in the process do not lead to agreement on design, then the

architect may use expert opinion to promote his position.

These opinions may not be convincing to reviewers, however,

who trust their own judgment. Reviewers having the final

decision making power may not choose to give expert opinion

much weight.

The institutional behavior practiced by large architectural 201



firms may change the nature of the architect-reviewer rela-

tionship from one of negotiations between individuals. The

institutional motivations and goals of both the architectur-

al firms and the reviewing agency may be at odds and thus

complicate the interactions between individual participants

in the process.

Reviewer behavior -- Good architect-reviewer relations can

be cultivated in an atmosphere of professionalism, mutual

respect, and shared design values. The absence of these

qualities may lead to problems such as those experienced in

the Commercial Street and Charlestown Savings Bank cases.

Institutional factors may enter into the design review proc-

ess and play a large part in determining the character of

the process and its outcome, but personal interaction during

a discretionary review process makes the skills of the re-

viewer a significant factor as well. A reviewer needs com-

petence in both technical and political skills to be ef-

fective in a design review process. He needs personal at-

tributes of self-assurance, receptiveness to community

wishes and needs. the ability to synthesize often conflict-

ing views, bargaining ability, and political good sense.

An effective design reviewer must also know who to call and

what interests to consult or mobilize in order to support

his position in a case. Reviewers should be thoroughly fa-

miliar with the specifics of site and surroundings, and well

acquainted with the values of the political and architectural 202



community as well.

Reviewers lacking professional design credentials or who are

unqualified to render expert advice in a professional manner,

lose credibility in the eyes of other participants in the re-

view process, and may ultimately lose control of or influ-

ence in that process. Design reviewers without technical ex-

pertise and an available support staff may be able merely to

react to the designs presented to them without considering

the full implications of their suggestions.

Volunteer reviewers may not have the time, knowledge, or re-

sources to prepare technical studies that conform or counter

studies of architects they are reviewing. Relying on skill-

ed or professional volunteer reviewers to assume the respons-

ibility for technical work as well as decision making can re-

duce the quality of design review. An expert technical staff

supporting volunteer reviewers, or the presence of review

board members with time and commitment to conduct design may

improve the performance of volunteer review boards.

Because urban design is not an exact art or science, differ-

ences in professional opinion may often arise between archi-

tects and reviewers that lead to impasses which are hard to

resolve by logical argument alone. To avoid such situations,

behind the scenes, informal negotiations may be a most ef-

fective design review approach in volitile situations. In

relating to the architect, the reviewer may choose to play 203
the role of regulator or that of joint learner, exploring



the design problem and working out solutions together. Ei-

ther approach may be effective depending on the character-

istics of the case, personalities involved, or the setting.

In a discretionary situation, personal relations between re-

viewer and reviewed may be a significant factor in the ef-

fectiveness of the design review process. Reviewers may pro-

mote their ends by psychological games such as building the

egos or self esteem of architects or developers undergoing

review. That tactic may be manipulative and counterproduc-

tive; but reviewers who let the architect feel he is making

his own design decisions under the influence rather than the

command of the reviewer may promote a smoother review proc-

ess. The designer may be less likely to feel alienated by

the process and may be more personally satisfied with the re-

sults. A discretionary approach may not be productive for

the architect if the reviewers try to redesign the entire

building presented to them. In that instance, it is the re-

viewer's responsibility to communicate the overall design

policies and guidelines clearly beforehand. He must be sure

they are understood by the architect to avoid later dis-

putes over decisions on details.

When there is a difference of opinion over design matters be-

tween the reviewer and an architect, the actor who is able

to muster the strongest political support, hold out the long-

est, or make the final approval decision will win his case.

The logic of one's design argument may not convince the other
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actor if the bases for dispute are too far apart.

Finally, in relating to community interests, the Suffolk case

has shown that design review committees that are composed of

architects, either entirely or predominantly, may focus on

issues of design and may lose sight of or de-emphasize other

functional issues which are of greater concern to the com-

munity that they represent. Review committees that neglect

community concerns are likely to be overruled if the commun-

ity has a mechanism for expressing its opinions. All sides

must work toward an understanding of the issues at stake in

review. A community based design review process that fac-

ilitates discussion of issues while minimizing hostile con-

frontations by clarifying trade-offs and consequences, may

have a greater chance for success in reaching a concensual

resolutions than a process that does not.

Measures of success -- There was general agreement among

actors in the cases that the success of a design review proc-

ess should be measured by the quality of the product that

comes out of that process. The quality of the product can be

measured by how well it meets initial goals or user needs; if

it meets developer and community needs; if it reflects its

function, occupancy, and neighborhood setting; the appropri-

ateness of the design based on how it fits where it is

built as perceived by the local community; the reaction of

the architectural community; and the anticipated future ap-

pearance of the product after years of use. 205
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Design review can be administered following one of several
possible models. A discretionary approach can entrust staff
or review board members with the task of evaluating submit-
ted proposals using their own judgment, or review can take
place under detailed guidelines prepared during a comprehen-
sive study of an area's characteristics and needs. Either
performance or prescriptive standards can be used as evalua-
tion criteria. The proposal can be measured against an over-
all prototype, or it may be examined as an assemblage of com-
ponent parts. The content of design review may deal with
coarse concerns of siting and massing, or with fine grained
architectural details and the way they relate to the whole
structure.

The purpose of Part II is to examine these various design
control formats through the analysis of several models pro-
posed or in use in a few cities. This analysis will provide
an insight into what kinds of methods for administering de-
sign review are appropriate in a range of given situations,
and it will illustrate how the choice of individual review
methods relates to the intent of the overall review model.

The introduction to Part II explains the usefulness of study-
ing models, the choice of models examined here, and how they
have been analyzed. The following section proposed a three
tiered framework for relating several aspects of design con-
trol models. These aspects are the approach, nature, and
content of design review.

The major portion of Part II is the analysis of six review
models that range from a model which quantifies the signif-
icant elements of housing design and the criteria for the
automatic administration of review, to models which present
broad guidelines within which reviewers can exercise consid-
erable discretion. Following the analysis of these models
some concluding comments focus on their common themes and
those aspects which differentiate between the models. These
comments are organized along the lines of the models' ap-
proach, nature, and content.

Part 11I:
Models
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Introduction
Use of models -- Models, as used in this study, are collec-

tions of methods employed to conduct design review. A sin-

gle method may deal with only one or two aspects of the de-

sign review process, such as a method for encouraging com-

munity involvement or a method for evaluating a project

against a set of design criteria. In this sense a "method"

is a single purpose device tailored to perform a specific

role in the review process. A "model", on the other hand,

is more holistic in its use and generally deals with a range

of aspects in the entire review process. For instance, a

model might include the derivation of guidelines, the method

of evaluating proposals, as well as the administrative pro-

cedures to be followed in making applications for review.

A set of methods are related to create a system of design

review.

A design review model considers most or all aspects of the

review process in its composition. This part of the study

will focus on a few holistic models for conducting design re-

view.

The purpose of Part II is similar to that of Part I on de-

sign review cases. After discussing the components of sever-

al generic model types, this part will describe when and how

review model examples have been prepared and applied. It

will also attempt to identify where those applications have 208



been effective in attaining their objectives. It will note

whether or not the objectives were appropriate to their en-

vironment. The intention is not, however, to be thorough in

this evaluation, but rather illustrative in spelling out what
to look for in the administration of systems of design review

methods.

While each of the models analyzed here is embedded in the en-
vironment which generated its origins and influence its ap-
plication, the emphasis of this part of the study will be on

the characteristics of the models themselves rather than the

characteristics of their environments. Connections between

design review models and environments have already been dis-

cussed in Part I and will be explored further in Part III.

Another aspect of design review models which will not be ful-
ly discussed here is the issue of the life cycle of a model.

Like all works of man, a review model is devised to serve some
purpose. Over time the purposes may change or the setting in
which the model functions may be modified. Even the need for

review may disappear. Design review models may be slow to ad-

just to changing market conditions or institutional contexts,

or an increased level of concern in the community may suggest
that a more stringent design review model could be applied.

A model which does not evolve and adjust to those kinds of

changes may soon become obsolete in a changing environment.

The accompanying diagram illustrates one view of the life cy-

cle of models or "tools". Many other descriptions are pos- 209



sible, but the fundamental point is that components of models

must evolve over time in order to remain effective in their

environments. Depicting a static picture of the use of a

model at only one point in time inadequately describes the

full situation.

This study will deal with issues of obsolescence, evolution,

and modifications only peripherally. The origins and early

history of individual models are discussed, but in most cases

their actual applications have been limited and the process

of adaptation and obsolescence are only in their beginning

stages.

Choice of models -- The criteria used for selecting models

and examples for analysis are less rigorous than criteria

used for selecting cases in Part I. The list of models dis-

cussed here is illustrative rather than exhaustive. Examples

were chosen to represent a range of applications, but because

of the complexity of the possible typology of models dis-

cussed in the next section, it was not possible to find sup-

erior examples for every case. The six model examples were

chosen in an informal manner: they are all cases familiar to

the author and are believed to be interesting and informative

around a range of possible points.

The six model examples are applied in a range of contexts

from one of the densest parts of New York City to a small

scaled urban neighborhood in Boston. Rural and suburban ex-

Serge Chermayeff and
Christopher Alexander in
Community and Privacy dis-
cuss several other "Cycles
of Design Processes" as
they apply to physical and
organizational structures.
One suggested sequence is:
need, tool, research, pro-
gramming, development, ob-
solescence, need...(pages
99-112)
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amples are underrepresented in these models, but adaptation

of parts of these models to those kinds of environments will

be discussed in Part III.

The models are arranged in generally increasing order of re-

viewer discretion, with one exception, and are matched in

similar pairs for the purpose of.making comparisons. The ex-

amples are: the "Housing Quality Program" of New York City

(HQP), the "Matrix of Interface" prepared by the Boston Rede-

velopment Authority, the "Special Greenwich Street Develop-

ment District" of Lower Manhattan, the "Tremont Street Spe-

cial District" of Boston, the "Beacon Hill Guidelines", and

the "Brookline Environmental Design Review" program.

The Housing Quality Program represents an attempt to quan-

tify the range of design and siting trade-offs a developer

must make in a housing project. Providing specific ameni-

ties chosen from a list of possible options gains "quality

points" which translate into allowable FAR densities in each

residential zoning district of New York City. The Matrix of

Interface in Boston is also intended to be applied city-wide,

but its approach to specifying design requirements is much

broader, leaving more discretion in the hands of the reviewer

and offering less predictability for the developer and his

architect.

Greenwich Street is an incentive zoning program which deals

with design issues and density trade-offs related to the
211



provision of site amenities. Tremont Street resembles its

New York City counterpart in many respects although the na-

ture of its spatial, economic, and institutional setting in

Boston requires many specific adaptations. Both models use

the special district format to respond to the particular

needs of a unique location in their respective cities.

The Beacon Hill guidelines have already been mentioned in the

Suffolk University case in Part I. These requirements are ap-

plied in a discretionary manner to maintain the desirable qual-

ities of a historic district sensitive to small changes in

building appearance. Brookline's Environmental Design Review

has been outlined in the introduction. This model has been ap-

plied for several years in areas of Brookline which are seen

as visually and environmentally fragile, and thus requiring de-

sign controls on new construction and modifications to exist-

ing structures for the preservation of the town's current town-

scape qualities. Brookline's approach is also largely discre-

tionary within a set of broad design guidelines.

Method of analysis -- The major sources of information on most

of these models have been written documents and published ar-

ticles rather than interviews with participants in their de-

sign and application. For this reason the data used are more

remote from the action and less current than the case studies.

This remoteness is acceptable because Part II is less con-

cerned with particular events, actors and their roles, and dif-

fering viewpoints than is Part I. 212



Typology of Models
There are many ways to look at the various models for con-

ducting design review. One might think of a series of di-

chotomies -- opposite characteristics that represent end

points along a continuum. This study has already raised the

distinction between discretionary versus non-discretionary,

self-administering (or "automatic") review. Several more di-

chotomies are: objective versus subjective standards, quan-

tifiable versus non-quantifiable, systematic versus focussed,

verbal versus graphic, and performance versus prescriptive.

This list has been suggested by work done by Gary Hack and

James Batchelor of MIT. Batchelor lists fourteen different

formats for design guidelines under three basic categories.

These categories were derived to correspond to the increas-

ing level of specificity inherent in the progression of the

typical design process. More detailed criteria applicable

to smaller design elements are needed to guide decisions at

the working drawing stage than during early schematic de-

sign.

Another typology for relating design control methods will be

described here. It will be structured around the purposes,

organization, and capabilities of the reviewing body rather

than the progressive stages of the architects' design

process.

Three basic levels of components of a design review process

James Batchelor in an MCP
thesis completed at MIT in
1974 describes a detailed
study of design criteria
used by three public hous-
ing agencies -- D/HFA among
them. He explains the or-
igin and basis for their
criteria and places them
in a larger context. Bat-
chelor describes a "Cata-
logue of Guideline Formats"
originally devised by Gary
Hack. There are three bas-
ic categories of formats:
conceptual determinants
which provide a holistic
sense of a design problem
and are most useful in the
early stages of design and
at larger scales; solutions
which describe a design so-
lution to be incorporated213



are proposed and defined in this study: the approach, nature,

and content of design controls. This three tiered structure

is related to attributes of the reviewers and their institu-

tional settings. It provides a matrix for the analysis of

components of different design review models in a common

framework even if the model itself is not deliberately

structured along these lines. This framework will also

serve as the basis for matching review models and situations

in Part III.

This typology, however, does omit hybrid combinations from

the basic framework, and it does not consider examples such

as exhortatory models which suggest desirable courses of ac-

tion but do not require specific moves for compliance with

the law.

The following paragraphs define each basic category and out-

line some of their possible attributes. The attributes will

be illustrated in the analysis of the six examples that fol-

lows, and they will be discussed further in the closing sec-

tions of Part II.

Approach -- The approach to design review refers to the

choice between discretionary administration giving the pow-

er of interpretation and judgment to the reviewer, and the

use of detailed guidelines which spell out beforehand the

criteria by which the proposal submitted to review will be

judged. These guidelines are intended to be administered

into a project and are use-
ful at middle or small
scales whenever a problem
occurs frequently and is
amenable to a structured
solution; and specifica-
tions which provide de-
tailed tests of environ-
ments at a small scaled
level of analysis. These
categories may be useful
to keep in mind while read-
ing about this author's
framework. See Batchel-
or's Thesis, Public Agen-
cies as Managers of Hous-
ing Quality, pages 50-52.

DEFINITIONSi
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without the use of reviewer judgment on each individual case.

Convenient descriptive labels for these differing approaches

are "capital intensive" for the detailed self-administering

guidelines, and "labor intensive" for the discretionary in-

terpretation.

Capital intensive does not necessarily mean that a comprehen-

sive "master plan" with all design details must be worked out

initially. Overall design guidelines may be implemented in-

crementally under "automatic", self-administering controls

with detailed choices left to be made at a later date by the

developer or the designer. The distinction being made here

is that self-administering guidelines -- in their most essen-

tial form -- spell out the terms of the potential design

trade-offs beforehand, usually as a result of a comprehensive

planning study or after calibration by a pilot negotiating

process of a leading case. Discretion is left to the devel-

oper and his architect to make the specific choices on which

trade-off options to select within a prescribed range.

A labor intensive approach refers to the labor of the review-

ing body, and not necessarily the labor of the development

team. Staff or design review board members make discretion-

ary choices within a broad range of authority laid out by

the enabling legislation and the specific design review or-

dinances or regulations. In order to make informed choices,

individual design studies or site visits may be needed to see

how the broad guidelines may be applied in a case.

Self-Administering

Discretionary
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Somewhere in between these two opposites lies an approach

which attempts to formulate design policy from the deci-

sions made in individual cases. This approach may consume

even more costly labor than the "labor intensive" approach

because general policy guidelines are drawn from the specif-

ics of often complex individual cases. Such an approach can

be seen as analogous to the case law approach of the judicial

system.

The continuum that lies between self-administering, capital

intensive -- "plans" -- and discretionary, labor intensive

-- "people" -- approaches can be divided into several dis-

crete increments. Some positions are; 1) detailed guide-

lines, automatically administered; 2) review with detailed

guidelines narrowly interpreted; 3) review with broad guide-

lines interpreted; 4) discretionary review making policy with

decisions; and 5) discretionary review without guidelines.
The distinctions between these increments may become more

clear after the analysis of the six models. This framework

will be discussed in greater detail at the end of this part.

Nature -- The nature of design review guidelines refers to

two dimensions: 1) whether guidelines are defined by perform-

ance or prescriptive standards, and 2) whether these stand-

ards are illustrated by a comprehensive prototype or by ref-

erence to specific design components.

Performance standards state a requirement to be met without Performance
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specifying the exact means by which it must be met. They are

usually stated in terms of a goal, a criterion or quantifi-

able standard to be met, and a test that measures compliance

with the criterion. Performance criteria are sometimes used

in such regulations as building codes that specify the need

for a "two hour" rated wall and prescribe the recognized

tests which must be met to assure compliance of a wall assem-

bly. Prescriptive standards specify the characteristics of

the final design without requiring tests to assure a partic-

ular level of performance. A building code which requires

an eight inch concrete block wall as a "rated" partition is

an example of a prescriptive standard. Design Review guide-

lines may be either performance or prescriptive in nature,

or they may combine some aspects of both.

Prescriptive

The nature of design controls is also determined by the level

of detail at which guidelines or discretionary review is ap-

plied, and by the examples which are offered to illustrate

what is required. Entire prototypes or complete design solu- Prototypes

tions may be held up for emulation. Architects could be told

to make their designs look like "the building at Fifth and

Main Streets" -- or Cambridge Street and Ridgeway Lane. The

difficulty with using prototypes is that the designers may

not be sure exactly which aspects of the design he should

copy, and where he is allowed greater freedom to express his

own creativity. This is particularly the case when reviewers

do not offer any further clarification of the content of their 217



controls. To deal with this problem, they may be shown slide

analogues of acceptable solutions with a description of what

elements of the solutions make them desirable. At the other

end of the spectrum, review guidelines could focus on minute

components of the design -- stating (in a prescriptive way)

that "all houses on Main Street must have shutters, and they

must be painted white," or (as a performance standard) that

"window openings must be large enough to admit an average 200

footcandles of natural daylight into all interior spaces."

Between individual components and prototypes, varying scale

elements of a design may be controlled under design review,

or perhaps "patterns" of use or elements may be dictated by

design standards.

Content -- The content of design controls refers to the ques-

tion of what elements of a proposal are controlled -- from

architectural details to questions of siting and massing.

Two aspects of the content are: 1) what.issues are of concern

for particular applications of design review and, 2) what is

the scope or concern; that is, are guidelines prepared to cov-

er a range of issues in a systematic or a focussed way. The

distinction between content and the nature of control scale

is that "scale" in the first case refers to the level of de-

tail of the guidelines themselves -- their grain in terms of

components versus prototypes -- , whereas the content is re-

lated to what kinds of issues are controlled and how they are

related to the other issues.

Components
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The aspects of issues of concern refers to a nominal list of

attributes of a proposal that range from height, bulk, and

FAR through pedestrian amenities (such as plazas, benches,

or street trees) to detailed elements such as color of ma-

terials and window patterns of a facade. Any of these ele-

ments may be controlled under design review depending on the

intent of the guidelines and degree of control held by the

reviewing body or review ordinance. Toward the "upper" end

of the scale are issues which can be labeled programmatic --

or issues concerned with functional roles of particular de-

sign elements (like arcades used for shopping and circula-

tion), and sources of impacts like traffic generators or

loading docks. Farther down the scale are aesthetic, formal,

or architectural detailing issues. These issues include col-

or, texture, fenestration patterns, and scale of detailing.

The related aspect of scope of issues refers to the range or

extent of elements controlled along that nominal continuum.

The questions to be answered in determining scope are: do

controls focus on a few elements -- like height, FAR, cover-

age, and use as zoning does -- , or are controls applied across

a broad range of elements -- like height, color, detailing,

and signage as are included in urban renewal developer's kits.

Following the discussion of six examples, they and other de-

sign control models will be compared by their context, and

the composition of a nominal scale of twenty issue types will

be specified.

Programmatic

Aesthetic
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Generic model types -- Given this typology of three tiers,

several additional dimensions, and a range of values between

the polar opposites of those dimensions, it would be diffi-

cult to describe all the possible models that could result

from all the combinations of values. Fortunately, in prac-

tice the attributes of most models cluster along a few com-

mon dimensions. Discretionary models may frequently be com-

bined with prescriptive standards and aesthetic concerns,

while they may only rarely be linked to performance stand-

ards dealing with programmatic issues.

The reasons for these prevalent combinations will be implied

in the analysis that follows and explained by a list of de-

rived situational factors described in Part III. At this

point, however, it is useful to highlight several generic

model types which are linked to the six examples which are

analyzed in the following section.

One generic model in its pure state combines a self-adminis-

tering approach, performance standards, and programmatic

content. It represents a circumstance in which the purpose

of review is best served when a "capital intensive" study.

works out the standards and trade-offs between then before

being confronted with an actual design proposal to be re-

viewed. The Housing Quality Program is an example of this

type of model.

A: Self-Administering
N: Performance
C: Programmatic

Model One

HQP
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A second generic model takes a self-administering or auto-

matic approach and deals primarily with programmatic con-

cerns, but it uses prescriptive standards to specify the so-

lutions which are acceptable. Both the Greenwich Street and

Tremont Street special districts are examples of this model

type. Each example takes a slightly different slant because

of the differing city environments in which they are located;

thus this pair draws attention to the way generic models can

be tailored to their particular contexts.

A third commonly occurring model is one which uses a discre-

tionary approach, but attempts to use a combination of per-

formance and prescriptive standards to address a range of

programmatic and architectural detailing issues. Brook-

line's environmental design review process is an example of

this broadly directed system of controls.

Another generic design review model takes a discretionary

approach and uses predominantly performance standards also

to deal with a wide range of programmatic and detailing is-

sues. The BRA's Matrix of Interface has these characteris-

tics as it has been prepared to apply to projects across the

city of Boston.

Finally, at the opposite end of this limited spectrum of gen-

eric models from the first is a discretionary review model

that uses prescriptive standards to address aesthetic design

issues. The guidelines of Beacon Hill and Back Bay in Boston

A:
N:
C:

Automatic
Prescriptive
Programmatic

Model Two

Greenwich Street
Tremont Street

A: Discretionary
N: Performance/Prescrpt.
C: Aesthetic/Programmatic

Model Three

Brookline

A: Discretionary
N: Prescriptive
C: Aesthetic/Programmatic

||
Model Four

Matrix
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use this system in their two historic districts. All of

these models and examples deal primarily with components

rather than prototypes, and so that dimension is not a

significant aspect here.

A: Discretionary
N: Prescriptive
C: Aesthetic

Model Five

Beacon Hill
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Each of the following six examples is analyzed under a con-

sistent set of categories. First in an introduction which

outlines the purposes of the model and summarizes what the

model demonstrates. Next follows a section on the model's

origin -- how the need for the model was recognized and stud-

ies initiated. The environment of the model -- primarily its

location of application and the kind of development it is di-

rected toward -- is discussed. The regulatory context fo-

cuses on the model's institutional setting and the way it

relates to existing regulatory devices like zoning and

building codes. The meaning of approach, nature, and con-

tent of controls have already been discussed in the preced-

ing section of this part. Who is likely to use the guide-

lines in preparing a proposal is the model's audience ad-

dressed. The format or communication medium describes the

way the guideline document is laid out and how it conveys a

message to its audience. A brief history of the studies

that preceded the design of the model is under preparation.

The administration deals with the mechanisms by which trade-

offs are made or performance is measured. The evidence of

effectiveness in use and examples of controls on specific

cases are discussed under application. Finally, a critique

on how well the model fits in its environment, addresses its

intended audience, measures performance, and so forth con-

cludes the analysis of each model.

Six
Examples
Housing Quality Program
Urban Design Council
New York City, New York

Matrix of Interface
Boston Redevelopment Auth.
Boston, Massachusetts

Special Greenwich Street
Development District
Office of Lower Manhattan
Development
New York City

Tremont Street Special
District
Boston Redevelopment Auth.
Boston

Beacon Hill Guidelines
Beacon Hill Architectural
Commission
Boston

Environmental Design Review
Planning Board
Brookline, Massachusetts

If the reader is interest-
ed in particular facets of
these examples he can cut
across these cases horizon-
tally by using these cate-
gories as a guide through
the text.
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Housing Quality Program
"The Housing Quality Program is essentially a program for

accommodation and balance which incorporates goals rather

than minimum standards." So states the Urban Design

Council of New York City in their original publication de-

scribing the recommendations of their 1973 study. An over-

all aim of the study was to produce a client oriented pro-

gram to define the problem of urban housing in a way that

will structure the solution and offer a foundation for ad-

ditional innovation. HQP was to serve as a design review

device and evaluative tool to codify the variables of design

choice, and give architects and developers assistance in

their own decision making process. Its broader goals were

to improve the quality of New York City's new housing, making

it more livable and more humane. Clearly, HQP could not ac-

complish these ends independently, but its authors saw the

program as a step in the right direction.

Origin -- In 1972 Mayor John Lindsay created the Urban Design

Council as an advisory body in the Mayor's Office. Members

of the Council were professionals -- architects, builders,

and lawyers -- and laymen who took on the task of developing

a method for reinforcing neighborhood values and accommodat-

ing them in various architectural forms of new housing. The

Council approached the problem from two directions: 1) that

of the neighborhoods having a diversity and distinctiveness

"What is important here is
not the specific procedure
for assigning points, but
rather the concept that de-
sign standards can be made
quantifiable and convert-
ible into numerical units
that reward a developer
for compliance with the
standards."

--excerpt from analysis
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which give them a sense of place and a sense of community

that must be protected throughout the city, and 2) that of in-

dividual tenants' needs. The Council had to define housing

environmental quality in terms that made sense for both the

neighborhoods and the individual.

Environment -- Before one can understand the conditions that

generate the need for a new approach to regulating housing

quality, and before examining the process of derivation that

resulted in HQP, one must look at the particular setting of

New York. The Housing Quality Program is closely tied to the

High rise slab
housing prototype
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New York City context. This close connection may make many

aspects of HQP ill-suited to some design review applications

elsewhere.

First of all, New York is big, dense, and complex. Each of

its five Boroughs has its own set of unique qualities making

them almost independent cities. The Urban Design Council's

work was based on the prerequisite of equity in application

across all five Boroughs, with its thrust aimed largely where

most new construction was taking place, outside of Manhattan.

In those locations a high rise slab that would be lost among

towers in Manhattan might dominate a neighborhood, even if

the local zoning permitted that density. At the same time,

the density of most New York neighborhoods is greater than

that of comparable areas in other cities. HQP chose to pro-

mote alternatives to high rise solutions which offered desir-

able amenities to both tenants and nearby residents. Housing

quality is not independent of neighborhood quality, and so a

design review method that recognized both the perspective of

L7 Low rise housing
alternative prototype

C: C encouraged by HQP
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tenants and neighbors was necessary to produce a satisfactory

balance.

Regulatory Context -- Another characteristic of New York is

its large and complex regulatory structures. The Urban De-

sign Council chose zoning as the instrument of implementa-

tion for their program, thus dictating an approach with em-

phasis on legal language that spelled out the program's pro-

visions in detail beforehand. Such an approach would be con-

sistent with the way regulatory controls are formulated in a

setting like New York, though that may not be the case in

other cities.

Approach -- HQP follows a capital intensive, self-administer-

ing approach. Its intent is to provide developers and archi-

tects with a flexible set of elective controls based on def-

inative studies made while preparing the program. Detailed

measurable standards are employed to avoid the appearance of

making subjective value judgments during the application of

those standards to individual cases.

Nature -- Performance standards are specified for elements of

the program, all of which lend themselves to measurement in

an objective way. HQP scorns the idea of the high rise slab

housing prototype -- or any other prototype -- and leaves it

to the designer to select components that satisfy the require-

ments of the program and that suit the details of the develop-

ment project being proposed. The Council recognized that 227

there was no ideal housing project prototype for all situations



encountered in New York. There were too many variables to

consider, so HQP did not prepare a set of solutions and

neither did it specify a particular architectural style or

details to be used.

Content -- Comparing the design control elements proposed in

HQP with a list of issues running from small to large scale

(to be discussed in detail later in this part), the Pro-

gram's elements cluster at the two opposite ends of the

scale: the issues dealing with bulk, setback, and siting,

and at the level of interior space and unit design. All of

these issues, however, are predominantly programmatic in con-

cern. This divergence reflects HQP's dual concerns for neigh-

borhood quality and the individual residents of the new hous-

ing projects.

The Housing Quality Program has been organized around four

basic "programs": neighborhood impact, recreational space,

security and safety, and building interior. Systematic rath-

er than tightly focussed on a few issues in its content, 37

specific measurable elements make up the four programs. The

elements range from restrictions resembling those of zoning

on setback, to the amount of visual privacy and daylight pro-

vided in apartment units.

The aim of the neighborhood impact program is to assure that

new housing will be perceived as beneficial rather than dis-

ruptive by the surrounding community. It would meet this 228



aim, in part, by requiring new construction to respect the

prevalent scale of the context and by maintaining New York

City's dominant emphasis on orientation to the block and the

street. The recreation space program relates the nature and

extent of facilities provided in a project to occupancy char-

acteristics of its intended residents -- their age as sug-

gested by the mix of apartment unit types. Private space for

residents as well as semi-private space accessible to the com-

munity would be offered on the ground, on roofs, and over

parking decks. The security and safety program is based on

the concept that organizational decisions regarding public,

semi-public, and private spaces can be made which tend to fos-

ter recognition of neighbors and outsiders, and that such an

organization will increase the feeling of security among resi-

dents. Elements of the building interior program present a

catalogue of reasonable considerations for programming sound

living unit design including such aspects as sunlight, unit

size, and cross ventilation.

Audience Addressed -- All of these design considerations are

presented to developers and architects who are to work out

the specific design trade-offs themselves. The focus is on

the decisions these participants must make in determining

project size, mix, and design. Joint negotiations among spon-

sor, builder, and architect are seen as the method by which

these specified trad-offs are made.

Format/Medium -- Verbal text, diagrams, mathematical formulae, 229



and a glossary of definitions are the means by which the con-

tent of the HQP is communicated. Each element is stated in

the form of a goal and set of standards for determining the

degree of compliance with that goal.

All of the standards are measurable -- though the basis for

measurement is not always substantiated and can appear ar-

bitrary in the text. For example, to qualify for credit in

the quality evaluation formula, seating in outdoor space

must: 1) be within 15'-O" of a deciduous tree, 2) be visible

from . of the apartments, 3) receive sun for two consecutive
hours between 10 AM and 2 PM on December 21, 4) be at least

15'-0" from a parked car, and 5) be 18" wide and 18" deep.2

Some justification for these specific measures may add cred-

ibility to their standing.

Other elements may need less justification to those persons

already sensitive to what constitutes appropriate design in

the city. Neighborhood impact elements, for instance, are

based on accepted urban design ideas, deal with building

height, street trees, and transparency ratios (of glass to

opaque walls) at the ground floor. The aim of the street

wall setback element is "to maintain neighborhood scale by

matching new and existing setbacks."3

A glossary of definitions and diagrams help to clarify some

of the more confusing requirements. The original 93 page

book prepared by the Urban Design Council has been translated
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[P T DIS*C / [E STREET WALL Diagram of"Street Wall Height"
element

into a 28 page illustrated zoning text which has become a

part of the New York City Zoning Resolution.

Preparation -- The staff of the Urban Design Council con-

ducted an exhaustive two year study of current housing de-

sign practices, building costs, and the potential effect of

applying these standards on New York's neighborhoods. The

staff recognized the problems of setting evaluative stand-

ards on design, and they saw their role as that of program-

mers providing the basis for architectural expression.4

Their intent was to promulgate measurable standards which in-

corporated cost implications as well as the benefits offered

to the users by the amenities provided. Site visits to re-

cently completed housing which included some of the desir-

able design features gave members of the study a chance to

see how those amenities performed in use.
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The Urban Design Council's report was submitted as an inter-

rum document to Mayor Lindsay for debate and review by city

agencies like the City Planning Commission and by interest

groups and citizens. Workshops were run with civic, profes-

sional, and citizen organizations as an educational effort

and a means of collecting comments and criticism. The pro-

gram was finally adopted as part of the Zoning Resolution in

February 1976.

Administration -- The program was originally designed to be

administered "automatically" -- that is, without the need

for discretionary rulings by the City Planning Commission

or for individual public hearings or special permit proced-

ures with legislative involvement of the Board of Estimate.

Later it was decided to have the Department of City Planning

issue a "Housing Quality Special Permit" in districts zoned

at densities greater than R3-1 which would waive height, set-

back, and coverage restrictions when the program's provisions

were employed.

Use of the program may be complex and confusing the first

time through, so the Department of City Planning will aid

the applicant with technical advice to help practitioners

learn how to apply the HQP properly. Because the standards

are objective and quantifiable, the applicant must prepare

calculations similar to those required for building code re-

view, and he must submit them for certification of compliance

before the issuance of a permit. 232



Each of the four "programs" is worth a possible 25 quality

points with portions of the 25 points allocated among the

elements under each program. Points awarded for each ele-

ment are calculated by a formula based on percentage of com-

pliance with the standard, and the points are summed for all

elements under each program.

For instance, "winter sun" in outdoor space is worth a max-

imum 5.00 points out of 25 for the recreation space program.

Defined shadow calculation measurements yield a figure for

an average amount of space that receives sun during the Win-

ter Solstice. When divided by total outdoor space and multi-

plied by 100, a percentage of compliance is produced. Com-

pliance at 0% produces .00 points, 20% gives .35, 40% gives

1.00, 60% gives 2.15, 80% gives 3.45, and if 100% compliance

is attained, then 5.00 points are awarded. Maximum compli-

ance for each of the seven elements under recreation space

yields 25 points. Less than full compliance will produce

fewer points. Similar calculations are done for each program

category.

No project could realistically achieve full compliance with

all elements, so the designers must make trade-offs in sel-

ecting the amount of amenities to provide. High priority

amenity elements have been assigned more points in HQP, and

some elements have required minimum levels of compliance.

Quality rating determines the permissible intensity of de-

NEIGHBORHOOD IMPACT
Street wall setback-
Sunlight in open space*
Length of street wall*
Shadow on buildings*

Height of street wall*
Street trees-
Height of building*
Transparency ratio at
ground floor'

RECREATION SPACE
Type and size'
Winter sun
Landscaping
Covered parking
Visibility of parking*
Trees'
Seating

MAXIMUM VALUE

Built Up Non Buil
4.55 ...
3.60 4.70
3.60 7.55
3.05 S..40
3.05 n.a.

A2.85 4.15
2.15 n.a.

2.15 3.20
25.00 25.00

8.50
5.00
2.75
2.65
2.65
2.45
1.00

25.00

SECURITY AND SAFETY
1. Vis. from public space to

elevator door or general
circulation stair

2. Vie, of priv. outdoor space
from lobby*

3. Surveillance from. large apartments
4. No. of apts. serviced by lobby
5. Vis. of parking from exit point'
6. Vie, of parking area from lobby
7. Distance from elevator to apt.*
8. Road separation'
9. Via. from elevator door or general

circulation stair to apartment door'
10. Visibility of mail room

APARTMENTS
1. Size of apartment*
2. Sunlight in apartment*
3. Window size'
4. Visual privacy--apt. to apt.*
5. Visual privacy--street to apt.
6. Balconies
7. Daylight in hallways
8. Distance from parking to

garage exit*
9. Daylight in kitchen
0. Pram and bicycle storage
1. Waste storage facilities'
2. Garbage pickup facilities

3.90

3.90
3.30
2.90
2.25
2.20
1.85
1.80

1.80
1.10

25.00

3.75
3.20
3.20
3.20
1.75
1.70
1.50

1.50
1.50
1.30
1.20
1.20

25.00

*Minimum compliance levels established

*n.a.--not applicable
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velopment for a given site. The reward for accumulating

more quality points is increased maximum permissible FAR

density.

COMPL[INCE Formula measuring

(A/B)100 = %: when the proposed setback is more than the compliance with
existing setback "Street Wall Setback"

. 2 --. e..element
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In summary, points awarded for each element are added to

produce a total of program points. These are converted to

a quality rating which then yields -- from a table for each

zoning district -- a density FAR for each project.

What is important here is not the specific procedure for

assigning points, but rather the concept that design stand-

ards can be made quantifiable and convertible into numer-

ical units that reward a developer for compliance with the

standards.

Application -- Because the Housing Quality Program was only

recently enacted by the City, there is no documentation avail-

able on how well it is working. When it is used, however,

what will be critical is the cost associated with its appli-

cation. Some construction costs will be reduced as more

COMPLIANCE

(B/A) 100 = %

WORST
CONDITION (A)
A = sq. ft. of.

off-site
windowed
building walls
which could
potentially be
in shadow
(Maximwn Shadow)

PROPOSED (B)
B = sq. ft. of

off-site
windowed

building walls
which are in
shadow

SCALE
Built Up Non Bui

*60% = .00 .00
40% = .48 .37
30% = .81 1.33
20% = .95 2.20
10% = 1.50 3.40

0% = 3.05 5.40

*Maximum permitted

Formula measuring
compliance with
"Shadow on Buildings"
element
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flexibility is offered in zoning restrictions, but other

costs of construction may increase as minimum amenity levels

beyond what are presently required must be met. The design

and evaluation process will undoubtedly increase costs for

the design team. Designers will have to develop a "feel" to

predict the outcome of their decisions. Details dictate the

permissible density and that density affects the kinds of de-

tails possible.

Critique -- Jonathan Barnett has written, "This study repre-

sents a long step towards the goal of replacing (discretion-

ary) design review with a flexible system of standards that

has been codified and published in advance of the design of

individual buildings, and is generally applicable through-

out the city." 5 Certainly HQP has potential in controlling

some design attributes better and in a more explicit manner

than some current discretionary practices, but it is also

clear that this approach will not work everywhere.

First of all, not all components of design can be put in

quantifiable terms for which percentage levels of compli-

ance can be determined. The Urban Design Council has chos-

en to omit several elements which could not be adequately

quantified but which may have a significant effect on the

quality of the design solution. In many situations, un-

quantifiable attributes may be more important than those

which can be quantified. At another level of criticism,

many of the measures and formulae presented in the HQP pub- 236



lications lack documentation as to their origins and substan-

tiation of their validity.

Overall, the Housing Quality Program is an ambitious attempt

to make the process of design review a predictable one.

While one can dispute the judgment of values and priorities

set, at least the assigned values are clear and were con-

testable during the debate before adoption. Whether or not

the program will work in its environment is open to question.

If the developers who try to use HQP recognize the potential

advantages to them, and if the Department of City Planning is

able to make the evaluation process clear and understandable,

then HQP may succeed. This model does not depend on a strong

market to propel it as incentive zoning does, but it would

work best in a setting where there is some incentive for

builders to attempt innovation in return for some tangible

reward.

The Housing Quality Program uses design controls as a pro-

gramming device. Performance standards are laid out which de-

signers and developers can use as targets rather than as mini-

mums. It is up to the design team to make the trade-offs

which determine the form of the final design.
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Matrix of Interface
The Urban Design Staff of the Boston Redevelopment Authority

believes that urban design at its most basic level is a ques-

tion of relationships between buildings. Staff members have

written that urban design operates at various levels of or-

ganization: at the city scale, at the district scale, and at

the individual development scale. In the latter case, "Ur-

ban Design at this level deals with functional relationships

between the various parts or systems within or adjacent to

the project. When two or more of these systems are in a re-

lationship to each other an interface occurs."i

Based on this concern for relationships, the Matrix of Inter-

face was prepared by the staff. It focusses on transitions

between uses and its aim is to give developers a place to

start in preparing development plans.

In contrast to the Housing Quality Program, the Matrix is

more discretionary in approach, and it does not attempt to

quantify its evaluative standards. In fact, many of the

statements that make up the Matrix are not even recognizable

as standards. Some seem to be observations of design choice

consequences. The Matrix of Interface is still in a state of

development, though not active development. Some recommenda-

tions for improving the Matrix will be offered in the Critique

section at the end of the analysis, and some minor criticisms

will be made along the way.

"The Matrix is actually
more of a negotiations
tool than a formal set of
review guidelines. It
lays down a baseline of
issues to look for, then
leaves it to the skill of
the architect and the re-
viewer to work out the de-
tails and to adapt the Ma-
trix statements to the cir-
cumstances of a particular
site."

-- excerpt from analysis
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Origin -- John Sloan, of the Charlestown Savings Bank case,

and other members of the BRA Urban Design Staff felt that it

was important to quantify, or at least specify, attributes

of good urban design. They were often as frustrated with the

way that the design review process worked as were some of the

developers and architects who came before them with projects

for review. Under Dick Joslin, head of the Department, staff

members took the initiative and began to prepare a list of

characteristics of acceptable designs.

Environment -- The setting in which the Urban Design Depart-

ment operates has already been described in detail in the

Charlestown Savings Bank case. The Matrix, like HQP, was in-

tended for application throughout the city, whereever the

juxtapositions of new and old construction it examined exist,

most of its use would take place in urban or dense suburban

areas rather than in Downtown Boston, where individual case

negotiations would still be the dominant form of design re-

view.

Regulatory Context -- The Matrix applies at the project scale

within the overall urban design policy of the area or city.

It is broadly applicable in all market conditions, and would

be triggered by design review requirements of 121A applica-

tions; zoning variances, conditional uses, and exceptions;

and the area plan of Planned Development Areas. The Matrix

is not as comprehensive a model as HQP in terms of describ-

ing the administrative procedures needed to carry it out. 239



It is a more limited method employed as part of the existing

design review precedures of the BRA.

Approach -- The Matrix of Interaction depends on the discre-

tionary interpretation of broad guidelines rather than on re-

placing individual review with a set of detailed standards.

While some of its statements are detailed, overall a consid-

erable amount of "labor intensive" interpretation would be

needed to relate the "standards" to particular applications.

Nature -- The Matrix is a "mixed bag" of performance and pre-

scriptive guidelines applied to components of varying sizes.

It does not deal at all with comprehensive prototypes except

in very generally worded terms. Some standards are pre-

scriptive in their wording but lacking in specific dimension-

al or organizational requirements. It would be hard for de-

signers to know if they had met the standards without some

detailed interpretation by the Urban Design Staff.

An example of prescriptive standards is: "Preserve in their

natural state the few remaining areas that have not been de-

veloped by man." A partially formed performance statement

says, "The scale of residential development should respond

to the scale of the open/public space it abuts." Exactly

what is meant by "responds to" is not clear, and obviously

not testable in this case. No standard of performance has

been specified.

Several statements seem to be observations rather than stand- 240



ards. For example, "Plazas or parks located in the shadows

cast by large buildings are unpleasant for the users." Yes,

but so what? What should the developer do about it in his

design? Some statements are formulated in descriptive rather

than normative or imperative terms that command a certain

action.

Content -- The issues covered under the Matrix of Interface

are broad in scope, spread across the full spectrum of pos-

sible issues. In that way the content is more systematic

than focussed, covering matters from height and bulk to ma-

terials and textures to signs.

Audience Addressed -- The Matrix is addressed primarily to-

ward developers to give them a sense of what is desirable be-

fore their architects begin the design. Ideally, developers

would come to the BRA at the start of the process for advice,

though it seldom seems to work out that way in reality. Good

architects should already be aware of all the concerns of re-

lationships expressed in the Matrix, but they too may need

some reminder of what factors ought to be observed.

Format/Medium -- The draft Matrix of Interface is entirely

verbal in a typed layout with no explanatory diagrams or pho-

tographs of examples in its present form. Such diagrams may

be useful to clarify some of the ambiguity of the text. That

text also needs to be more consistent in its tone. When

stating a requirement it must be clear exactly what is being 241
demanded.



The orgranization of the model follows a matrix relating 11

uses -- residential, commercial, open space, arterial streets,

etc. -- opposite each other as new and existing activities,

thus forming a grid of 121 cells. With duplications of sym-

metry, 66 "sections" or descriptions of requirements from

the text of the publication. Each section has a list of

standards which vary in length from no entries or a few up

to 30 entries under the residential-residential interface.

The relationships which tends to occur more frequently or

have external effects that tend to spill over -- commercial

uses that require parking and generate traffic in a residen-

tial area, for instance -- have more statements under them.

There is some repetition of entries across sections where

similar issues recur in many interface situations. This rep-

etition is intentional. There is also some redundancy within

sections. The Matrix document needs more careful editing to

produce concise, discrete statements having a minimum of non-

intentional overlap.

Preparation -- Perhaps some of the redundancy of statements

is due to the process by which the Matrix was prepared. Sev-

eral members of the Urban Design Staff wrote down their

ideas for relationship criteria on cards. The cards were

sorted by uses to which they applied. Multiple authorship

with many people saying nearly the same thing in different

words may have been a source of some redundancy.
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The authors of these criteria based their statements on

their own experience and judgment than on any formal "capi-

tal intensive" studies. The Matrix was really an attempt

to write down and assemble the criteria the reviewers used

daily on projects coming under design review. They do not

claim that the list of criteria is exhaustive, but it does

attempt to organize experience in a systematic way.

It appears to this author that the Matrix requires another

stage of refinement and editing before these guidelines, as

stated in their present form, can become a useful design

tool to developers or a reviewing aid for the Urban Design

Staff.

Administration -- The Matrix of Interaction was never intend-

ed to stand alone or to be administered without some discre-

tionary interpretation. It was not meant to be self-adminis-

tered in the manner of the Housing Quality Program. The Ma-

trix does spell out the substance of design trade-offs be-

forehand, but without being specific. It warns the develop-

er to look for the rhythm of the street, but it leaves to

the reviewer the task of describing exactly what that rhythm

is or to determine when it has been "respected."

The Matrix is actually more of a negotiations tool than a

formal set of review guidelines. It lays down a baseline of

issues to look for, then leaves it to the skill of the archi-

tect and the reviewer to work out the details and to adapt 243



the Matrix statements to the circumstances of a particular

site.

The authors knew they could not foresee all possible review

situations and that they would inevitably leave out some is-

sues in preparation of the Matrix. The Matrix needs the re-

viewer to provide continuity between the list of independent

issues and interpretation to determine how well a project

deals with the issues.

The document illustrates a sample application in its intro-

ductory pages. Two steps of administration are: 1) a devel-

oper or reviewer for a project first must look up the sections

related to interface relationships of the project's uses and

those of its surroundings; 2) next, a developer's program

would be written or instructions to his architect would take

the list of concerns into account, or perhaps the reviewer

could write a memorandum listing items cited from the cells

of the Matrix.

Application -- The Matrix of Interaction has not been pub-

lished by the BRA, and it has not really been applied except

informally by the Urban Design Staff. Further refinement is

necessary before it can be issued as a document that states

the design policy of the BRA. Implicit in the intent of the

document is that the Matrix would not apply for large or com-

plex projects sited in prominent locations which generate

numerous special conditions. It may apply to cases like
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Charlestown Savings but not to Sixty State Street or Park

Plaza. The Matrix might also save time and design resources

in the review of small projects in the outlying residential

neighborhoods of Boston, or any similar cities. What is a

prerequisite for its successful application, however, is the

availability of sensitive, intelligent development project

architects who are able to fill in some of the blanks left

for interpretation. Even the presence of such an enlight-

ened architectural community would probably not put a discre-

tionary design review staff out of work operating under this

Matrix of Interface.

Critique -- In addition to some specific critique of the way

the Matrix is organized and written, there are a few more

possible comments that are more fundamental in nature.

The Matrix looks at the relationships of uses and some trans-

portation facilities rather than building forms. Some issues

of relationship may be unrelated to use, though those use cat-

egories may serve as a worthwhile checklist for developers to

employ to pre-test their proposals before all of the formal

relationships are worked out.

The authors have acknowledged that they cannot anticipate all

issues in preparing the Matrix, but because its documentation

is based primarily on reviewers' experience, the Matrix could

build on that approach to extend its scope. Reviewers could

use cases of design review to update the Matrix by incorpor- 245



ating decisions on unforeseen issues as they arise. As an

alternative to a capital intensive study or discretionary or-

iented approach, the Matrix is well suited to making design

policy as it processes cases over time. A valid approach is

to begin from the best position of knowledge based on re-

viewers' experience and then to augment it with further case

experience. Translating cases into guidelines is already

done informally in the Matrix and during conventional discre-

tionary review, but that process could be formalized to pro-

vide not only a set of publicized examples, but also to jus-

tify certain requirements based on successful precedents.

Finally, a comment which cannot be avoided is that the con-

tent and application of the Matrix of Interface in its pres-

ent form would not have prevented the Charlestown Savings

Bank controversy because the plaza details that remained un-

resolved for so many months are not covered in the Matrix.

The case would still turn on a matter of discretionary in-

terpretation.
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Special Greenwich Street Development District
The Greenwich Street Special District is an incentive zoning

mechanism applied to control urban design in a small area of

New York City. It consists of mandatory controls on design

as well as methods to employ the energy of private develop-

ers to implement an area-wide improvement plan.

Greenwich Street is located in Lower Manhattan near Wall

Street in an area where development is anticipated over the

next ten to thirty years. That part of Manhattan is already

congested with pedestrians and traffic, and new development

would increase that congestion. The premise of the special

district assumes that the controlling factor in determining

a suitable population density is the capacity of the area's

circulation infrastructure (streets, sidewalks, transit).

An increase in density is possible by increased infrastruc-

ture capacity. The aim is to get private developers to pay

for that infrastructure in return for increased development

rights and allowable density. The public would gain from

the-added increment of development.

Greenwich Street's relationship to design review is that it

represents a set of design and development controls which

are "automatically" administered without a need for exten-

sive reviewer discretion. The authors of Greenwich Streets

plan hope it can serve as a prototype model for other devel-

opment controls in New York and elsewhere. While some scale

"The essential lessons of
this model are that it was
able to identify specific
amenity elements that are
needed to reinforce the de-
sirable design attributes
of an area or that can fa-
cilitate pedestrian move-
ments between buildings.
Then the model laid out an
automatically administered
mechanism for achieving
the provision of those ele-
ments through the actions
of private developers in
accord with the overall
plan."

-- excerpt from analysis
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and density factors may be unique to New York, many of the

principles of automatic administration may be transferable

to other settings and are, therefore, worthy of note here.

Origin -- In 1966 the New York City Planning Commission hired

consultants to prepare a report on the future of Manhattan be-

low Canal Street. That report projected continued growth in

the area that would outstrip the capacity of the infrastruc-

ture to accommodate it. Mayor Lindsay established the Office

of Lower Manhattan Development (OLMD) headed by Rich Weinstein

and gave it power to coordinate action taken by city agencies

in the area. The World Trade Center was under construction

nearby, and a large housing community on filled land in the

Hudson River called Battery Park City was under study. A-

cross the street from the WTC, the Fisher Brothers develop-

ers proposed to construct an office building which was to

have a FAR of 18 in a zone with a base FAR of 10. OLMD de-

cided it was time to take a comprehensive look at the area in

anticipation of future large scale developments.

Environment -- Lower Manhattan has one of the densest concen-

trations of jobs of any office center in the world. This den-

sity is imposed on a street pattern laid out in Colonial days

and a network of transit, pedestrian amenities, and open

space already incapable of serving existing needs well. The

late 1960's were times of high development market pressure,

and speculative real estate activity was directed toward the
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expansion of the Lower Manhattan office center. Uncontrolled

new development would probably overwhelm the infrastructure

networks and lead to an even more congested pedestrian en-

vironment.

Greenwich Street
environment
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Regulatory Context -- Design controls were being prepared

for Battery Park City, but additional controls were needed

in the area between the Hudson Riverfront site and Wall

Street. That area had been assigned relatively low FAR's

in the 1961 revision of the zoning resolution, which gave

the City some control over future growth. OLMD decided to

use the medium of zoning to implement design controls. Spe-

cial district legislation was to be prepared.

Approach -- New York already had some experience in incen-

tive zoning special districts in the Theater District near

Times Square, around Lincoln Center, and along Fifth Avenue

in Midtown Manhattan. Based on that experience, OLMD felt

an automatic or self-administering ordinance was the best ap-

proach for controls. A capital intensive design study along

with debugging of the guidelines by a leading case -- the

Fisher Brothers' proposal -- would be used to generate spe-

cific guidelines on design and trade-offs of amenities for

increased allowable FAR or coverage. The aim was to elimin-

ate cumbersome case by case administration that had become

unattractive to developers around Times.Square. Only four of

ten developments there in the first years of the Special The-

ater District took advantage of the bonus option, with most

buildings built under "as of right" development permitted by

the 1961 zoning provisions. An alternative approach using

well defined trade-off options for the devoloper was seen as

appropriate to the existing development market and institu- 250



tional setting.

Nature -- Greenwich Street's design and incentive controls

are all prescriptive in nature -- the size, location, and

"value" of FAR bonused elements are all specified without re-
course to performance evaluations for alternatives -- and

deal with specific components of amenities and building

design.

Content -- OLMD was concerned with issues of massing, serv-

icing, retail activities, and pedestrian circulation amenities
rather than fine grained details of architectural design. Spe-
cific street wall continuities and circulation improvements

were mandatory on All new structures in the district, while
other amenities considered less essential were optional though
encouraged by the potential bonuses available to developers
for providing them.

Audience Addressed -- Sophisticated large scale developers and
their architects were the audience for Greenwich Street's leg-
islation. Clarity and unambiguous explanations were needed,
not so much to promote understanding of the guidelines, but
rather to close any loopholes the developers may seek out in
order to increase their revenues or to reduce their costs.
The audience did not need "guidance" as much as it needed
control.

Format/Medium -- The legislation meets the challenge of ef-

fective control and scrutiny probing for loopholes by using
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diagrams and a clear, specific text in the Zoning Resolu-

tion. The legislation enables an urban design plan to be im- A

plemented incrementally for the whole area, with the specific

requirements of that plan documented on a block by block ba-

sis. The plan makes clear what is required of developers

and what options they can exercise in order to gain the re-
54s

wards of development density bonuses.

Preparation -- A careful, well documented design study was

conducted before the Greenwich Street Special District leg-

islation was drafted. Each block was studied to determine

which improvements were necessary to make the overall amenity

plan work successfully and which other desirable amenities

could be made optional. Jonathan Barnett has written, "The

need to put the whole Greenwich Street plan into legal lan-

guage forced the designers to define exactly what their most

important objectives were."'1

Their concerns were functional in origin related to the move-

ment of people through the district and the acceptable size ,

of buildings. An ideal circulation plan mandating access to

subways, traffic and pedestrian improvements at street level,

and an upper level pedestrian concourse plan were provided

to establish the framework for amenities needed. Amenity

elements like arcades, galerias, plazas, and bridges were de- Zoning Resolution

fined and located on that framework. OLDID conducted a cost description of require-

analysis to assign FAR bonus amounds or bonuses in site cov-

erage'which permitted construction of a shorter, bulkier 252



building at a lower cost to build than a tall, slender

tower.

Bonus amounts for each amenity were set by estimating the

private costs to the developer of providing the designated

amenity element and the public costs of increased density,

and by equating those costs to the public benefits of the

new amenities and the private benefits to the developer of

the bonus. Construction cost escalators established a

sliding scale indices for trading off some amenities for

bonuses, but the basic pattern of bonuses was the awarding

of "X" square feet of rentable floor space for providing

"Y" square feet of pedestrian concourse or "Z" linear feet

of bridge.

Administration -- The structure of bonuses and amenities for

automatic administration is complicated and need not be ex-

plained in great detail here. Within the framework of re-

quired design guidelines and mandatory circulation and lot

improvements, the developer can make specific trade-offs in

order to attain a maximum development envelope.

Required design guidelines are intended to preserve the con-

tinuity of the streetscape by holding building lines and cor-

nice heights. Dictating minimum amounts of retail space and

designating certain streets for parking and loading areas

are also part of the required standards. Specific urban de-

sign criteria were used to determine where it was necessary

Amenity elements
for which bonuses are
available
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to build out to lot lines reinforcing a sense of spatial en-

closure along the streets. All of these required elements

receive no bonus for their provision because they supposedly

contribute no additional cost to the development. Mandatory

pedestrian circulation improvements such as elevated shop-

ping bridges and pedestrian decks are necessary to complete

the continuity of the area improvement plan on each lot.

The design receives an FAR bonus for providing the elements

prescribed in position and dimension by the plan. Elective

circulation improvements which may be selected from a list

of possible bonused elements are off site pedestrian and sub-

way entrance improvements to facilitate movement through the

area. Mandatory, preferred, and discretionary lot improve-

ments such as arcades, pedestrian connections, and street

trees are also bonused items available to a developer to in-

crease his buildable floor area. To fill out the development

envelope up to the maximum permissible ceiling of up to FAR

18, developers can contribute toward a District Fund earmarked

for specific subway improvements and thus receive FAR bonus

amounts in return based on a trade-off formula.

All of these design guidelines and amenity bonuses are ad-

ministered automatically by the developer who can look up in

the ordinance what is applicable on his own site. The pro-

cedure reduces the potential for delay -- and thus reduces

development costs -- for obtaining bonuses by removing dis-

cretionary review procedures. The aim is to encourage ap- 255



propriate private redevelopment in the Greenwich Street disig-

nated growth area.

Rather than requiring a legislative special permit from the

City Planning Commission and the Board of Estimate -- with a

public hearing necessary -- the Greenwich Street legislation

lets a developer seek an administrative "excavation" or

"building permit" issued by the City Planning Department once

the plans have been certified for compliance with all the pro-

visions of the ordinance. Completion of development as certi-

fied is conditional for the issuance of a "certificate of oc-

cupancy." The City Planning Commission does hold some discre-

tionary power within delineated limits to allow minor modifi-

cations in dimensions or locations for an element of the dis-

trict plan.

Thus the Greenwich Street model provides for the administra-

tive certification of an individual development provided it

satisfies the mandatory and elective requirements of a de-

tailed district plan that has been legislatively adopted.

Application -- The Banker's Trust Building developed by

Fisher Brothers at Greenwich and Liberty Streets was the case

that first demonstrated the feasibility of the Special Dis-

trict plan. The developers took advantage of the required,

mandatory, and elective pedestrian amenity bonuses to raise

the adjusted basic maximum FAR to 15. Next, lot improvement

amenity bonuses and contributions to the District Fund grant- 256
ed them an FAR 18 and coverage increased to 53% of the lot



area. In return, the city received a building that met its

urban design criteria as well as provided a -shopping arcade,

elevated plaza, and pedestrian bridges to the World Trade

Center. The developers enjoyed some flexibility of choice

and a minimum of delay. While the market for development in

Lower Manhattan has currently waned, the production of ameni-

ties will take place in stride with any future high rise con-

struction as it takes place.

Critique -- Unlike the first two design review models out-

lined in this part, Greenwich Street has been successfully

implemented and produced tangible results that can be evalu-

ated against the intentions of the program. Its weaknesses

match those of any incentive zoning process: amenities will

not be provided in the absence of strong development market

pressure that will absorb the bonus in floor area offered.

Greenwich Street has integrated design review with larger ec-

onomic and development controls in a complementary approach

to determine the significant aspects of new buildings con-

structed in the area.

The essential lessons of this model are that it was able to

identify specific amenity elements that are needed to rein-

force the desirable design attributes of an area or that can

facilitate pedestrian movements between buildings. Then the

model laid out an automatically administered mechanism for

achieving the provision of those elements through the actions

of private developers in accord with the overall plan. 257



The characteristics that make Greenwich Street an apparently

successful design review model are: 1) its predictability

both for developers and, perhaps to a lessor extent, for the

city; 2) the fact that trade-offs are clearly specified;

3) specific amenity elements are defined and designated on
a priority basis; and 4) the low cost of administrative re-

view once the initial'study of needs and allocation of poten-

tial benefits has been made.

The concept of this model is applicable in other situations,

even where development density, strong markets, and bonus in-

centives are not present. As a model of self-administering

design review procedures, Greenwich Street presents an ex-

ample that has clearly defined its limited public objectives

and then described specific means of achieving those objec-

tives while leaving some flexibility and choice in the hands

of private developers.
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Tremont Street Special District
"Gone are the renewal days" with their major public subsi-

dies, and so a city still in need of redevelopment must find

alternative ways of implementing its plans. The Tremont

Street Special District, like Greenwich Street, proposes to

direct the energy of the private development market toward

the provision of design amenities in a specific area of the

city. Tremont Street combines mandatory urban design con-

trols with bonus incentives to promote the construction of

specific pedestrian and circulation amenity elements. It

takes an incremental approach to redevelopment through the

zoning process in an area where disaggregated ownership

patterns make the small owner, rather than the large scale

developer, the primary agent of potential change. Tax in-

centives as well as FAR bonuses are available to developers

by self-administered formula in return for providing public

amenities that fit into an overall district development plan.

Origin -- With the passing of Federal urban renewal and the

contraction of the development market during recent years

in Downtown Boston, new methods had to be found to implement

a coherent development plan. In 1975 as a new Downtown De-

velopment Plan was under preparation at the Boston Redevel-

opment Authority, a subsidiary study was being made of the

eight block area between Washington Street and Tremont

Street on the Boston Common. The solution that evolved

"Tremont Street coordin-
ates public and private de-
velopment actions in a way
that follows an overall im-
provement plan for the dis-
trict. All new construc-
tion must adhere to manda-
tory design controls, and
are encouraged financial-
ly to provide specific
lot improvements and ped-
estrian amenities, as well
as to contribute toward
the preservation of exist-
ing noteworthy buildings.
The claim of the propos-
al's sponsors is that its
automatic features will
eliminate the need for the
discretionary administra-
tion of variances in the
area."

-- excerpt from analysis
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Tremont Street
Special District
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"builds on public policy experience in San Francisco and

(the) special district approach pioneered in New York,,2

and it adds some unique innovations suited to the Boston

setting.

Environment -- The Tremont District is a part of the core re-

tail Central Business District described in the Charlestown

Savings Bank case in Part I. Specifically, the district is

among the "ladder blocks" of short streets running between

the parallel streets of Washington and Tremont. It stretches

from near Government Center on the north, past the site of

the Lafayette Place development to the east, to the Adult En-

tertainment District -- or "Combat Zone" -- to the south.

Those blocks contain many small specialty shops and some the-

aters, but no large department stores like Jordan's or

Filene's. A few new structures have been built there in re-

cent years -- like the Provident Bank headquarters on Winter

Street and "Tremont-on-the-Common" apartments near West

Street -- , but the area is predominantly filled with older

commercial and office buildings, generally less than ten sto-

ries high. Several noteworthy historic buildings or struc-

tures of architectural significance are also located in the

district.

Much of the office space is older and less prestigous than

some of the new structures in the Financial District. The

average density of FAR 5.5 is lower than the permissible FAR

10, making the area potentially ripe for devolopment. The 261



district is served by six subway stations, is close to open

space, and has many visual and pedestrian links to landmark

buildings. Despite the crowded narrow sidewalks and congest-

ed streets caused by heavy traffic and inadequate off street

delivery facilities, the area remains attractive for some

large scale development if the relatively small sites can be

assembled.

Regulatory Context -- The Downtown Plan, when and if it is

published, will designate Tremont Street as a "Controlled

Growth Area," which means that new construction will be per-

mitted there but only under street development controls. The

BRA sees the zoning mechanism in combination with the special

district format as the best means of control for the Tremont

Street area.

Approach -- The Tremont Street Special District Zoning Resol-

ution, as it now stands in draft form, calls for the automat-

ic administration of design controls and bonus incentive pro-

visions. The developer is given the choice of elective ele-

ments, his design is reviewed for compliance with the specif-

ic guidelines, and he is awarded a bonus according to a pre-

dictable formula. The draft resolution for the district is

the "capital intensive" product of an urban design study.

Nature -- The provisions of Tremont Street are generally pre-

scriptive when it lays down the elective and mandatory ped-

estrian and lot amenities by components, but some provisions,
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such as its sun-angle limitations are performance oriented

in their tests and measures. The validity of the derived

elements and measures is convincingly documented in a volume

of appendicies.

Content -- The distribution of controlled elements across

the spectrum of possible controls resembles that of Green-

wich Street. Tremont Street provisions are focussed on is-

sues such as massing, use, pedestrian amenities, and transit

connections rather than design issues of detailing, fenestra-

tion, texture, or color. The form and overall scale of the

buildings are important, but not the character of their sur-

faces or detailing.

Audience Addressed -- The Tremont Street proposal when en-

acted will be addressed toward sophisticated developers and

architects -- who may probe it for loopholes -- as well as

current owners of small holdings in the area. Its language

is clear and unambiguous as to what is required of the devel-

opers and what their options are.

Format/Medium -- At present the documentation of information

for the Tremont Street District exists in three forms: a

draft resolution to become part of the Boston Zoning Code;

a volume explaining the studies and analysis of the area done

in 1975; and a slender volume of commentary and explanation

dated January 1976 which summarizes and explains the purpose,

proposal, and means of implementation of the District plan.
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Both the commentary and the appendices are well illustrated

with drawings, photographs, tables, and maps which make

clear the basis for the proposal and its potential conse-

quences if enacted.

Preparation -- The proposal came out of studies done by a

consultant for the BRA, William Fain, a recent graduate in

Urban Design at Harvard. Fain and the BRA staff conducted

land use, land value, pedestrian flow, and other urban de-

sign studies in the Tremont Street area as well as some ec-

onomic analysis to demonstrate the feasibility of the bonus

amounts assigned to amenities. The BRA preservation staff

applied a historic building evaluation methodology to deter-

mine the relative historic value of the area's landmark

structures. The thrust of all these studies was to make the

trade-off of FAR for amenities more visible than it is under

the process of obtaining 121A tax agreements or Planned De-

velopment Areas, and to determine the extent to which the ex-

isting system needed administrative reform.

Administration -- The Tremont Street Special District con-

cerns itself with building conservation, the location of

certain retail uses to encourage street activity, street im-

provements like delivery areas and trees, lot improvements

like through block arcades and corner sidewalk widenings,

special projects like paving and lighting improvements, and

envelope design of the building's shape. The latter category
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includes building to the street property line; maintaining

a mean parapet height; preservation of views, vistas, and

sight lines; and imposition of sun-angle limitations so that

no new construction blocks Spring sunlight from reaching the

Park at the Five Cent Savings Bank, Old City Hall, or the

Park Street Station area of Boston Common.

A combination of public and private sector actions are re-

sponsible for implementing these improvements. Mandatory

private controls are imposed on use, bulk, height, setbacks,

sun-angles, and sight lines. Elective private actions in

the form of circulation and lot improvements are induced by
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both FAR square footage and property tax abatement bonuses.

Tax bonuses are used in hopes that they will provide an in-

centive for action when there is not enough development pres-

sure to use FAR bonuses to their fullest. Tax abatements

are aimed at property owners of holdings unsuitable for lar-

ger site assemblages. They too are able to enjoy the finan-

cial benefits of providing the public with a needed amenity.

Priorities and weight have been applied in order to promote

what are seen as the most desirable amenities -- such as

through block arcades in preferred locations at mid-block.

The accompanying diagrams taken from the BRA commentary pub-

lication illustrate the way the bonuses can be applied at

the developer's option on large and small parcels, and on
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new developments which contribute toward the retention or re-

habilitation of existing landmark buildings.

The developer consults the special district legislation and

map before planning a project. He can then see the manda-

tory design restrictions and what bonused amenities are el-

ective on his site. He chooses the form of the bonus that

suits his own situation best, and calculates the permissible

FAR up to a ceiling of 16. Public actions to construct trans-

portation improvements would proceed as funding is available,

although some special projects can be financed by contribu-

tions of developers to a special fund.

Tremont Street coordinates public and private development ac-

tions in a way that follows an overall improvement plan for

the district. All new construction must adhere to mandatory

design controls, and are encouraged financially to provide

elective specific lot improvements and pedestrian amenities,

as well as contribute toward the preservation of noteworthy

buildings. The claim of the proposal's sponsors is that its

automatic features will eliminate the need for the discre-

tionary administration of variances in the special district.

Application -- While the Tremont Street District resolution

has not yet been finally proposed or adopted, informal neg-

otiations with a developer having future plans in the Brom-

field and Winter Streets area have demonstrated that the res-

olution's provisions are probably feasible. Cost consultants
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will be used on the first major project actually proposed in

the area to work out further details on trade-offs and to an-

alyze the absorption of land costs.

Critique -- Many of the same comments made in evaluating the

Greenwich Street District are also applicable here. Tremont

Street places a premium on developer predictability, the low

cost of automatic administration, and the usefulness of a pre-

determined plan to be implemented incrementally. This pro-

posal demonstrates that some of the concepts of incentive

zoning and design guidelines developed in New York are adapt-

able to a city like Boston, but the proposal still needs to

be tried out on a leading case in the area to work out all of

the details.

Smaller cities may also be able to use this kind of approach

on similar sensitive design areas. If the Tremont Street in-

novation of using property tax incentives as well as FAR bo-

nuses does indeed work as anticipated in the absence of a

strong development market, then it may be applicable to a

broad range of situations. That predicted success, however,

remains to be demonstrated.
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B'eacon Hill Guidelines
Instead of having an orientation toward new construction,

the Beacon Hill architectural Commission's guidelines have

a preservation bias. Beacon Hill is already fully built,

and new construction like the Suffolk proposal is rare.

The Beacon Hill Historic District, created by an act of

the Massachusetts General Court in 1955, was proposed to

promote educational, cultural, economic, and general wel-

fare concerns of the public through the preservation of

Beacon Hill. The intent was to maintain the area as a

landmark of the history of architecture. As has been

shown in the Suffolk case, the Beacon Hill Civic Associa-

tion (BHCA), established long before the Historic District,

seeks compatible ends: to promote Beacon Hill as a mixed

residential neighborhood served by designated commercial

areas.

The purpose of the handbook of guidelines published in March

1975 is to set forth the procedures and technology for main-

taining property on Beacon Hill. The hope of the handbook

sponsors was to eliminate ignorance and confusion concerning

the regulations.

Origin -- The Beacon Hill Civic Association was founded in

1922 to monitor changes in the area, but there was no formal

power to enforce review procedures until the creation of the

Beacon Hill Architectural Commission (BHAC) in the 1955 Act.

"After a hearing, the Com-
mission can issue a certi-
ficate approving the re-
quested changes as appro-
priate. It forwards its
certification to the Bos-
ton Building Department
which can then issue a
Building Permit. The ap-
plication and review pro-
cedure is uncomplicated
and appears capable of
handling the number of re-
quests for architectural
changes made in the Histor-
ic District."

-- excerpt from analysis
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The Architectural Commission proceeded with its design re-

view work according to its own discretionary standards dic-

tated by the Act, but by the mid-1970's BHCA and the Commis-

sion decided to set down the guidelines of the Historic Dis-

trict in a coherent form. That decision led to the prepara-

tion of the guidelines handbook.

Environment -- Beacon Hill and its residents are described

in detail in the Suffolk case study in Part I. The most im-

portant points to recall are the facts that portions of the

Hill are occupied by a relatively homogeneous population and

an architecture of similar scale, detailing, and styles.

Members of that population seek to preserve the area's ar-

chitectural harmony and consistency.

Regulatory Context -- The Beacon Hill Architectural Commis-

sion is part of the Boston Building Department. Approval by

the Commission is a prerequisite to obtaining a Building

Permit for new construction or alterations to structures

within the Historic District. The Commission's review is

not a part of zoning, and, for instance, the granting of a

variance to Suffolk would not have assured approval of the

Architectural Commission or vice versa. Membership of the

Commission comes from nominees of the Civic Association, Bos-

ton Real Estate Board, the Boston Society of Architects, the

Society for the Preservation of New England Antiquities, and

an at-large member, all appointed by the Mayor.
A Beacon Hill street
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Approach -- The decisions of the Architectural Commission are

discretionary, and the guidelines that they follow are broad

in detail. The standards are advisory rather than mandatory

as noted by a caveat in the handbook:

It should be emphasized that conformance to the
Guidelines alone does not necessarily insure approv-
al. The Commission's Design Approval is only grant-
ed after careful review of each application after a
public hearing, in accordance with the law.'

Nature -- Both components and prototypes describing an over-

all effect are used in the handbook, but the standards used

are almost entirely prescriptive rather than performance in

nature. Prescriptive models for emulation and the Commis-

sion's prescriptive sign standards for Charles Street are ar-

ticulated by component. Architectural details which may be

modified during renovation are the focus of the guidelines

and not an overall model useful to copy for new construction.

Content -- The issues that concern the Architectural Commis-

sion and the Civic Association are focussed in the middle

range of the spectrum of content -- issues of architectural

detailing and articulation. Their concerns extend from win-

dow boxes, trees, and paving to window rhythms and security

against burglars. The legislated jurisdiction of the Archi-

tectural Commission extends to: facade changes, doors, win-

dows, air conditioning units, lights, fire escapes, fences,

signs, color of paint, roof decks, and greenhouses.
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Audience Addressed -- Laymen such as homeowners and small

scale devolopers are the main targets of the handbook of

guidelines. A significant portion of the handbook is devot-

ed to how-to-do-it techniques of preventative maintenance.

It describes materials and methods -- care of wood, brick,

ironwork, roofs, painting -- in clear terms. A glossary ex-

plains architectural and technical terminology. These fea-

tures undoubtedly meet an important information need in the

community.

Format/Medium -- The handbook itself is in a handsome two

color layout illustrated with photographs and drawings.

They are accompanied by a clear text laced with a minimum

of jargon. A history of the area traces the evolution of

architectural styles and demonstrates Beacon Hill's unique

role in American architectural history. It thus helps to

justify the kinds of controls imposed in the Historic Dis- A Beacon Hill doorway
trict. A few photographs of good examples clarify what is

said in the text.

Preparation -- The preparation of the handbook was super-

vised by the "Handbook Subcommittee of the Architectural

Committee" of the Civic Association working with the Ar-

chitectural Commission and the Boston Redevelopment Author-

ity. Skilled volunteers with professional help wrote the

commentary of guidelines and assembled the handbook based

on their knowledge of the area rather than on a massive

new study of issues and needs. Such an approach seems 272



suitable for a small, already established setting having a

large measure of architectural consistency and a concensus

about what is appropriate design.

Administration -- The Civic Association reviews all applica-

tions made in the area and makes its recommendations after

an informal hearing. The application and documentation --

architectural plans and specifications accompanied by three

cost estimates -- provided by the owners are reviewed for

"appropriateness" in a one month period allowed by the Archi-

tectural Commission. After a hearing, the Commission can

issue a certificate approving the requested changes as ap-

propriate. It forwards its certification to the Boston

Building Department which can then issue a Building Permit.

The application and review procedure is uncomplicated and

appears capable of handling the number of requests for ar-

chitectural changes made in the district.

Application -- It is uncertain exactly what effect the avail-

ability of the handbook has made on the nature of the review

process by the Commission, but the power of BHAC has influ-

enced the character of the Hill. The handbook states, "...

the Commission...has the effect of controlling the rate and

quality of change that affect exterior architectural features

by approving applications for exterior alterations of build-

ings within the Historic District." 2
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Back Bay Guidelines -- Similar in intent and application to

the Beacon Hill architectural controls are the Back Bay

Guidelines. The Back Bay Architectural Commission was estab-

lished by the General Court under Chapter 625 of the Acts of

1966, with design review based within the BRA instead of the

Building Department. Controls have been applied to the Resi-

dential District between Newbury Street and Back Street and

from Arlington Street to Charlesgate East. The purposes of

the controls are to encourage architectural preservation and

high design standards in the Back Bay and to increase the

compatibility of rehabilitation and development efforts with

existing structural forms and building patterns.

The Back Bay handbook itself is more profusely illustrated

than that of Beacon Hill, and its standards applied to com-

ponents of design are more specific and detailed than Bea-

con Hill's. The concerns of the Architectural Commission

relate to proposed forms, arrangements, relationships, ma-

terials, and color of exterior architectural features, and

other pertinent factors. They too are concerned with pre-

ventative maintenance, and include material on techniques

in the handbook.

The Guidelines were prepared with the assistance of the BRA

staff and are used to inform the discretionary standards of

appropriateness used by the Back Bay Architectural Commis-

sion. Their fundamental standard is that "Traditional build-

ing forms and material must be respected and characteristic

V - -

Oriel windows on
Clarendon Street
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features including proportional relationships, facade compo-

sitions, and textural qualities maintained or restored."3

Critique -- Both the Beacon Hill and Back Bay architectural

commissions have the power of discretionary approval over

changes in exterior appearance. They have an advantage over

other models analyzed in this part because the areas in which

they operate are already filled with examples of appropriate,

well designed buildings which can be used as models to sup-

plement the descriptions of the guidelines. Their advice of

"make the changes like that building" may be more valid in a

coherent Historic District than similar advice given in Lower

Manhattan or even Tremont Street. The stakes of the small

builders and homeowners of Beacon Hill are lower than that of

developers of high rise buildings.

While the Beacon Hill guidelines do not give a lot of inform-

ation on what specific alternative solutions are appropriate

and are likely to be approved, those characteristics are more

inherently obvious on Beacon Hill than they may be elsewhere.

For that reason the level of detail in the guidelines and the

discretionary approach of design review seems suitable to this

situation. Other historic districts or architecturally con-

sistent neighborhoods imposing design controls may find Beacon

Hill or the Back Bay guidelines useful models to copy.
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Brookline Environmental Design Review
The aims and procedures of the Brookline Environmental Design

Review process were briefly described in the Introduction to

this study, but the Brookline model is worthy of more detail-

ed analysis here as well. Design review in Brookline arose

in response to a growing concern for the visual environment

and the necessity to develop effective measures to preserve

community identity and built environmental quality. A gen-

erally held feeling was that a townscape was greater than

the sum of its parts -- that each building should look as

though it belonged in and contributed toward its surround-

ings. The purpose of design review in Brookline was to al-

low the Planning Board to evaluate proposals having a poten-

tial impact on the townscape -- that is, the relationship of

buildings, shapes, and spaces on the street.

Origin -- As mentioned in the Introduction, the movement to-

ward town-wide design review began in 1971 as a reaction to

examples of poor environmental design built along Beacon

Street -- a major town boulevard -- that had not been pro-

hibited by zoning. The feeling among some residents and

members of the Planning Board was that action was needed to

deal with development pressure on an area threatened with a

reduction of architectural and environmental amenity. Nine

design standards were imposed on Beacon Street, and in 1973

these controls were extended to other major streets.

"Rather than controlling
the design of all develop-
ment, Brookline concen-
trates its energies on ar-
eas of high visual promi-
nence and on large proj-
ects of potentially great
visual impact. Exactly
where to draw the line on
prominence depends on the
amount of resources a town
is willing to commit based
on the kind of development
it anticipates and the com-
plexity of controls it
wants to impose."

-- excerpt from analysis
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Environment -- Brookline is a suburban town immediately to

the west of Boston. While it covers only about six square

miles, it has a wide range of density conditions from urban

residential to nearly rural estates surrounded by open space.

The town has maintained political independence from Boston,

and it is generally affluent, though it also has many rel-

atively low income elderly residents. The many profession-

als who live in the town may be responsible for the high lev-

el of concern over design issues and for the high level of

resources devoted to preservation of Brookline's positive vis-

ual qualities.

Regulatory Context -- Design Review in Brookline is a special

permit procedure of the Zoning By-Law. The Planning Depart-

ment staff and the citizens on the Planning Board and Board

of Appeals are responsible for administering design review.

Approach -- Broad guidelines administered with discretionary

interpretation constitute the approach taken by the Planning

Board. A study which related information that already exist-

ed was used to establish-the rules for a "labor intensive"

approach-.of flexible controls. The success of the program

depends on the skill of staff reviewers and Board members who

must adapt the controls to the conditions of each case as it

arises.

Nature -- Some standards are slanted toward performance but

without measurable tests than subjectively defined "harmon- 277



iousness" and "appropriateness". Some prescriptive stand-

ards are also used though they are lacking in specific dimen-

sional or relational requirements. Most controls are applied

to components of buildings and site plans although several

prototype examples of buildings and whole blocks are used to

illustrate how component controls operate in specific cases.

The overall effect is emphasized in the prototype.

Content -- The content of design controls is spread quite

evenly across the spectrum from controls on height and bulk

to architectural details like window patterns, wall details,

and use of materials. There are few specific requirements

beyond general compatibility to existing adjacent conditions. Prototype design for
Coolidge Corner



The twelve standards relate tos, 1) relation of the building

to its environment, 2) preservation of the landscape, 3) open

space, 4) circulation, 5) surface water drainage, 6) utility
service, 7) advertising features, 8) special features, 9)

safely, 10) heritage, 11) microclimate, and 12) Beacon Street

controls on building line, cornice, color, scale, materials,

and detailing.

Audience Addressed -- Laymen as well as developers and their

architects are the audience for the published Brookline guide.

The environmental design review guidelines are presented in a

way that is intended to increase understanding and acceptance

of the design process and issues of built environmental

quality.

Format/Medium -- The handbook consists of a concise text ac-

companied by line drawing illustrations -- rather than photo-

graphs -- of good and bad examples and of details. It is di-

vided into two sections which present the twelve design re-

view standards and explain how they apply to commercial fa-

cade renovations. In the latter section the components of a

facade -- doors, windows, colors, arches, signs, etc. -- are

defined and their relationships to the overall composition

are explained. Case studies in the three major commercial

centers of the town -- Coolidge Corner, Brookline Village,

and Washington Square -- show the implications of the stand-

ards on real buildings.
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The line drawings are somewhat more abstract than photographs

or photo montages, and they communicate the message of the

guidelines without attracting undue attention to extraneous

details. They do not take the place of the text, but the il-

lustrations add concreteness to the rather broad wording of

the guidelines. Captions and descriptions with the drawings

add another level of explanation and commentary to the text.

Preparation -- In 1972 the "Comprehensive Plan Review Commis-

sion" was formed by the Board of Selectmen to study the af-
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fect of increased density in some parts of the town resulting

from growth in apartment and condominium construction. The

Commission recommended revisions of the zoning map and by-laws

to downzone the densest apartment district from FAR 4 to 2.5.

Design review which had been instituted at about the same

time along Beacon Street was extended in scope and jurisdic-

tion to lots within 100 feet of Boylston Street, Commonwealth

Avenue, Harvard, and Washington Streets.

Apartments having ten or more units and non-residential uses
Illustration for
"Heritage"
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greater than 10,000 square feet of floor area in business

zones also came under review. To explain the new design re-

view controls that had been prepared by the Planning Board,

the consulting firm of Vision, Incorporated of Cambridge was

hired under a HUD 701 planning assistance grant to produce

the guideline handbook in 1975. The consultants, the Plan-

ning Staff, and Planning Board members worked in collabora-

tion to resolve the details of the guidelines document.

Administration -- The design review special permit procedure

j J Comparison of
I c _ _ prototypes
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follows six steps. The steps are: 1) explanation of the reg-

ulations before design begins, 2) informal design review meet-

ings with staff and the Planning Board during preliminary de-

sign, 3) submission of plans to the Building Department, 4)

application for a special permit under the Zoning By-Law,

5) final review by the Planning Board in a public meeting out

of which come comments and an advisory report to the Board of

Appeals, and 6) the final decision of the Board of Appeals

and issuance of a permit.

Discretionary evaluation of the project allows the adaptation

of standards to the special conditions of each case, while

due process is observed through adherence to the procedural

and public hearing format. The cost of labor intensive re-

view of each case is relatively high for the town, but it is

reduced somewhat by the use of competent citizen boards.

Application -- Over 80% of the design review caseload in

Brookline are facade renovations.1 Due to a declining devel-

opment market, there has not been a substantial amount of new

construction since the review procedure was instituted, so

there is little evidence to support or refute design review's

effectiveness in Brookline. Because sign review has been in-

volved in a majority of cases, a streamlined process for ob-

taining special permits for signs has been established. It

makes the Planning Board responsible for granting permits

rather than the Board of.Appeals, unless the applicant makes
283
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and Board members time in processing proposals. There is

some delay inherent in any design review process, but in

times of slow development activity such delays are not a

signific at issue.

Critique -- Brookline's review process may be a good model

for other towns or cities with high levels of concern for de-

sign quality. Rather than controlling the design of all de-

velopment, Brookline concentrates its energies on areas of

high visual prominence and on large projects of potentially

great visual impact. Exactly where to draw the line on prom-

inence depends on the amount of resources a town is willing

to commit, based on the kind of development it anticipates

and the complexity of controls it wants to impose.

In measuring the effectiveness of Brookline's design review

in meeting its objectives of improving the overall townscape,

one could say that review has had little effect on changing

the overall environment. Townscape changes take place slowly

as a small percentage of all buildings are added or removed

from the overall stock in any given year. If the goal were

stated as improving the whole environment, design review may

not be a greatly effective strategy. But if the goal is re-

stated to apply only to the contribution of new construction

and renovations to the overall environment, then review's ef-

fectiveness measure is more reasonable.

As a general comment on all design review applications, one
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can say that design review cannot change the state of the

world overnight, but it can help to change attitudes toward

design if coupled with an educational effort, and it can

gradually make incremental changes in a cityscape, townscape,

and the experience of the built world.
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In the examples examined here the discretionary approach is

used most often in applications that concentrate on the re-

view of architectural details which are not easily specified

in advance before design proposals are actually made. Broad

guidelines used in Brookline, Beacon Hill, and by the Matrix

of interface describe some general directions to be consider-

ed in design details, but leaves the measurement of attain-

ment of acceptability up to the discretion of the reviewers

using the guidelines.

A more automatic, self administered, non-discretionary ap-

proach has been applied by models which concentrate on pro-

grammatic elements that can be more easily specified. A par-

ticular use or design element can be clearly described in

size or location before it appears in a design proposal, and

its effect on the overall project composition can be predict-

ed more easily than the cumulative effect of many architectur-

al details. The Housing Quality Program, Greenwich Street,

and Tremont Street are concerned mainly with programmatic fea-

tures rather than details of architectural design, and so

their non-discretionary approaches are generally suited to

their overall aims.

Difficulties could arise were HQP's point system applied to

Brookline's broad guidelines. In that case the flexibility

desired by the town would be lost to complex procedures that

demand careful measurement of compliance with controls. In

Approach
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many cases automatic review in any form cannot adequately

substitute for a discretionary approach.

The approach taken in these examples also relates to the en-

vironment in which they are applied. New York City's plan-

ning bureaucracy may find it easier to certify each special

permit case by reviewing a set of quality point calculations

than by attempting to examine how well each housing project

measures up to interpretable standards. Concern for graft

or corruption of the review process is no small matter in a

setting where stakes are high and professional ethics could

be lax. A smaller scale review organization like that of

Beacon Hill or in Brookline may have, or be willing to cre-

ate, more opportunities to review cases individually against

broad discretionary guidelines.

The mandatory and explicit design requirements of the Green-

wich and Tremont Street special districts are consistent with

their attempts to rationalize the bonus incentive approach.

Discretionary review of design aspects may not work well in

combination with a rigid economic formula for the awarding of

bonuses. As part of the move to eliminate discretion in a-

warding development bonuses, it is logical -- though by no

means necessary -- to remove the need to negotiate design

concerns like setback, cornice height, and view corridors.

In none of these cases was discretionary review without any

guidelines employed, and it is likely that such an extreme
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case is rare. At the other extreme, completely automatic re-

view may not exist in practice either. Even Greenwich Street

leaves provision for minor dimensional adjustments on amenity

elements. The Housing Quality Program, with all of its em-

phasis on automatic administration and developer choice of

options, still reverts to a special permit procedure for large

scale developments.

Between the ends-of the discretionary spectrum, discretionary

review and guidelines are used in conditions which can be a-

dapted in balance to best serve the dictates of the situation

and the purposes of the review process. One can see from a-

nalysis of these models that several approaches to design re-

view are valid and can lead to effective results. The selec-

tion of one depends on the specific task review is asked to

fulfill.
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Prescriptive review guidelines are made convincing when ac- Nature
companied by extensive studies that can justify their specif-

ic requirements. Greenwich Street and Tremont Street were

prepared after studies determined what elements were needed

to fulfill a specific overall district plan. Even when the

review process allowed for developer options, they were op-

tions limited to a scope to choices that met the predeter-

mined needs of the areas to some degree. Prescriptive guide-

lines seem to be on more shaky ground when used in the Matrix

of Interface and the Brookline guidelines where there is lit-

tle documentation offered to substantiate the requirements.

While prescribing specific solutions or parts of solutions

may make it easier for reviewers to measure compliance, these

prescriptive standards reduce the design options available to

architects and developers. On Beacon Hill that may be a de-

sirable situation. A small deviation from the norm may lead

to a discordant note in a highly consistent area. In most of

Boston and Brookline, however, the limitations of design op-

tions by strict, ill-conceived prescriptive standards may be

undesirable for the townscape and frustrating for the design-

ers. Blandness and excessive homogeneity can result from

prescriptive standards poorly applied. Competent designers

under the control of inflexible reviewers using rigid pre-

scriptive standards may object to limitations on their cre-

ativity in formulating responsive design solutions.
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Performance standards are more difficult for reviewers or

guideline designers to prepare, especially if a replicable,

valid test must be used. The Housing Quality Program is

clearly the only example analyzed here in which performance

standards were used in combination with rigorous perform-

ance tests. Partially formed performance standards, lack-

ing valid measures and rigorous tests, appear in several of

the examples. In some applications discretionary, subjec-

tive like "harmony" or "appropriateness" may be sufficient,

but even then better definitions of these terms would lead

to more consistently applicable tests. HQP's kind of per-

formance tests may not work everywhere -- and even some

tests employed in New York may need more substantiation as

to their validity -- , but these tests are a step in the right

direction for some applications. Performance standards con-

trolling some elements of design issues do offer developers

a choice in how to meet the requirements and may even stim-

ulate innovation toward more economical solutions.

The basic problem in the use of prototypes for design guide-

lines has already been discussed: a designer may not know ex-

actly which aspects of the prototype design to focus on in

the absence of further explanations. No prototype built or

proposed for a particular location can serve as a successful

model for all sites in a varied setting. A further danger

in using prototypes is illustrated in the HQP case in New

York. High rise slabs, which have become an accepted model 290



for housing, have replaced consideration of any other proto-

types in large areas of the city. A low rise/high density

solution has not been perfected and applied to rival it.

Brookline's guideline book uses prototypes in an appropriate

way: to illustrate, rather than take the place of, design

guidelines applied to design components. While the use of

components, or groups of components, to form larger pieces

of a design as the basic unit for design controls is general-

ly preferable in most situations, prototypes may be useful to

demonstrate the overall effect of design controls.

The use of components in design review guidelines is closely

related to the content and purposes of the design controls.

Greenwich and Tremont Street district controls focus on com-

ponents because that is the unit best used to allocate bonus

awards. Each amenity element is worth a certain amount in

FAR or tax incentives. HQP's components are actually the

nuggets that comprise the content of its controls. In each

of these examples where components were successfully used,

the size of the component relates to both a logical subdivi-

sion of the design and a specific issue that is placed under

control.
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Perhaps the aspect of design guidelines of most immediate

concern to architects and reviewers is the list of design

elements that are controlled -- the guideline's content.

These are the points around which potential design disputes

will center because these are the points of contact between

the controls and the design proposal itself. These are the

blades that carve out the form of the final product.

As a means of comparing the kinds of design elements con-

trolled by various design review models, the author pro-

poses a list of twenty categories of issues which is dis-

played on this page. While the elements do not relate to

each other in a direct ordinal relationship, there is a gen-

eral narrowing of scale as one proceeds down the list. I-

tems 1 through 3 relate to issues of massing and siting;
items 4 through 9 are concerned with issues of project ex-

ternal effects, outdoor space, and use; items 10 through 17

deal with architectural detailing issues, openings, surfaces,

and signs on a building itself; and items 18 through 20 re-

late to interior design elements such as lobby space and a-

partment unit layouts.

The analysis of the models has shown that each example cov-

ers a slightly different range of issues and places emphasis

on different portions of this continuum of twenty controlled

issues. The first table in this section compares the six

models and several guidelines used in the cases of Part I

and the Introduction against the list of 20 issues to il-

Content
CONTENT ISSUES

1 height, bulk, FAR

2 street line, views,
sun angle

3 coverage, setback

4 traffic, access, park-

ing, loading, service

5 landscaping, drainage,
paving, lighting

6 pedestrian amenities

7 recreation, sunlight

8 surveillance

9 use

10 scale, styles

11 roof, cornice line

12 projections, awnings

13 arcades, stairs

14 wall details

15 materials, color, tex-
ture

16 window size, pattern

17 signs, storefronts

18 lobby, circulation,
common rooms

19 service

20 apartment units
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lustrate their areas of primary focus.

From that table we can see that models which emphasize pro-

grammatic concerns like the Housing Quality Program tend to

focus more on the two ends of the spectrum -- on siting, mass-

ing, use and external effects issues and on issues of interior

design. For the most part, the two incentive zoning controls,

Greenwich and Tremont Streets, do not address issues of archi-

tectural detailing or interior layout, and focus on the ex-

ternal effects and siting end of the scale.

The Brookline guidelines and those of the Matrix of Interface

are more systematic in the distribution of their controls,

having some controls on nearly all issues of the list except

those related to interior layout. The two examples of his-

toric districts, Beacon Hill and Back Bay, mainly concern

themselves with the issues of architectural detailing and

some issues of external effects.

The other examples from the cases and Introduction follow a

similar pattern, with the concerns of the Suffolk guidelines

and the Commercial Street Developer's Kit spread across most

of the spectrum except interiors. The concerns of the Na-

tional Advisory Council on Historic Preservation lie mostly

at the level of architectural detail. Of course, from this

limited evidence one cannot conclude that all design guide-

lines of similar slants will follow the same patterns of

concerns; but clearly, the purposes that the design review
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processes are meant to fulfill have a large influence on the

content of the controls used.

The last five pages of tables take a somewhat more detailed

look at the advisory, mandatory, and discretionary controls

used in each of these examples. The tables provide an easy

reference for comparison of the approach, nature and content

of the models analyzed in Part II of this study.
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Describing how to match design review models to applications
in specific situations is the task of Part III. The preced-
ing parts of this study have documented descriptive informa-
tion on the characteristics of design review environments and
the attributes of a range of models. Part III makes the link elec ion
between cases and models.

Attributes common to a successful design review process in
any setting include responsiveness to community goals, the
importance of stating intent, guidelines that relate to re-
view objectives, due process, community participation, a
common level of relative ability between participants, and
a sound legal justification. But not all review methods meet-
ing these prerequisites can work effectively under a full
range of conditions.

The experience in the case studies and analysis of models in
this study has demonstrated that there may be several factors
which can be identified in a situation that suggest the appro-
priate approach, nature, and content of design review models.
These.groups of these factors relate to: the purpose and in-
tent of the review process, project program and scale, the ex-
ternal context or constraints of the situation, the institu-
tional review context, and the process objectives for review.

It is necessary to disaggregate the constituent elements of
review and examine their relationships to these factors be
fore selecting the appropriate review model for a particular
situation.

After an introduction that explains the use of situational
factors in selecting models and outlines some common attri-
butes of desirable design review processes, the next section
of Part III briefly re-examines design review in the Boston
setting. The following section lists the factors involved
in matching design review models with appropriate applica-
tions in a range of situations. The final section lists
some sources of further information on issues relating to
the process of design review.
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Introduction
At this point in this study of design review it is time to

make the "normative leap." It is time to shift the perspec-

tive of this report from a descriptive statement of the way

design review is to a normative statement of the way design

review should be. The recommendations included in Part III

are based on evidence from the case studies and model analy-

sis plus informed speculation of the author.

The purpose of Part III is to match design review situations

and the appropriate models for conducting review. The ap-

proach, nature, and content of design review models will be

linked to characteristics of the review environment. This

part will bring together information on review settings gen-

erated in the study of three cases in Part I, and findings

from the analysis of six model examples in Part II. Some of

the issues which surfaced in each of those parts are useful

in differentiating between appropriate and inappropriate ap-

plication of design review methods. Other issues suggest

characteristics which should be present in any design review

process no matter what the situation.

The correspondence between design review situations and the

approach, nature, and content of models which are well suited

to them cannot be adequately summarized in a table without be-

ing superficial or oversimplifying the picture. To present a

neat table here would be misleading. There cannot be a tight 302



match which states, "In all cases of 'A', design review should

use approach 'Z'." If nothing else, this study has demonstrat-

ed the complexity of the design review process and its rela-

tionships to the setting in which it takes place. A descrip-

tion of situation "A" would necessarily contain so many inter-

related factors with complex, overlapping, and often contra-

dictory effects on the review process, that any simple state-

ment of correspondence would either be too broad to be mean-

ingful or qualified by a number of limiting statements.

The strategy of this part is to isolate some of the factors

that influence the choice of design review models. This anal-

ysis will leave to the reader the task of sorting out the fac-

tors operating in his own environment and of selecting the ap-

propriate review technique. While this analysis does not pur-

port to be definitive, it can offer some guidance on how to

make a choice.

Factors useful in selecting design review methods -- The core

of Part III focuses on the question of what factors to consid-

er in choosing design review models, or rather, which approach,

nature, and content characteristics of models are suitable to

what environments. A list of factors or considerations that

appear to be important in most situations is shown later in

this part. The presence or relative importance of each fac-

tor in a setting depends on the specifics of the local situa-

tion. No general weights or priorities can be assigned to

them in the absence of more information about their setting. 303



A description of what constitutes these factors and which ap-

proaches to review the components suggest will be discussed

in the fourth section of this part.

Design review in Boston -- Before discussing the considera-

tions to be made in selecting review models or the character-

istics that should be present for all applications, it would

be useful to recall the characteristics of the Boston setting

and the models which are employed to review development pro-

posals there. This section will serve two purposes: 1) it

will pull together information on the cases and models to

examine how the various review procedures relate to each oth-

er, and 2) it will lay a concrete groundwork for the recom-

mendations made in the following section.
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The Boston Setting
The cases and model examples described in this study which

occur in Boston illustrate an overall design review system

that is administered in local settings rather than city-wide.

An integrated city-wide administration of design review may

attempt to apply a uniform set of standards -- perhaps con-

ditional on particular site or program circumstances -- un-

der a single institutional framework. Because of the his-

torical evolution of design controls in the city and because

of the varied local circumstances, Boston finds itself with

a mix of local processes like that of Beacon Hill, or sets

of geographically applied standards as in the Tremont Street

example. Some of these controls are administered centrally

by the Boston Redevelopment Authority, but others involve

participation by agencies above -- HUD and the National Ad-

visory Council on Historic Preservation -- and below -- the

Beacon -Hill Civic Association and CSCDC -- that level.

While the Matrix of Interface proposes a city-wide set of

broad guidelines to be administered with discretion by the

BRA, there is no overall framework that relates all of these

review processes across the city. Perhaps such a structure

is not necessary, but some increased coordination by the BRA

may be beneficial.

The following brief descriptions of the examples of Boston

design review mentioned in this study are arranged in gener~ 305



ally increasing order of discretion. This overview will

serve as a reminder of the critical issues of the cases and

will help to ground the discussion of common attributes and

factors of choice that follows.

Inventive zoning: Tremont Street -- The concerns of the Tre-

mont Street Special District are primarily related to pro-

grammatic issues -- the location and size of particular de-

sign elements -- rather than to issues of architectural de-

sign or aesthetics. These elements could be carefully defin-

ed in a prescriptive way, and the review and bonus assign-

ment process could be self-administered without any discre-

tionary provisions. Some issues like sun-angle limitations

were performance based, and when combined with the use of el-

ective improvement options, these provisions gave developers

a wide range of choice on what to offer the public in their

projects. This combination of circumstances leads to a pre-

dictable process for the developers. It will not necessar-

ily produce predictable results for the public, but will lead

to results that are acceptable within a range defined by the

controls. Focusing on a defined geographic area in the city

means that a comprehensive study could anticipate most of the

possible solutions to design problems and provide for them in

the content of the controls.

Developer's Kit: Commercial Street -- The Developer's Kits

for the Ausonia project competition spelled out specific per-

formance and prescriptive guidelines, but it was up to the 306



judges of the competition to use their discretion in deter-

mining the degree of compliance of the entries. The require-

ments left room for the architect to negotiate a slight

change in the design guidelines, and for the participants in

the historic review phase to reinterpret the design require-

ments to fit their own preferences. This model suggests that

design standards with a broad, systematically organized con-

tent can still leave room for negotiations as unanticipated

solutions and issues arise.

Matrix of Interface -- The Matrix was intended to be applied

to projects undergoing review in all parts of the city, and

thus the guidelines are broad and somewhat vague in nature.

The authors of the Matrix were aware that they could not an-

ticipate all situations. As a result, the Matrix is more

useful as a negotiations tool than as a replacement for dis-

cretionary design review. This model illustrates some of the

problems inherent in a city-wide review system, and provides

ammunition for those who argue in favor of locally focused de-

sign review.

Beacon Hill and Back Bay Guidelines -- These two sets of

guidelines are focused on specific neighborhoods, each with

its own distinctive character. Both guidelines are aimed at

the preservation of historic districts, through the control

of architectural detailing. Prescriptive guidelines adminis-

tered in a discretionary approach by locally based Commis-

sions is the medium of control. Each Commission is tied to 307



the central city administration and to local neighborhood

groups which aid in the operation of the controls and the mon-

itoring of design proposals.

Review Committee and Community Meetings: Suffolk -- The em-

phasis of control in the Suffolk case shifted from issues of

massing and FAR to that of architectural detailing to pro-

grammatic issues of use and its external impacts. These

shifts took place along with the increasing involvement of

community groups in the process and a reduced role for the

Design Review Committee. The participatory process broad-

ened the scope of concerns as the participants redefined the

problem in their own terms, independent of any predetermined

guidelines of the zoning provisions applicable to the area.

One lesson of this case is that no matter what a priori guide-

lines are prepared in a loosely legitimate institutional set-

ting of controls, they can be superseded by the concerns of

a group of impacted neighbors who obtain access to the review

process. A nondiscretionary approach may be difficult to dif-

ficult to establish in this particular setting even with the

active participation of residents in the process of drafting

self administered controls.

Discretionary Review: Charlestown Savings Bank -- The major

controversy in the Charlestown Savings case was over the dis-

cretionary approach to review and the lack of accepted stand-

ards against which to measure the design. There was no com-

munity concern in evidence over the details of the design. 308



Selection of these details was debated between the reviewer

and the architect, and there was no mechanism for soliciting

user opinion in mid-process, even if there were community con-

cern. This case illustrates the need for more detailed per-

formance or prescriptive standards in the Downtown area which

are accepted as legitimate and which can be administered in

a manner acceptable to both designer and reviewer.

Historic Review: Commercial Street -- The most discretionary

and least local politically accountable guidelines were used

in the historic review of Commercial Street. The reviewers

held no concensus on design objectives or even on the values

which underlaid them. As a result, the architect and review-

ers were frustrated, by the process and the concerns of the

community and future users were not specifically involved in

the process at all. In this case, discretionary review with

very broad standards and no agreed upon objectives were used

in a process that was difficult but eventually led to a suc-

cessful product.
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Common Attributes of Design Review Models
There are several qualities of design review that ought to

be present no matter what the specific environment.

Responsiveness to community goals -- The relationship of a

design review process and its objectives to overall commun-

ity goals and objectives ought to be clear. While community

objectives are not always well articulated and concensus on

community goals may not be evident, the existence of an

adopted comprehensive plan may serve as a surrogate for

those conditions. Design review, along with zoning, can be

seen as a method of insuring adherence to a comprehensive

urban design, land use, or overall development plan as they

are implemented incrementally by public and private actions.

Models such as the Greenwich Street Special District in New

York are tied closely to an overall development plan, while

the Brookline review process is more loosely connected.

Both review processes, however, take the overall design and

development objectives of the community into account. They

enforce the design preferences and values of their setting.

Clearly stated intent -- The intent and objectives of a de-

sign review process should be stated clearly at the outset.

Both for the purposes of generating a clear set of standards

by the reviewer, and for promoting understanding on the part

of the developer applicant or his architect, the aims of re-

view must be documented and accessible. The Brookline review

Responsiveness to Commun-
ity Goals

Clearly Stated Intent

Standards Related to
Intent

Due Process

Community Participation

Common Level of Ability

Legal Justification
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guidelines state its aim -- the objective of preserving the

townscape -- and the means for attaining that aim and commun-

icate them to all participants in the review process. The

objectives in the Charlestown Savings Bank case may not have

been so clearly laid out.

Standards related to intent -- The connection between the

stated intent of design review and the standards used for im-

plementing the intent must be explicit. Whether standards

are performance or prescriptive, or the approach self-admin-

istering or discretionary, the links between desired ends and

the means for attaining those ends -- the review standards --

must be direct. Using direct linkages promotes the guide-

line's credibility and may protect them form legal challenge

on the grounds of capriciousness. A chain of logical steps

may be needed to establish these links, such as the progres-

sive stages illustrated in the derivation and presentation of

the Housing Quality Program. But even a less pre-determined,

"labor intensive", discretionary review process must also be

grounded in a sequence of logical stages. In the latter in-

stance, where decisions may be- more likely to appear arbi-

trary, the need to link standards to intent may be even more

important than under an a priori set of guidelines.

Due process -- Due process is an essential part of any design

review procedure. In some cases the outcome of design review

may be more predictable than others, but in all cases design

review must be fair to all parties concerned including abut- 311



ters and the general public as well as owners, developers,

and their architects. If design review is a regulatory de-

vice established to protect the public interest and to pro-

mote community values, then that interest and those values

can be preserved only by a fair and open process.

Community participation -- Community participation in design

review is related to and is an essential part of due process.

Individuals and community groups ought to be involved in the

preparation of a design review ordinance either at the design

study stage or before the ordinance is enacted. The Housing

Quality Program's approach of using workshops to explain and

gather suggestions on its recommendations may be a good one

in some situations. Informal and formal hearings during the

review process for each discretionary case may often be es-

sential to the acceptance of a design review committee's de-

cision, and it may add constructive comments useful in im-

proving the proposed design solution. The course of the Suf-

folk case changed drastically after open neighborhood meet-

ings were held and open negotiations with an established com-

munity group took place. Without those meetings the proposal

might have proceeded even further down the path of acceptance

before community input could be heard and their suggestions

incorporated into the pro ject's design. Clearly, active and

productive community participation is easier to obtain in

small communities with an ongoing tradition of involvement

as on Beacon Hill; but some form of community involvement 312



can be devised for nearly any circumstance.

Common level of ability -- The relative abilities of review-

er and the architects subjected to review ought to be on an

equal footing. A "high powered", prestigous, or highly re-

garded architect may attempt to overpower a less skilled or

esteemed reviewer. Conversely, a reviewer having autocratic

power with little recourse available for appeal of his deci-

sions by the applicant would not only be inadvisable, but

may not stand up to a judicial challenge. The Commercial

Street case shows some problems related to questions of pro-

fessional competence, and the Charlestown Savings Bank case

illustrates aspects of both sides of this issue. It demon-

strates the difficulties of process which may arise when mu-

tual respect and a perception of equal stature are in short

supply. Productive give and take during negotiations may de-

generate into a stalemate or worse. In a situation in which

design credentials are absent or deficient on a volunteer re-

view board, a professional consultant or staff member may be

needed to raise the perceived level of professional compet-

ence to that of the architects involved in review.

Several other common concerns relating to all design review

settings, such as legal justification and limitations on con-

trols, will be discussed at the end of Part III where it will

be accompanied by a guide to further information.
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Factors in Selection of Design Review Models
These considerations should be taken into account in the

choice of review models for specific situations. Some fac-

tors influence all three aspects of review models while oth-

ers are limited to one or two questions of approach, nature,

and content. Most factors cannot be taken in isolation, and

the choice of models depends on the way these factors act in

combination.

PURPOSE AND INTENT -- The reasons behind design review ap-

plications influence the choice of review characteristics.

When design review is initiated in response to a particular

event or case of design controversy, the circumstances of

that event often enter into the structural aspects of the

review system that is established. Purposes underlying de-

sign review are varied, but at this time it is most useful

to focus on two general categories of functional and aesthe-

tic or formal purposes. Each of these slants suggests a

somewhat different emphasis for design review.

Functional Purposes -- If design review focuses on the op-

erational behavior of design elements, uses, or activities,

such as pedestrian amenities, loading facilities, or shad-

ows, then it is considered to have a functional bias. Func-

tional issues can lead to a list of specific objectives and

specific standards for acceptable solutions of levels of per-

formance. Performance standards directed toward functional

PURPOSE AND INTENT
Functional Purposes
Programmatic Concerns
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Architectural Detailing
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ends may be used with a goal, measurable requirements, and

a replicable test determining compliance with the guidelines.

When it is important to encourage innovation and creativity

at the same time that specific objectives must be met, per-

formance standards are appropriate. On the other hand, pre-

scriptive standards could be used in cases where discrete,

easy to specify or describe elements are required to satisfy

the functional needs of a design or an overall plan. List-

ing the elements, their locations and sizes, and the rela-

tionships among elements and to the entire design may be a

valid strategy if the needs of a situation can be identified

and described at the outset, although this strategy may lead

to some lack of flexibility to respond to unique or changing

circumstances.

Programmatic Concerns -- Functional requirements may be stat-

ed as programmatic concerns. As has been shown in the preced-

ing parts, design guidelines which can be programmed may be

self-administered by automatic methods, performance or pre-

scriptive standards usually at the component level, and ad-

dress content issues that are not detailing or aesthetically

based. The content may be focused on particular issues of

systematically applied to general concerns. Programmatic con-

cerns refer to the content of the controls, but they are deriv-

ed from the purpose of design review systems. HQP and the

Public Facilities Department focus on programmatic issues of

housing and schools respectively, but other reviewing bodies 315



could conceivably address other use types as well. The es-

sential quality of design review having a programmatic em-

phasis is that it is easier to write design rules in advance

than it is for aesthetic issues.

Aesthetic Purposes -- When the intent of design review is

primarily to address aesthetic or formal issues, the opposite

approach is more appropriate. Aesthetic or visual concerns

are hard to specify by component in isolation because so much

depends on the relationships of the overall composition. Un-

less design reviewers can isolate the specific qualities of a

setting which give it architectural distinction -- the use of

red brick or the rhythm of a particular window pattern, for

instance -- then an automatic or specific performance approach

may not be appropriate. It is not likely that a successful

designed environment would be built on such simple principles,

and so a more complex and subtle, specification of design re-

quirements may be necessary. In that case a discretionary ap-

proach which can adapt to the particulars of each case or spec-

ific small scale setting and adjust the standards to meet a

complex situation is better. If it is hard to anticipate and

define all possible design situations presented by architects

how the solutions should behave beforehand or to articulate a

discrete set of specific performance standards, then the ap-

propriate review model would be discretionary, use prescrip-

tive standards, employ prototypes as overall models but not

without the accompanying component standards that point out 316



which aspects of the prototypes are to be emulated, and fo-

cused in its content on architectural detailing concerns.

In this way the solutions that architects can receive ap-

proval for are strictly limited by prescription. Perform-

ance standards may be applicable if particular elements of

an overall solution can be anticipated, and several potential

designer solutions are acceptable.

Architectural Detailing Concerns -- Historic districts and

other locations with reviewers seeking to protect a fragile

visual environment tend to focus on questions of detailing

rather than on issues of massing, external effects, or in-

terior design of a proposal. What is most important in these

situations is how the building's mass is articulated; how it

is affected by light and shadow; its color, texture, and

scale of openings and subdivisions. Discretionary, prescrip-

tive standards that can be adapted to specific cases work best

in combination with these design controls when not all require-

ments or possible submitted solutions can be foreseen and spec-

ified in advance.

PROJECT PROGRAM AND SCALE -- Large scale projects which are

unique, one of a kind cases may not be adequately accommodat-

ed under automatic review procedures that work for the major-

ity of cases in a locality. If some triggering device is used

to initiate a discretionary review process, then large projects

may be given the special attention they require. The trigger

may be sensitive to number of apartment units involved, floor 317



area ratio, commercial uses in a residential zone, or an ac-

tivity which generates particular adverse external effects.

Whatever concerns the reviewers can be used as an indicator

to trigger this kind of review. Discretionary review with

performance standards and tests specified beforehand for all

special review cases of a particular type may be the fairest

way to deal with "special cases" of use, size, or some sensi-

tive locations. The content of review in special cases may

differ from the issues of concern in other cases and may be

focused on particular issues of concern. Content issues may

also be triggered by a specific set of circumstances. Small

scale projects of uses compatible with the prevailing exist-

ing use may be exempt from review altogether, or may be han-

dled by automatically administered performance or prescrip-

tive checklists.

EXTERNAL CONTEXT -- The situations of the case typology pre-

sented in Part I relate to questions of site, program, and

institutional setting. Several factors of site and non-

physical setting may be significant in the choice of review

models. All of these factors cannot be controlled by the

reviewer, project developer, or the architect. They are thus

a part of an external context for design review.

Market Activity -- The level of market activity may have sev-

eral effects on design review. First of all, the capacity of

discretionary procedures may be overwhelmed by rapidly coming

applications. The rate of review processing may be used as 318



a check on rapid growth, but it is not an appropriate mech-

anism to do that. There are many other methods to deal with

growth that are better suited than design review. What de-

sign review can do in periods of rapid growth is to assure

that standards of design quality are maintained. Market ac-

tivity can also dictate the kind of developments that are

proposed to meet demand. As fashions change, the content of

design controls may have to change to deal with shifting de-

sign issues. Automatic review procedures with assigned

weights or priorities must also adapt to cyclical and long

run changes in market pressure. A self-administering, auto-

matic procedure has an advantage in circumstances of slow

growth in that a developer can count on a predictable process

and standards of evaluation. Predictability thus will not

act to deter desirable development and may even encourage de-

sirable development under some conditions. If the rules are

clearly spelled out with prescriptive standards, then the de-

veloper can minimize delay, and thus reduce holding costs.

If the developer also has the option to submit to a process

of discretionary review for exceptions to automatic prescrip-

tive controls, development in the area may become even more

attractive. In circumstances of slow growth, discretionary

review focused on a limited number of issues may permit com-

promises to be made on what is acceptable, while maintaining

the essential qualities that are necessary to meet the intent

of design guidelines. From the point of view of the munici-
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pality or reviewer, in a fluid, uncertain situation, discre-

tionary design which can adapt flexibly are more likely to

work successfully than rigid, unadaptable controls. The

question remains how many potential long term benefits

should be compromised for short run gains. Adaptive con-

trols may have disadvantages in this case.

Spatial Setting -- The influence of spatial settings, in gen-

eral, have more impact on the content of controls than on

their nature or approach. The specific influences of sites

or surrounding spatial contexts influence what design fea-

tures are appropriate and should be controlled on a building.

To establish a design review model that can adapt city-wide

to varied settings, performance standards of systematic con-

tent with some option for reviewer discretion -- at least in

some specific circumstances -- seems to be the best strategy.

In that way new buildings on all hilltop locations, for in-

stance, may be asked to perform in the same way, or some

specific hilltops that meet other predetermined characteris-

tics could be handled by other design standards. A perform-

ance strategy allows a range of acceptable solutions, but a

prescriptive standard of different rules for different loca-

tional circumstances may be appropriate if only certain solu-

tions are predetermined to be satisfactory.

Vulnerability of Setting -- A vulnerable setting may be a

historic district, or be in an area with a fragile set of

common elements to be preserved. Disruption of any of those 320



elements may damage the positive impact of the whole composi-

tion. An example of a visually vulnerable situation is a

street lined with fine old houses all painted white and

fronted with a white picket fence. Repainting a house blue

and replacing the fence with a privet hedge disrupts the un-

ity of the composition, which may be unique in the city, or

valued for some other reason. In fragile settings vulnerable

to damage by specific changes, tight controls focused on crit-

ical issues may be necessary. Tight prescriptive controls

could be used to describe specific elements or physical dimen-

sions that are needed to reinforce the setting. Performance

controls could operate in conjunction with these controls at

the general level. They may deal with overall effects of pro-

posed designs, and their relationships to the existing set-

ting. Prototypes with an accompanying explanation may serve

to illustrate acceptable solutions in vulnerable settings.

Tight controls may be self-administered if there should be no

provision for discretionary appeal. Vulnerability need not

be limited to visual or detailing concerns, but most examples

of fragility arise in visually harmonious settings.

Measurability of Performance -- The ability to measure per-

formance and to predict the design consequences of imposing

controls determines what guidelines can be prepared in ad-

vance of application to specific cases. If a standard of com-

pliance is measurable, then a performance test is possible

which would permit a range of solutions an opportunity to 321



demonstrate their acceptability. If the objectives of design

review lend themselves to translation into specifiable solu-

tions or parts of solutions, then a prescriptive standard can

be used. In either case, self-administration is possible if

one can describe before review exactly what it is that one

wants. The inability to describe and anticipate the desired

results may suggest a discretionary approach is needed which

permits interaction between designers and reviewers. These

parties can then work together to develop a satisfactory so-

lution that is responsive to the qualities of its environment.

As long as the architect is aware at the beginning of the re-

view process that it will be an interactive exchange, and if

the reviewer is skilled enough to manage the process fairly,

then a discretionary approach to review in certain situations

can be productive and appropriate.

REVIEW CONTEXT -- Many aspects of the institutional context

in which review takes place can be controlled, or at least in-

fluenced, by the actions of the reviewer. While not all of

these factors are controllable to the same degree, the pres-

ence of each one helps to determine what review models are

appropriate.

Resource Availability -- As discussed early in Part I, the

amount of resources available to conduct design review in an

agency is an important consideration in the selection of de-

sign review techniques. The analysis there focused on nine

combinations of resources and concerns and the dynamics of 322



movement among them. It is useful to concentrate here on

just two possible conditions, with variations and combina-

tions left to the imagination of the reader.

In a high resource situation, funds and talent are available

to permit a wide range of choice in review models. Consult-

ants or staff can be obtained either to conduct detailed

studies to devise "capital intensive" self-administering

controls or to devise broad guidelines which can be admin-

istered by "labor intensive" discretion. In the best of all

worlds, both approaches could be taken and adapted to partic-

ular portions of the review environment or the demands of

different projects.

In a more realistic, limited resource situation, some choices

of review approach and nature must be made. If functional,

programmatic purposes are to be served, and if the desired

outcome can be specified in measurable terms, then limited

resources should be applied toward producing a "one shot",

definitive study which leads to the implementation of auto-

matic, non-discretionary controls. On the other hand, if

aesthetic, architectural detailing purposes are important,

and if specific control objectives are not easily measurable

and cannot be specified in advance, then the best use of lim-

ited resources would be to hire a competent staff and recruit

a review board of sensitive people to administer a discretion-

ary review process. Prescriptive checklists may be easier

and less costly to administer than performance evaluation
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guidelines, but some costs of monitoring performance can be

shifted to the devoloper if he must certify his compliance

by using outside consultants.

Limited resources may also dictate the content of design re-

view guidelines. A tight review budget may dictate that more

easily specified or measured basic concerns like color, tex-

ture, or building height be substituted for more sophisticat-

ed derived concerns like meeting mean cornice height or meas-

uring shadows cast on adjacent property. Surrogate measures

that are easy to obtain may replace performance concerns that

are harder or more expensive to monitor. Focused content

will help to limit the costs of review.

The availability of only limited resources need not cripple

design review, but it does challenge the reviewing body to

be inventive and efficient in the approaches it does take.

Level of Concern -- Concern for design issues has less influ-

ence on the choice of review models than does the availability

of resources. If a small group of residents shows high con-

cern, and if they are representative of the values and design

preferences of the community, then they may be asked to volun-

teer for a discretionary review board. When such an approach

is inappropriate to an environment, this citizen energy can

be applied to monitor a non-discretionary procedure in an ad-

visory capacity. Low community concern does not necessarily

rule out design review, but it may place its usefulness into
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question and reduce its possible lifespan due to lack of com-

munity support. In a low concern community the best overall

model would be self-administering based on a capital inten-

sive study, use prescriptive standards that can be easily

monitored, and deal with a content limited to the most sig-

nificant programmatic or design issues. In that way, the sys-

tem would be bought once with the intensive study, put in

place, and then continue to operate even if community inter-

est wanes.

Level of Review Activity -- As suggested above under "Market

Activity", an active development market can strain the capac-

ity of an agency to cope with its review caseload. Delays

may result and the quality of review procedures may suffer.

On the other hand, a low level of development activity can

present opportunities for "fine tuned", sensitive review

work, but it may lead to problems in holding interest of a

competent staff or may encourage the compromise of standards

in order to promote desired development activity. At an op-

timum level of activity in between these extremes, proposals

come at a rate which lets reviewers learn from past experi-

ence and adapt current standards to meet the changing con-

cerns of their setting. The design review process can be an

adaptive one which reformulates design policy to changing

conditions.

In a high activity situation, the most productive design re-

view models would be automatically administered, review 325



components by a concise prescriptive checklist, and focus its

content on a few most critical concerns. At the other ex-

treme, low activity would permit discretionary review of per-

formance or detailed prescriptive standards of disaggregated

components and prototypes along a systematic range of con-

cerns. While these attributes are possible, other conditions

may suggest different approaches. In selecting review models,

one must remember that busy times and idle times each present

problems which may be addressed by certain aspects of design

review models.

Potential for Corruption -- Public officials can be corrupt

in nearly any situation; but in high stakes settings or when

the institutional context condones misconduct or does not o-

pen its workings to public scrutiny, the potential for corrup-

tion is greater. In those situations, automatic review with

prescriptive, easy to confirm measurements can minimize the

effects of unethical behavior on design review. Performance

tests can be misrepresented and discretionary negotiations

are clearly susceptible to "under the table deals."

Personalities -- The characteristics of individuals enter in-

to any discretionary negotiations process and may even become

a part of institutionalized non-discretionary procedures. In

addition to the level of skills, experience, and competence

or review participants, their motivations, degree of determin-

ation, and other personality traits enter into a negotiations

process. Some people are better bargainers than others. In 326



selecting a design review model, some consideration must be

given to who will operate it and who will come under its con-

trol. Non-discretionary approaches minimize the personal ele-

ment in review, but that circumstance is not necessarily de-

sirable. An agency with a skilled negotiator -- or with a

competent design staff available -- may seek to capitalize

on his skills, and build a discretionary process around him.

Institutions -- As discussed at the end of the Charlestown

Savings Bank case, individuals and institutional settings in-

teract. Certain types of people may tend to gravitate toward

particular roles. The structural position of those roles in

a design review process may affect the choice of design re-

view models as suggested in the preceding section.

At another level, the institutional context as whole clearly

influences the selection of models. In New York City the

Housing Quality Program and Greenwich Street District were

designed to fit into the administration of zoning, although

they may really be reactions to the excessive discretionary

processes in use at earlier times. In those cases an auto-

matic approach with prescriptive and performance standards

were seen as appropriate, but in Brookline a discretionary

approach to granting special permits under zoning was seen

as the appropriate institutional location for design review.

With the evidence available, it is difficult to formulate a

general rule except to say that in a more complex institu-

tional setting a more straightforward approach to design 327



review may more readily survive. Simpler, smaller institu-

tional contexts like Brookline, or even Boston, may leave

more space for ambitious, discretionary design review.

Legal Constraints -- A subject not discussed in much detail

in this study is the question of legal constraints on review.

The amount of control that may be exercised relates to the

sources of authority a reviewer has. Site ownership, con-

tractual or covenant restrictions, financial control, and

the police power of the state all represent different levels

of control that dictate how far design review can go in its

requirements. The question of what constitutes a taking of

development rights is an important issue in zoning law and

may be important for certain applications of design review.

The answer to this question affects the content and approach

of controls -- what is controlled and how it is done -- and

not so much their nature. Additional discussion of this is-

sue and a guide to further information will be offered in

the last section of this part.

PROCESS OBJECTIVES -- Design review can be directed to ad-

dress a wide array of possible objectives. The questions of

how design review is to operate are its process objectives.

While meeting process objectives well was not mentioned by

the actors interviewed in this study as a measure of success

for design review, it is nevertheless important that a re-

view process operate smoothly and effectively. Several of
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the objectives mentioned here are potentially in conflict

with others, and the value placed on each depends on the par-

ticular perspective of the actors -- devoloper, architect,

reviewer -- in the process. But if a review process is

skewed to serve one or more of these objectives well, then

that skew suggests an identifiable set of attributes such

a model must possess.

Predictability -- Any developer values predictability for his

project. The most predictable approach to design review for

developers would be under self-administration of predetermin-

ed prescriptive controls. But as stated above, reviewers

and ordinance designers who cannot anticipate or define de-

sired results in measurable terms would seek to take a dis-

cretionary approach. When these two goals are not in con-

plict, and when it is desirable for the public to promote

private development, a non-discretionary approach is in or-

der. If that cannot be allowed, the discretionary approach

must be fair and at least the procedure for review must be

predictable and not appear capricious to its participants.

Delay -- Unpredictable review practices and poorly defined

standards can lead to disputes or misunderstandings that can

produce delay and increase the project cost. If an objective

is to minimize delay, then self-administered, prescriptive

approach is correct. When other considerations do not favor

that approach, a predictable procedure will allow the partic-

ipants to anticipate and prepare for delay. 329



Developer Options -- The most favored model for a developer

would be one which is predictable, minimizes delay, and gives

the developer the greatest freedom of choice within the con-

fines of the design standards. Offering developers a set of

elective components or performance criteria focused on crit-

ical issues would permit him to pick and choose elements and

solutions so that he can adjust to shifting market conditions

or can produce projects in line with his own capabilities.

He would retain his own free choice on issues not placed un-

der control. While an automatic approach to review like that

of the Housing Quality Program may be more predictable for de-

velopers, in some cases he may prefer a discretionary approach

that leaves him room to negotiate trade-offs in the context of

a particular proposal. In some instances, when dealing with

a straightforward project, a developer may value predictabil-

ity and lack of delay, but in other cases he may place a

greater premium on choice of design solutions. In each case

a major consideration is to minimize development costs or to

maximize potential revenues -- by producing a design which

meets a market demand -- in a way that will maximize the prof-

its he can realize from the project.

Architectural Creativity -- A related concern of the develop-

ment team is the amount of choice that a project's architect

has in devising a design solution. He may seek to produce a

creative solution, but tight prescriptive guidelines system-

matically applied to a full range of issues may mitigate a- 330



gainst that end. Although in the opinion of Gerhard Kallmann

and members of the BRA Urban Design Staff developer's and ar-

chitect's objectives may often be at odds, both review par-

ticipants would readily agree that they should have a high

degree of choice in the way they meet design guidelines. An

architect may seek to express his own stylistic preferences

or may want to implement a particular response to site or pro-

gram which stretches the limits of tight controls. Function-

al and formal concerns each suggest a different nature for ap-

propriate controls that allow designer freedom. Focused

performance standards on components of designs may give the

architect some freedom of choice in meeting the functional

intent of design review, but narrowly expressed aesthetic con-

cerns may necessaily place restrictions on some stylistic so-

lutions.

When design creativity and aesthetic controls are potentially

in conflict, only a discretionary approach will permit negoti-

ations to work out an acceptable compromise. As we have seen

in the Charlestown Savings case, however, an architect's

choices may still be overruled in a discretionary process if

the reviewer has power to make a final ruling on design.

Innovation -- Design creativity need not be limited to styl-

istic or architectural issues. Functional innovations may be

a desirable product of a review process, and in fact fostering

innovation was a stated objective of the Housing Quality Pro-

gram in New York. Innovation may not be viewed favorably by 331



developers or architects who are set in their ways or want to

keep costs within predictable bounds by using traditional tech-

niques, but in the long run, new solutions can lead to reduced

costs. The public and users of a project may benefit from in-

novations that better meet their needs, and reviewers may fa-

vor innovation as a desirable end in itself.

Design review can be structured to encourage -- or at least

not inhibit -- innovation by using performance standards and

allowing discretionary negotiations to permit the derivation

of new solutions. Focused content will permit room for in-

novation in non-critical, uncontrolled issues. Some building

types or locations in a city with particular problems or po-

tentials may be targeted by agencies seeking development for

the public good as special "innovation review" districts

while more conventional situations come under less flexible

standards or no review.

How to use factors in selecting review models -- The basic

message of Part III is that someone preparing or modifying

a design review process must sort out what design review is

trying to do in a given situation. He must question the why,

how, and where of review, and he must determine what is to

be controlled and who will conduct the review.

It is necessary to disaggregate the constituent elements of

review before one can select the appropriate approach, nature,

and content of design controls which are reassembled into a
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coherent model for conducting design review.

Some locally applicable factors may have been overlooked,

or some significant factors de-emphasized, but this analysis

of considerations does provide an initial framework for the

selection of appropriate design review models. The frame-

work suggests what to look for in a setting, and how to re-

spond.

The following summary list of factors arranged under approach,

nature, and content categories should serve as only a guide

for what questions to ask. Some items on the list are limit-

ing; that is, they should be present if the model aspect is

to apply. Other items imply that the model aspect is per-

missible but not necessarily essential to situations charac-

terized by the item's presence. This list appears to sim-

plify the choices and is not the definitive word. Many nu-

ances of choice are glossed over. Different values or pri-

orities can counteract the influence of some factors, but

this list offers a starting point on which to build logic

before making a selection of appropriate aspects of design

review models.

The final section of this study which follows the list is a

brief guide to further information on the use and application

of design review.
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APPROACH: SELF-ADMINISTERING

- if programmatic concerns emphasis
- for small scale projects without unusual uses
- if predictable market activity
- if slow growth market
- in vulnerable or fragile settings
- if objectively measurable performance possible
- in high or limited resource situation
- if low concern community
- if high level of review activity
- if high potential for corruption in setting
- to minimize personality influences
- in compatible institutional setting
- to promote predictability of process
- to minimize potential for delay

APPROACH: DISCRETIONARY

- if aesthetic concerns emphasis
- for large, atypically scaled project
- if unique use types
- if unpredictable market activity
- as an elective option in slow market situation
- if city-wide review covers varied spatial settings
- in less fragile settings
- if hard to measure performance objectively
- if outcome of controls difficult to anticipate
- if moderate resources and skilled board available
- if high or moderate level of concern
- if low level of review activity
- if low potential for corruption
- to increase personality influences
- in compatible institutional setting with discretion

used
- if legal constraints and enabling legislation allow
- to permit developer opportunity to negotiate
- to permit architect opportunity for creativity
- to permit innovation
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NATURE: PRESCRIPTIVE

- if functional or programmatic concerns emphasis
- if aesthetic concerns emphasis
- if desired detailing can be closely specified
- for small scale projects
- if not unusual use type
- if rules can be specified in local circumstances
- in vulnerable setting if elements can be specified
- if solutions can be anticipated and specified
- if resources are limited and checklist review possible
- in low concern communities
- if high level of review activity
- if high potential for corruption
- to minimize personality influences
- in complex institutional settings
- to promote predictability
- to minimize opportunity for delay
- to limit developer choice of options
- to limit architectural creativity
- to limit innovation

NATURE: PERFORMANCE

- if functional concerns emphasis and innovation desired
- to describe overall aesthetic performance
- for projects of unique program or scale
- in vulnerable setting to describe overall effect
- if measurable test for performance possible
- if high level of resources to prepare tests available
- if moderate resources and cost of tests to developer
- if moderate or low level of review activity
- if predictability of outcome not required
- to permit developer choice of options
- to permit architectural creativity
- to permit innovation
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NATURE: PROTOTYPES

- to illustrate desired overall solution
- if commentary to explain salient points available
- if aesthetic concerns relate to overall effect
- to illustrate good solutions in vulnerable settings
- in low review activity settings with discretionary

NATURE: COMPONENTS

- in all other situations in conjunction with proto-
types or where prototypes do not apply, especially:

- for specific programmatic or aesthetic elements
- for discrete elements in vulnerable setting
- if high level of review activity
- to permit developer choice of options
- to permit architectural creativity
- to permit innovation by component
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CONTENT: FOCUSED

- to address only specific programmatic or aesthetic
concerns

- for projects unique in program or scale
- in a slow market situation to minimize obstructions
- in vulnerable settings to highlight critical issues
- if limited resources available for review
- if high level of review activity
- to minimize potential for delay
- to permit developer choice of options, architectural

creativity, and innovation in areas of concern that
are not critical for design controls

CONTENT: SYSTEMATIC

- to address general programmatic or aesthetic concerns
- to deal with a range of market conditions
- in city-wide review applications
- if high resources available
- if low level of review activity
- to promote predictable outcome of review process
- to limit developer choice on critical issues
- to limit architectural creativity on critical issues
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Further Information Sources
There is a growing literature of information on urban design

and design review techniques. In the 1960's when urban re-

newal was at its zenith, many articles were written in plan-

ning publications. Much of that literature is somewhat dat-

ed by now, but many of the basic principles it discusses are

still valid. One quite recent, concise guide to design re-

view was published by the American Society of Planning Of-

ficials. In addition to a brief discussion of issues, it

has a long bibliography of sources and a list of communities

currently conducting design review across the country. It

serves as a basic guide to sources on the application of de-

sign review.

Some of the sources listed in the ASPO publication are also

listed in this section, with full citations appearing in the

Bibliography of this volume. The intention of this section

is to mention some general issues of design review which

have not been covered in great detail in the rest of the

study. Each source listed under the issues provide fur-

ther information on the subject.

Legal Aspects -- The previous sections alluded to the con-

straints that the law might place on design review. The

question of the basis for "aesthetic controls" has been set-

tled by a number of cases, foremost among them a Westchester

County, New York case of People v. Stover in 1963. R. Lisle

Legal Aspects

Aesthetics as an Issue

Relationship to Overall
Plan

Institutional Location of
Design Review

Design Review under Urban
Renewal

Design Review and Zoning

Decentralization of Design
Review

Community Participation

Model Ordinance

Evaluation of Review

ASPO
"PAS Memo", January 3, 1977
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Baker of Suffolk University Law School has compiled a list

of cases dealing with a set of commonly occurring legal is-

sues in design review. It is based primarily on the exper-

ience in Massachusetts, but most local cases have parallels

elsewhere. Lewis Mansotti and Bruce Selfers have written an

informative article on aesthetic zoning. Carl Lindbloom has

written a basic guide to minicipal design review, which is a

useful source on many aspects of the subject. He covers

the basic legal considerations that a town initiating de-

sign review must face. Several other articles on legal con-

siderations are listed in the ASPO bibliography.

Aesthetics as an Issue -- Richard F. Babcock, a well known

zoning lawyer from Chicago, has written an interesting piece

on design controls in Harper's Magazine. He takes a dissent-

ing view on the imposition of almost any restriction on aes-

thetic expression or controls on design. His primary con-

tention is that because no one can define "good taste", it

should not be regulated by a government body. While his

criticism should not be read as a condemnation of all types

of design controls -- particularly those with functional con-

cerns -- , the article does sound a warning against controls

that are too broadly applied or unfocused in their objectives.

Relationship to Overall Plans -- The point has been made in

the introduction to Part III that design review programs

should be related to overall community values and goals as

expressed in a comprehensive urban design plan or other formal

R. Lisle Baker
"Legal Issues in Design
Review"

Lewis H. Mansotti, Bruce I.
Selfers
"Aesthetic Zoning and the
Police Power"

Carl G. Lindbloom
Environmental Design Review

Richard F. Babcock
"Billboards, Glass Houses,
and the Law"
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expressions when available. The questions are how to pro-

duce an overall plan study responsive to community values and

how to generate appropriate guidelines from it. There is no

general rule, and many approaches may be valid. The litera-

ture in this area is spotty and incomplete. Jonathan

Barnett's well known book Urban Design as Public Policy is

more of a manifesto spreading the lessons learned in New

York City than a how-to-do-it guide, but many of Barnett's

points are well taken. He says:

It isn't necessary to design all the buildings, if
you have reached an understanding of the salient
points of the overall design (of the city), know
exactly which ones are most crucial, and understand
the steps required to make sure that what is most
important will actually be done.

Barnett goes on to illustrate how those aims were accomplish-

ed in New York. Robert F. Dannenbrink has written about com-

munity identity and how design review can reinforce it in

smaller cities and towns. In a somewhat out of date ASPO

guidem John L. Kirken and Irene P. Torrey survey character-

istics of urban design processes and the way design review

relates to overall objectives. Several case studies briefly

examine plans and processes in San Francisco, New York, Cin-

cinnati, urban renewal design review in Boston, and several

other cities before elaborating on urban design work done in

San Antonio.

Jonathan Barnett
Urban Design as Public
Policy

Robert F. Dannenbrink
"Guide to Planning Prac-
tice: Developing Commun-
ity Identity"

John L. Kirken, Irene P.
Torrey
Developing Urban Design
Mechanisms
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Some localities take a city-wide approach to review, while

others focus on the neighborhood level. San Francisco's Ur-

ban Design Plan was a city-wide effort, but it based much of

its work on studies done and workshops conduced at the neigh-

borhood level. At the other end of the scale, Kevin Lynch

has recently examined how a regional design agency could be

established and conduct design review on local projects with-

in that larger context.

Institutional location of design review -- Carl Lindbloom

devotes several pages to a discussion of existing forms of

design review and the appropriate location of a review or-

dinance. He examined several options including ordinances

under zoning, as a supplement to zoning, as a separate or-

dinance, and the establishment of special districts; and he

concluded that environmental design review should be admin-

istered separately from zoning. Brookline based much of its

review process on Lindbloom's model, but the Planning Board

decided to make design review a special permit procedure un-

der zoning. There appear to be convincing arguments on both

sides, and the choice of location should be based on the par-

ticular situation.

Design review under urban renewal -- In the 1960's urban re-

newal was seen as a tremendous opportunity to rebuild cities,

and design review was used to ensure that reconstruction met

criteria of good design. Philip S. Will in an MCP thesis

San Francisco Department
of City Planning
The Urban Design Plan

Kevin Lynch
Managing the Sense of a
Rego

Carl G. Lindbloom
Environmental Design Review
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completed at MIT in 1966 described some of the latent func-

tions of design review as providing flexibility to planners

under uncertainly, and as offering a model of good design

for private projects.2 Roger Montgomory focused on the dis-

tinction between tight plans, open plans, and a comprehensive

process in his AIP Journal article on urban renewal in 1965.

This article is a good source to show what the major design

concerns were at that time, and how design review was con-

stituted to meet those concerns.

Design review and zoning -- As has been discussed several

times in this study, new forms of redevelopment have arisen

with the passing of Federal programs for urban renewal. In-

centive zoning special districts like that of Greenwich Street

in New York City use design review to direct the form of pri-

vate developments. Barnett discusses incentive zoning appli-

cations in New York, and in a study prepared for the BRA,

David Barett explains how incentive zoning could be applied

in Boston to replace ad hoc procedures like 121A corporations

and other zoning exceptions. Design review would be a part

of any incentive zoning program adopted in Boston to insure

the design concerns of the public interest would be considered.

Some larger issues of land use control also apply to design

review. Michael J. Meshenberg's article explains how mech-

anisms like planned unit development regulations and incen-

tive zoning programs operate to offer more flexibility for

municipalities and developers. Regarding the limits to

Philip Sinclair Will
Design Review in Urban Re-
riewal: A case Study of the
Boston Redevelopment Auth-
ority

Roger Montgomory
"Improving the Design Pro-
cess in Urban Renewal"

David R. Barett
Incentive Zoning For Boston

Michael J. Meshenberg
The Administration of Flex-
ible Zoning Techniques
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zoning or design controls, A. Sax and R.C. Ellickson discuss

issues of private property rights, takings, and methods of

compensation.

Decentralization of the review process -- the possibility of

decentralizing the design review process has been mentioned

in this study. One model for establishing a city-wide control

system for signs that allows local neighborhoods to establish

their own standards and review procedures is proposed in City

Signs and Lights, prepared for the BRA by Ashley/Myer/Smith.

A less structured ad hoc decentralization approach for review

already operates in Boston as the cases have shown, but it

lacks a coherent framework to relate all of the parts.

Community Participation -- At a symposium on design controls

sponsored by the SPNEA in November 1976, Ronald Lee Fleming,

of Vision, Incorporated said that design review should be

built on an accumulation of values which suggest an identifi-

able visual vocabulary. Lisle Baker at the same symposium

said that design review should search for a shared perception

of what a community should be. -By implication then, design re-

view is a mechanism for implementing the physical manifestation

of that perception, but it can function that way only if it re-

flects genuine community values. Gerald R. Mylrole discusses

some methods of incorporating community values in design con-

trols. Beyond that example there is not much literature on

this specific concern, though there are many articles on par-

ticipation in review administration.

A. Sax
"Takings, Private Property
and Public Rights"

R.C. Ellickson
'Alternatives to Zoning:
Covenants, Nuisance Rules,
and Fines as Land Use Con-
trols"

Ashley/Myer/Smith
City Signs and Lights

Gerald R. Mylrole
"A Guide to Planning Prac-
tice: Community Design
Review Procedures"
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Model ordinances -- Lindbloom's guide includes a model ordin- Carl G. Lindbloom

ance for discretionary design review that was applied in Environmental Design Review

Princeton, New Jersey, and was adapted for use in Brookline

and elsewhere. It is clearly not applicable in all situa-

tions. William Weismantel has proposed an alternative re- William Weismantel

view procedure to the one recommended by the Standard Zon- "Legislating the Urban
Design Pro cess"~

ing Enabling Act. His approach relies primarily on the dis-

cretion of a staff "design examiner" rather than on that of

a review board. Its intention is to streamline the proced-

ure and expedite applications processing.

Evaluation of review -- The issue of the effectiveness of

design review methods in attaining their objectives has not

been addressed by the literature. Feedback on the perform-

ance of a design review product to test the predictive valid-

ity of the design review process is not often done in a form-

al way. Measuring effectiveness and identifying the aspects

of design controls that produce desirable or undesirable re-

sults would be useful in the development of new control sys-

tems and the reform of existing methods. A thorough examina-

tion of what aspects of design controls actually do produce

the desired results is a worthwhile topic for further inquiry.
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